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From Inspiration 
To Accomplishment

At Mitsubishi, expertise, teamwork and 
resources are transformed with sophisticated 
design and technology into advanced auto 
sound products.

It is a transition from inspiration to 
accomplishment.

It is the Diamond Collection 
A sensible doitar-for-dollar, feature-for- 

feature collection of audio products 
emphasizing an overall theme... unquali 
fied high-tech performance in a down 
sized chassis.

And by performance we mean more 
than reliability and ease-of-use. We mean 
crystal clear highs, thunderous lows, and 
crisp, clean power.

The Diamond Collection takes car stereo 
far beyond mere listening pleasure. It pro 
pels it into the world of audio experience.

The Diamond Collection translates this 
into an advantage for you: Mitsubishi just 
made buying Car Audio a whole lot easier.

The Diamond Collection: Five Models. 
Each unit reflecting unparalleled quality 
in a chassis small enough to fit any produc 
tion car in the world. And big enough in 
performance to earn the name Mitsubishi.

The Diamond Collection:

The Diamond Coffecfion: CZ-747, CZ-725, RX-735, RX-726, RX-723.

e. 1982 MITSUBISHI ELECTRIC SALES AMERICA. INC 
7045 N. Ridgeway Ave.. Lincolnwood. Illinois 60645 
In Canada. Melco Sales Canada

MITSUBISHI 
CAR AUDIO
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Stevie Wonder takes his music 
home from the studio on TDK. 
Because he knows that TDK tape 
records and captures everything 
he creates...and gives it back to 
him playback after playback after 
playback.

TDK's advanced audio cas 
sette technology gives you the full 
musical spectrum. Take TDK's AD 
cassettes, for example. AD's are the 
normal bias cassettes with a bril 
liant high end, broad dynamic range 
and low noise levels. They give you 
outstanding performances at an 
outstanding value.

All TDK audio cassettes are 
designed to capture the wonder of
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the creative mind.That's why Stevie 
Wonder wouldn't think of using any 
other cassette.

Find out for yourself what 
makes TDK cassettes special. You'll 
find every playback is an encore... 
for a lifetime.
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Regular, 1 mg. "tar", 0.2 mg. nicotine 
av. per cigarette, FTC Report Dec. '81.

I  

BARCLAY

99% tar free.

The pleasure is back.
BARCLW

IMG TAR

Warning: The Surgeon General Has Determined 
That Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous to Your Health.
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War thy ot the King of Beers.
There's a tradition at Anheuser-Busch. A tradition that 
says never be satisfied until you've achieved the best 

NowTout of this tradition, comes a light beer worthy of the King 
of Beers. One with a clean, distinctive taste. Budweiser Light.

It took time. Patience. And a quest for quality that led to the 
proud list of ingredients and the Beechwood Aging process made 
famous by the King of Beers.

We know the best never comes easy. That's why there's
nothing else Wee it. BHng Olit yOUf IfCSt.

Copyright © 2007 National Lampoon Inc.



Y OU KNOW HOW SOME- 
times you're really 
wrapped up in watching a 
life-and-death situation 
on a real great TV show 

like "Knolls Landing" or something, 
and just at the most gripping, exciting, 
realistic moment, you see... a boom 
shadow. .. or somebody muffs a 
line...and it spoils everything? It really 
wrecks the illusion.

Well, mis editorial, appearing in the 
July 1982 issue of the magazine, wasn't 
written in July. It was written, right 
against deadline, in early March.

You're taking the shock really well.
What thai means is five whole 

months will have passed between the 
time we all heard about John and the 
time you read this.

By the time you read this...
Soren Kierkegaard, the late Danish 

humorist, used to wonder at the absurd 
optimism implied in making assump 
tions about the future. How dare we ac 
cept a dinner invitation? Mightn't a tile 
have fallen off a roof and totaled us by 
dinnertime?

Five months. More than enough time 
for the mother of Hamlet (another late 
Danish humorist) to dry her tears and 
happily remarry...

In five months. John may actually 
have dropped off the front pages, after 
they've counted the molecules in his 
poor cells, and interviewed the do/ens 
of creeps he was alone with at the end. 
and all the old friends he never met. 
who tried to warn him...

In late "72. John left the Second City 
company in Chicago and came to New 
York to star in a National Lampoon off- 
Broadway show called Lemmings. He 
didn't much want to come. But the 
audiences helped convince him he'd 
made the right career move. It was love 
at first lake.

Lemmings was a sort of musical, 
about rock music, drugs, and death at 
an early age. Those things all seemed 
pretty funny, at the time...

The character John played in Lem 
mings or. to be accurate, the character 
John brought to Lemmings—WAS a 
homicidal, suicidal, totally out-of-con- 
trol teddy bear. He stayed with the show 
a year. He kept the part for life.

Which is not meant to diminish his 
.skill as an actor. He was a witty: hrillianl 
improviser. with the added and unusual 
ability to work away at a gesture, a

pause, a take, until he had it perfect- 
and then freeze it. leave it alone, exe 
cute it the same every time. He never 
undercut his material, or went baroque 
with it, joking on the joke, breaking up 
the band. He was a pro. as they say. But 
powering the skill and hard work and 
stage smarts was John, the berserk 
koala.

• After Lemmings, John was featured 
on. and for a while actually copro- 
duced. "The National Lampoon Radio 
Hour" He convinced a bunch of old 
pals to leave Second City and join him 
here in New York as costars tin the 
show: and in a second stage show about 
to begin. Thus we met Gilda. and Brian, 
and Bill... The} 1 created "The National 
Lampoon Show:' and most nights there 
would be TV guys silting ringside, tak 
ing notes...

Until, together with Chevy (from 
Lemmings}, they became the Not Ready 
for Prime Time Players.

The point to this his ton 1 lesson is: 
John was generous to his friends, 
and not afraid of competition for 
laughs, or anything else. They all be 
came stars. He became a supersiar. 
whose molecules made headlines...

Then there was Animal House. Nat- 
Lamp's first movie, and once again the 
writers were smart enough to give John

the lead, and let him play—John. Well, a 
part of John. The baby Gargantua who 
lived inside him (alongside the teenage 
guru, the lunch-counter Greek. Ihe lov 
ing husband. *he killer bee. the blues 
singer. Joe Cocker, and everybody else). 
The cuddly killer who wanted to con 
sume the universe, eat it. guzzle it. 
smoke il. snort ii. give it a terrible hug...

During the next (last) five months, a 
lot of sage folks are sure to say that 
what is shocking is not that John died, 
but/Ae war he died.

Wrong. The way he died was about 
as shocking as a Wallenda falling off a 
tightrope, or an I ndy racer crashing.

What is...shocking...is that a person 
so alive that it even came through on 
television... isn't alive anymore.

So. we're sorry. For John, a liule. be 
cause he really was loo young lo die of 
old age just yet. For his wife. Judy, who 
is a decent, gentle, and sensitive person, 
who might have been spared the head 
line bu/./ards and the molecule 
counts... And sorrv for ourselves, be 
cause something alive and dangerous 
and lovable has gone out of our lives.

One reason John liked to keep the 
party going was that he wasn't espe 
cially good at good-byes.

Good-bye. John. Wish you could 
have stayed". —S. K.

Copyright © 2007 National Lampoon Inc.



SEAGRAMS GIN AND SCHWEPPES
MAKE YOURGIN ATONIC

LETTER PERFECT
The smooth and refreshing taste of Seagram's Gin makes the best drinks possible.

Seagram's Gin and Schweppes tonic, a perfectly refreshing combination.
Enjoy ourquality in moderation.

Ext. 
Or,

**. **^:

Tonic Water

Extra Or3 
Gin

rv T'' * " j * T
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. -j ADIES AND GBNTLHMP.N:
| Allow me to introduce
I myself. I'm the official
I I Letters column warm-up

^^_^J comedian. It's my job to
welcome vou to this page of letters and 
to get you in a good, faughing mood for 
the' letters to come. So. take my wife, 
please. I don't get no respect. Well, ex- 
cuuuusc me.

Okav. so maybe those aren't my 
jokes. What do you care-I'm working 
for peanuts. You see. I'm so fat. they 
think I'm an elephant. Look, I know 
you're still alive—I can hear you breath 
ing out there. C'mon. laugh, damn you! 
God. I hale this job.

Marly Alien
Official Letters Column

Warm-up Comedian

Sirs:
We've been revived to look into the 

Reagan shooting, and so far we know 
this much:

1. Mr. Reagan is currently a president 
ofiheUniuxfStates.

2. The hotel near where he was shot 
employs many people, with its seasonal 
hiring slightly higher.

Noi much yet but we've got some ex 
citing leads on the president's blood 
type."

Warren Commission 
Washington. D.C.

So all right, what if you had this ex 
pensive cassette recorder, right? And 
there was some way to like put it on 
automatic and leave it in the forest with 
one of those- built-in mikes that's real 
sensitive, ya know? And you like come 
back a few days later and a tree fell 
while you were gone? You mean to tell 
me vou couldn't play it back and hear ii 
fall? No fucking way. man!

Play-Don, the Modern Philosopher

Sirs:
Does anybody out there know where 

I can gel ten million pair of cheapshit 
jeans without any labels on them vet?

Gloria Vanderbilt 
New York Cilv

Sirs:
Where can 1 get me some of those 

great Susan B. Anthony dollars? 
They're so handy and convenient. 1 just 
can't see how people ever did without 
them.

Howard Crane 
Covington. K\\

Sirs:
Why would anyone name their son 

Felix.' Mon. Otto. Angus. Delbert. 
Zeke. Oddis. Kino. TV. Shlomo. Ross. 
Baldwin. Ezra. Croft" Terdell. Djusta. 
Milo. Edscl. Dunhill. Tad. Cyril. Oman 
Gustabo. Re mo. Macon. Zack. Bronis- 
law. Hennell. Ca/,zie. Gumpster. Waldo. 
Vern. Graven or Floyd?

Name Withheld by Request 
Providence. R.I.

Sirs:
How come they have all ihose great 

religious programs on television all at 
the same time on Sunday? Why can't 
they put some of them into prime time, 
so we can enjoy them during the week, 
loo?

Alvin Reynolds 
Omaha, Nebr.

Sirs:
How would you like money, power, 

respect-all free'of charge? Just sign on 
the dolled line:

and mail to me. Ah. ha. ha. ha. ha. ha! 
Mr. Mcphistopheles 

El Diablo. A: Me.\.

Sirs:
They've got some goddamn nerve 

with their signs like Slower Traffic Keep 
Right and No Left Turn, and shit like 
that. It's mv car. and I'll drive it any way 
I damn well please.

Bill Murphy 
Pa.

"We make our choices...butcher, baker, or candlestick maker, 
and vce live with them. Right, Arnie?"

Sirs:
Man. 1 got everybody fooled. I play

two sports, make a whole mess of
money in both of them, and gel laid a
lot Pretty good for an ugly asshole, eh?

"Pete Rose, aka Jimmy Connors

Sirs:
It works for me. loo. Right on. 

Jimmy-Pete!
Reggie Jackson, aka John McEnroe

(CONTINUED ON PAGE 751
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PIONEER CT-9R STEREO CASSETTE TAPE DECK

"A cassette deck whose perfor 
mance is at the very top rank."

-The Cumpk'U1 Biiyerx Guide To 
Stereo Hi-

PIONEER PL-L800 LINEAR TRACKING TURNTABLE

"Speed, accuracy and stability are 
beyond reproach.. .we consider the 
ensemble unusually attractive."

///////-*//^^ 

////;/////^

PIONEER F-9 FM/AM DIGITAL SYNTHESIZED TUNER

"This incredible tuner performance 
is available at a fraction of what the 
best non-frequency-synthesized 
performance used to cost just a few 
years ago."

PIONEER A-8 INTEGRATED STEREO AMPLIFIER

"... the total absence of detectable 
IM distortion, even at the highest 
audio frequencies... sets the A-8 
apart from any other amplifier we 
have tested."

Copyright © 2007 National Lampoon Inc.



Professor 
Keimilworth 
on the Joke

Q: What's the difference 
between a...and a...? 
A: You could eat a bowling 
ball if you really had to. 
by Dave Yuzo Spector

lOKES. YOU SEE, ARE NOT
funny. They never were 
funny. Neither are jokes hu 
morous or even interesting. 
People who laugh at jokes 

aren't funny. People who tell jokes are 
even worse. My physics students ask 
me. "So why aren't jokes funny. Mr. 
Kennilworth?" And I tell them.'"First 
of all. acne cases, it's Professor Ken 
nilworth!' Then 1 continue. "There is no 
good in that which can be explained 
and proved to be an impossible affair. 
Women cannot be explained, hence 
they arc lovable. Nature is helplessly- 
complex, therefore it fascinates. Jokes, 
however, can be thoroughly disproved.

and. thusly. are a borer For the unen 
lightened reader. 1 shall demonstrate.

EXAMPLE I: A patient walks into his ab- 
sen innnded doctor's office and notices 
that the doctor is writing with a ther 
mometer. The patient says, "Her, Doc. 
how come you're writing with a iher-

"I left my wife this morning. Of course, it was only 
to go ro work, but I feel good about it."

mometer?" The doctor replies "God damn 
it! Now some asshole's go! my pen!"

The anus is a remarkable workhorse 
of the human body. Through a compli 
cated set of muscles and tissues it is ca 
pable of retaining bile and dejecta 
inside and then releasing it only when 
ordered to do so by the bowels. Its de 
sign rivals that of sophisticated machin 
ery and performs a function necessary 
to our sanitary survival. However there 
is no thinking apparatus in the anal 
canal thai could determine any profit in 
stealing a writing implement. In addi 
tion, should the anus, for arguments 
sake, decide to retain a writing imple 
ment, the implement would soon be 
forced out due to peristalsis, or the nat 
ural resistance of the sphincter muscle - 
except in certain neighborhoods.

EXAMPLE 2: Q: How doyoil get a Polack
out of the bathtub?
A: Throw in a bar of soap.

The dimensions of a bar of non- 
institutional soap, after computing the 
size variations between complexion, 
deodorant, and family-size-deodorant 
soaps, is 21//' X 4/2 " X //' taking into 
consideration two weeks of use ac 
counting for a 21 percent reduction in 
the bar's volume. Therefore, when this 
bar of soap is immersed in said bathtub. 
it could displace matter not exceeding
I t O N T 1 N L" F: D O N' P A G a I 4 I
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r: 3ISO

In the past, the only way to put 
together a truly outstanding system 
was to purchase each component 
from a different manufacturer.

Because people felt one company 
made the best turntable, another 
the best receiver and so on.

Today, however, as the reviews on 
the previous page indicate, there's a 
company that makes some of the 
best components in every category.

Pioneer.
Critics from every major hi-fi

magazine in the country have 
applauded the design and engineer 
ing that have gone into producing 
our new tuner, turntable, amp and 
cassette deck.

Visit your nearest Pioneer dealer 
and listen to the complete system 
featuring these highly acclaimed 
separate components.

You'll be as impressed with the 
whole as the critics are with the parts.

PIONEER
We bring it back alive.

© M82 Piuraxr Efcciroii.cs (USA) liw.. RO. Hux ISJl). Lung Ik-adi.
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Shooting 
Stars

Violent movies, news, 
sports; all new on 
all-violence cable TV. 
by Joel Kweskin 
and Gary Bayer

PATTY HEARST TELLS US 
there's a lot more to her 
relationship with TV per 
sonality Barbara Walters 
than folks think. Even be 

fore their celebrated interview Barbara 
paid visits to the convicted Symbioncse 
Liberation Army collaborator while she 
was in prison. "Barbara was so nice to 
me." Patty recalls, "I wanted to do 
something nice for her. 1 knew she 
hadn't been dating anyone special at the 
time, so I gave her some names and 
numbers of guys I met through the 
SLA... At one point." Patty says. "Bar 
bara got real dreamylike, and asked me 
in that funny voice of hers. 'What's it 
weally wike t'o be wavaged by tewwow- 
ists?' 1 mean, she really does sound like 
Gilda Radner." .. Thanks for the scoop. 
Patty, and congrats on your best-selling 
bio. Meanwhile, shame on you. SLA. 
Remaining army members, jealous of

(lie-attention the media has given Patty, 
last week tried to lay siege to San 
Simeon, palatial estate of Patty's great 
grandfather, publisher William Ran 
dolph Hearst. When security proved 
too tight, the frustrated renegades did 
what they considered the next best 
thing. They kidnapped Orson Welles. 
and now they're stuck with him. No one 
will pay a ransom and his food bills are 
enormous.

Who says baseball is a nonconiact 
sport? A noted sociologist looks for the 
clay when stadiums will erect huge bul 
letproof glass screens to protect the likes 
of Dave Parker and others from beer 
cans, batteries, golf balls, and other mis

siles thrown by eager fans... Another 
observer savs ball players will soon be 
sweating through the dog days of sum 
mer, wearing bulletproof vests, helmets, 
leg pads, even bulletproof groin cups. 
We think that scenario makes more 
sense. Besides, why cheat fans of their 
right to display dissatisfaction once 
they've paid their hard-earned way into 
the park? After all. we're talking about 
athletes who make millions for possess 
ing, among other things, fast reflexes. 
We say let the fans put those reflexes to 
the tes't.

The postman doesn't even ring 
once... That's the word from our un 
derground friends in Iran, who say that 
letter bombs are again all the rage.

New York City's New School for So 
cial Research is starting a movic-for-clis- 
cussion course next month on violence 
in America. Among the scheduled 
flicks: The l-'an, 1-iule 10 Black, Mow! 
Hell, and The Texas Chain Saw Mas 
sacre. No doubt, plenty of violence in 
each of them. The question is, is it art? 
Frankly, our answer is. who cares? We 
have our own reason for attending, 
thank you. Like picking up valuable 
pointers on slashing, garroting. hack- 
sawing, gouging, bludgeoning, and dis 
emboweling. Sure, movies are meant to 
entertain, but when they also educate 
and instruct we come away pretty darn 
impressed.

Mattel introducing two new chal 
lenging video games: 'Airport Security 
Check ' and "Hijack." Object of the first 
game is to sneak everything from fire 
arms to vials of chemical explosives, 
first past the security-check X ray. then 
past airport police, without looking 
conspicuous. Just as in real life, it's not 
as easy as il looks... "Hijack" picks up 
where "Security Check' leaves off... 
Object, once inside the plane, is simple 
enough; at some point between cock 
tails and the middle of the in-flight 
movie, you take over the cockpit and 
announce your intention to "have this 
thing flown to Riyadh" Ah. but you 
have to first avert suspicion by ordering 
a specially prepared Kosher dinner,.. 
It's all intriguing fun, and youngsters 
and adults alike should really flip for 
the lifelike situations.

Shhh...it's a secret, but: Jewish De-
F. D ON I' A
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Kennilworth
1 0 1

2/2 " X 4'/2 " X ft'. A typical Polaek would 
be a good deal larger than those dimen 
sions, proving the experiment fruitless. 
Only by using a Polish fetus could the 
displacement stand a chance of success: 
but a fetus would not likely have any 
business bathing alone.

EXAMPLES: Q: What s ihe difference be 
tween a howling ball and a Polish pussy? 
A: You could eat a howling hall if vou 
really had lo-

The density of a bowling bail is 
2060.4 Ib/ft (mass over volume), as op 
posed to human flesh combined with 
silky pubic hair, which is 9.2 Ib.ft. In 
order to break the surface of a bowling 
ball, with its hardness of 50 iOOOon the 
Gruelin Scale, your teeth would have to 
have an equal hardness of 50 1000 or 
better. Even if the level of hardness were 
matched, a force of at least 40 horse 
power would be needed to drive the 
tooth or teeth strong enough, to pro 
duce a chip or fissure. In recorded den 
tal history, the greatest force ever 
exerted by teeth on a nonfood item was 
in 1958. when But! Fortillo of Grand 
Rapids wagered $50 he could open a

bottle of Blat/. with his mouth.

EXAMPLE 4: Q: Why does Dr. I'epper
come in hot ties?
A: Because his wife died.

Assuming Dr. Pepper graduated 
from an accredited medical school, his 
minimum age would put him at twenty- 
seven. Court records show ilial Dr. Pep 
per was neither a midget nor a dwarf 
but average in height (5'9") and weight 
(165 Ibs). The neck of a soda-pop bottle, 
as dictated by the American Bottlers 
Association, is exactly %". or 71 mm. 
The smallest circumference allowable 
to contain a mature urethra and blood 
ducts for erection is 1J/U,". liven if the 
organ were inserted into the bottle in a 
flaccid state (!/-," or smaller), the penis 
could not ejaculate without achieving at 
least a 50 percent erectile slate, well over 
(he bottle's limiting %" diameter, thus 
rendering orgasm not only impossible 
but uninteresting as well.

EXAMPLE 5: Two drunks stumble into an 
aller and see a dog on the ground licking 
his halls. One drunk says, "Her. I wish I 
could do that"to which the other drunk 
says. "/ think vou better pet him first"

Given the advanced state of in 
toxication of the men in the above situa 
tion, the coordination needed to
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accomplish a serious tonguing of a ca 
nine's testicles would seem sorely ab 
sent. Disregarding sexual deviates, for a 
normal person of stable mind to sup 
pose that another similarly stable per 
son would experience pleasure in 
lapping a dog's genitals would indicate 
a severe mental distortion brought 
about by noles,s than a J.4 alcohol level. 
At this level, the drinker cannot main 
tain a balanced position, other than 
sleeping, much less use his tongue accu 
rately while in a hovering stance.

EXAMPLE 6: Q: Why doesn't Jems Christ
like local M&M's?
A: Because they keep jailing through his
hands.

Not likely. The crude nails used in the 
crucifixion did indeed pierce holes in 
the Savior's palms. However, as Jesus 
was not believed to be hemophilic. co 
agulation and the probable presence of 
wood fibers would have created a dried 
and congealed blockage of consid 
erable degree, with edema due to 
trauma adding to the difficulty. Plain 
M&M's are too large to make their way 
through the holes, excepting those 
M&Ms -handled about three minutes 
prior to the clotting period and the in 
sertion of said nails. As for peanut 
M&M's, forget it.

EXAMPLE 7: A spaceship from Mary 
needs to replace a tire right away, so it 
lands on Earth in the middle of Brook 
lyn, New York. The Martians walk 
around until they notice a delicatessen 
with a tray of bagels in the window. They 
go inside and ask the counterman. 
"Could we have3 one of those spare 
wheels?" The counterman replies, 
"Those aren't wheels, they're bagels. 
Here, trv one" The Martian takes a bite, 
thinks for a moment, and says, "Ilev. vou 
know what these would go awfully good 
with? Ln.\ and cream cheese."

For a technically advanced Martian 
to assume that something close to a 
common bagel would be of applicable 
use in a landing apparatus is most 
curious. While the plain-water bagel is 
more uniform in shape and offers less 
aerodynamic resistance, the other vari 
eties on the tray, like poppy and onion, 
would be of such variance in perimeter 
as to seriously jeopardize a safe rollout 
on the desertlike surface found on 
Mars, where the oxide composition 
would quickly cat away the "bagel 
wheels" In addition, double parking is 
strictly prohibited in Brooklyn.

| NEXT MONTH. ! WILL DEMONSTRATE
i why song lyrics don't make sense and 

are ultimately boring. Included will be 
"I've Got the World on a String" and 
"Blue Moon!' •

14 Julv 1982
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Shooting Stars
(CONTINUED 1- ROM P A G K

fcnse League leader Meyer Kahane Is
such a scliInb. or slob, that his close 
friends jokingly call him "Oscar" 
Meyer.

Last year's explosive "60 Minutes" in 
terview with renegade CIA munitions 
suppliers Frank Terpil and Gary Kor- 
kola has unexpectedly launched two 
new careers. Despite the mercenary 
duo's "disappearance." filmmaker and 
fellow fugitive Roman Polanski has 
penned a flick based on their exploits. 
Butch and Sundancc in Lebanon. Now 
he's searching the Middle Easi to sign 
the handsome Korkola and the likable 
Terpil to play themselves. "Combine 
Gaiy's wavy blond hair with that ador 
able twinkle in Frank s eye and it's hard 
to see how these two could miss," writes 
the peripatetic Polanski from some 
where near Damascus.

We scoop Rape; Publishing mogul 
Rupert Murdoch to expand empire 
with formation of his own cable-TV 
network, a twenty-four-hour pay ser 
vice called the Violence Channel. Pro 
grams will include violent movies, 
news, specials, sports, interviews, and 
game shows. "This network." Murdoch 
told a press conference, "is for people 
who are left unsatisfied by the way vio 
lence is passively transmitted through 
newspapers... Yes," he laughed, "even 
my New York Post'' Murdoch's pre 
miere shows will be the controversial 
porn classic Snuff', in which the female 
lead is actually shown being, murdered, 
and exclusive on-the-scene live cov 
erage of Death Row executions.

Birthdaying this month: Kathy Bou- 
din, thirty-nine, and Emily Harris, 
thirty-four.

Paladin Press, the publishers who 
brought you the practical How to Kill 
series, Pictorial History of U.S. Sniping, 
and Nazi Silencer Patents, is branching 
out into another business. Looking to 
give Western Union and their singing 
telegram and Candygram a run for 
their money, Paladin has introduced 
Killagram. This delightful new service 
dispatches a messenger to the home of 
that special someone on your "list." 
Dressed in top hat and tails."the messen 
ger rings the doorbell, greets your friend 
with a few bars from "Another One 
Bites the Dust," and delivers your mes 
sage—a .38-caIiberslug between the old 
peepers.

Shooter's Survival Guide, slick 
monthly out of Anaheim, California, is 
running a popular direct-mail cam 
paign. Readers renewing a three-year 
subscription receive as a gift through

CONTINUED ON PAGE 19)
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Cackling uncontrollably, 
All confided, "I don't 
know who 1 am. I gots 
brain damage real bad." 
by Kevin Curran

HE WORLD OF SPORT HAS
produced more than its 
share of excitement, car 
nage, and mirth. Athletes 
are as notorious for their 

spritely antics off the field as for their 
heroic abilities on it. They love to spend 
their off-hours spilling buckets of water 
and chicken parts on each other, ripping 
expensive furniture to shreds in luxuri 
ous hotel rooms, drinking themselves 
silly while pawing large-breasted small 
town waitresses named Kelly-Jo or Jan. 
and. in general, carrying on the way all 
red-blooded males would really like to. 

And why shouldn't they? They make 
more money in a few years of glam 
orous combat, pitting their finely honed 
skills and instincts against each other in 
tests of skill and strength (each game, 
indeed, a precise reenactment of the

Fun Tales 
from the
World of Sport

joys and agonies of life), than you will 
in a lifetime of shuffling papers as a 
clerk for your local Firestone Tire retail 
outlet, where your boss is probably a 
woman, blue haired and solidly post- 
menopausal. to boot. Can you imagine 
Mean Joe Greenc spending his days 
chained to a desk in the corner of an of 
fice in an unfashionable part of down 
town Pittsburgh, surrounded by dying 
potted plants, staring straight ahead at a 
"new-wave" collage put together by a 
nineteen-year-old typist who had 
flunked out of her first year at Alle 
gheny Community College because on

TO A SMALL £Af=e AMP 
Lr -SOMETIME I WEAP A-CAP

a pop quiz she couldn't name the first 
three presidents regardless of onlerl 
Hell. no.

So don't begin to mouth off about 
"extravagant sports salaries" and "poor 
TV reception' until you stand in the 
batter's box trembling as "Goose" Gos- 
sage rears back to deliver a blazing fast- 
ball in your direction, scientifically 
calculated to be traveling at 100 miles 
per. Or until you've stood tall in the ring 
against a punching machine like Larry 
Holmes delivering rights to the head 
that would turn your brain to refried 
beans inside of the two-minute mark of 
the first round. Have you ever encoun 
tered the hurtling form of Ed "Too Tall" 
Jones barreling across the line, throwing 
away your puny blockcrs the way a 
Sugar Bowl queen throws M&M's to a 
hungry parade crowd? Listen, mister, 
have you ever once in your pathetic life 
gone one on one with "The Doctoif 
Julius F.rving. and attempted to stop the 
slam dunk that he wants real badly to 
put in YOUr face, the one where he takes 
off like a rocket from the free-throw line 
and won1 ! be stopped by nothing save a 
Soviet attack on the entire Fast Coast?

I should say not. And you think your 
girl respects you! I bet she's off right this 
second, down at the old corner news 
stand, buying the latest copy of Sports 
Illustrated to drool over the likes of Joe 
Montana, going back to her room with 
that magazine, locking the door, un 
plugging the phone, and. well...

Here then is a cheerful, upbeat selec 
tion of prime-rib anecdotes about those 
wacky goofballs of athleticism and their 
madcap, lark-a-minute laff-style.

PETE ROSE. "CHARLEY HUSTLE" TO A 
generation of fans of the Cincinnati 
Reds and now the Philadelphia Phillies. 
recently joined the ranks of one of base 
ball's most select groups, those players 
making over 3.000 career hits in their 
lifetime. "Peley" proudly carried the bat 
that slammed that hanging curve into 
shallow right field for number 3.000 as 
he hurried to the parking lot. There he 
espied three dark-skinned teenagers at 
tempting unlawful entry into his shiny
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cherry red '79 Trans-Am. Rose hurried 
up to the pesky youths and assumed his 
halting stance, clubbing each soundly 
in turn on the head while deadpanning. 
"Number 3.001. 3,002.3.003..

AS PART OF HIS REHABILITATION PRO- 
gram. convicted felon roundball wi/ard 
Marvin Barnes was oi'dered by a well- 
respected superior-court judge to "con- 
duet weekend basketball clinics and/or 
training camps in and/or around the 
environs of Detroit'' One such lesson 
took place in suburban Grosse Pointe. a 
neighborhood belter known for its 
bridge tourneys than its basketball. 
"Marveious Marv' 1 kept his famous 
high spirits under restraint as the pasty- 
faced suburban youngsters shyly dis 
played their hoop "skills'" One young

moppet, a girl of no more than four or 
five years, attempted a few feeble 
dribbles and proudly asked Marvin if 
he thought she could ever play on his 
team when she grew up. Eyeing the pig- 
tailed iyke with glee. "Bad News" 
Barnes chuckled and responded care 
fully. "No. but I'd sure like !o get a 
blowjob from you in ten years.."

ALL-STAR SHORTSTOP PEE WEE RF.FSE.
a master of the glove as well as the hick 
ory, once had a hard time of it in his 
chosen profession al San Francisco's 
famed Candlestick Park. He repeatedly 
flubbed the most innocent of grounders 
struck in his direction. However, the 
Wee Man retained his sense of humor 
commenting. "Christ, who'd want to 
bend over in this city?" Veteran scribes

rightly interpreted the remark as a jibe 
at the city's notorious homosexual pop 
ulation, well known for fucking each 
other in the ass.

A FORMER HIGH-SCHOOL BUDDY OF

Muhammad Ali found himself seated 
on the same dais as the champ at a 
chicken "n' chives fund-raising bash for 
the Red Cross in hometown Louisville. 
Kentucky. Ali stood up and'proceeded 
to deliver a long, rambling speech, and 
totally ignored his old pal. who silently 
fumed. After the feast, the chagrined 
friend came to Ali in a huff and de 
manded to know why he had been 
snubbed. Ali paused fora second, then 
chuckled and laughed. "E/.ra. it wasn't 
thai I wanted to put you down. You see.
(CONT1NUR D ON PAGE 31)
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Shooting Stars
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the mail a spanking-new submachine 
gun. The campaign is called—what 
else?—"Get a sub for a sub." ...D'ya 
love it 11

Puerto Rican revolutionary group 
FALN branching out. producing and 
distributing new dessert I'oods. First 
product, geared for the Latin market, is 
Spanish custard-lo be called "FALN 
Flan:'

A slap on the termr-nrist to: The Irish 
Republican Army, for not letting that 
grand old Blarney Stone James Cagney 
throw out the first grenade of the new 
Northern Ireland battle season. Said 
IRA activist Bernadette Devlin, "We

have a policy not to demean our cause 
by allowing entertainers to get involved 
in the ceremonies of our revolution." We 
reminded Bernadette that Mr. Cagney 
has played proud Irish-Americans 
throughout his distinguished acting ca 
reen and even appeared as an Irish na 
tionalist during the Faster Rebellion in 
Shake Hands \\ifh the Devil... Let's 
make an exception here. Boo on you. 
Bernadette!

Remember to write us for free 
bumper stickers: HONK TWICE IF YOU
PACK A .30-CAL. M-l CARBINE and I 
BRAKE FOR PEDESTRIANS. SOMETIMES. 

G. Gordon Liddy says he's disgusted 
with all the pacifist backlash against 
guns. "As far as I'm concerned." says the 
convicted Watergate conspirator, "guns 
don't kill people. People kill guns." Re

ferring with pride to his own impressive 
collection, he explained. "If more 
people knew how to care for them, you 
wouldn't see the kind of damage done 
to barrels, pins, and chambers that mars 
the integrity of these beautiful 
instalments."

Last, but not least, our Horatio Algcr 
Award of the month goes to Edwin Wil 
son, who left behind a low-paying CIA 
job to make a better life for himself. 
"He's opened up his own business in 
Tripoli, supplying Libya and other 
Third World nations with such staples 
as s»uns. poisons, and explosives. A 
regular entrepreneur. Ed's already 
branching out by establishing Wilson's 
House of Hits, a chain of cxplosives- 
and-records stores, throughout greater 
Beirut. Tehran, and Baghdad. •

VNDLESS. ©19S2 Pioneer FJeclnmics(L'SA) Inc., P.O. Rra 1540. Long Reach, CA 90801. "Ddby is a registered trademark of Ilnlby Lab™ atones.
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PLANET

Building the 
Case for 
Nuclear 
Disarmament
Famous celebrities reveal 
what nuclear war might do to 
their houses

JOINED TOGETHER FOR THE 
first time in their professional ca 
reers. Ed Asner and Lynda Carter 

strode, unsmiling and resolute, to center 
stage, as an audience of 20,000 in Los 
Angeles's Griffith Park rose to their feet 
and pumped their fists into the air. 
"Lynda and I are here today'' Asner 
began tersely, "because we're afraid of 
nuclear war.' There was a long pause; 
Asner tipped his head and fixed his eyes 
sidelong on the crowd. "I wonder how 
many of you comprehend." he contin 
ued, "the true destructive force of a nu 
clear bomb''

Then, as the audience sat chilled and 
still, Asner and his cocelebiity unveiled 
large visuals of their own houses and 
described what would happen to them 
if a ten-kiloton device were exploded 
several miles away. "1 figure my house 
would get a lot of damage," Asner said. 
"I might have to move out, since there 
would probably be so many repairmen 
all over the place, getting in the way. I 
suppose I'd rent a temporary piace, or 
maybe even buy one if the repairs were 
going to take a long time. I could keep 
the latter, of course, as a rental property 
after I move out of it and back in to my 
old house. Or maybe 1 would just close 
it up and use it as a getaway home for 
weekends and summers. This is some 
thing Pd have to decide after the 
nuclear attack, when 1 would have a 
better idea of my specific needs"

Lynda Carter's projection was quite

OF THE MONTH
WHAT EVEN A SMALL NUCLEAR BOMB 

COULD DO TO MY HOUSE

Celebrity Ed Asneri "scenario ofdestrttction."

WHAT AN ATOMIC BOMB 

MIGHT DO TO MY FURNITURE

Lynda Carter's living-room j'unuiuw might he toppled and, in many cases, broken.
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different from Asner's. but no less dis 
turbing. "I believe a nuclear explosion 
of the size we're talking about would be 
terrible for a whole lot of my furniture, 
especially some of the older and more 
rustic pieces that you have to be kind of 
careful with even when you're just mov 
ing them around to clean. I suppose the 
major decision I'd have to make after 
an attack is whether to replace these 
pieces or restore them. I know a man in 
Beverly Hills who's just about the best 
restorer there is. so 1 might at least take 
the one-of-a-kind things to him. unless 
he's killed, in which case I'd probably 
have to go with brand-new-I mean 
brand-new for me. but not necessarily 
brand-new like modern from a show 
room. 1 think I'm still too much of an 
antique-y person to redo the whole 
house in modern. Like Ed. I'll have to 
wait until after the attack to see how I 
reallv feel'' •

GAMES AND REL1GIONPLAY

On the
Pagan Fields 
of Africa
A (hletes aren 't born, 
they're bought

SAVVY ALUMNI. HABITUAL GAM- 
blers. and other aficionados of in 
tercollegiate sports are anticipat 

ing runaway Victories in football, 
basketball, and track by America's 
Catholic universities this season.

The reason? Five generations of 
Catholic schoolchildren have been do 
nating their lunch money to the Buy a 
Pagan Black Baby program. In every 
classroom in every parochial school in 
the land. nuns, priests, lay brothers, al 
coholic bachelors, and ironclad spin 
sters—that is to say. the entire teaching 
staffs-have been collecting nickels, 
dimes, and quarters for the African 
missions.

The missions, however, provide more 
than the simple shelter, food, and reli 
gious training officially described, for 
they are. in reality, the bulwark of a so 
phisticated, top-secret athletic breeding 
ground, established to train lean, strong, 
swift, and devout rosary-rattling Zulus 
for NCAA competition in the US.

"Although the program was slow to 
mature." says one source close to the 
church, "tens of thousands of pagan 
babies acquired over the years are all 
grown up now—all seven feet, three 
hundred and ten pounds of them-

Pagan baby Mho Zwimbabwa Zmbo is all grown up now and, according !o the.sports 
information director at Noire Dame, every bit worth flic fifteen dollar* donated to 
raise and train him.

ready to blow every born-again cracker, 
milk-fed Mormon, and even ghetto- 
honed American Negro right out of the 
stadium!'

And there's more where that came 
from. Catholic universities have 
never been satisfied with mere athletic 
supremacy They have a tradition of ac 
ademic excellence to uphold as well, 
and the centurv-old Buv a Pagan Black

Baby program is about to pay off too in 
the field of intellectual endeavor.

Look for a remarkable upswing in 
private-foundation and government 
grants to the pure- and applied-science 
departments of those same Catholic- 
schools, to underwrite the fantastic 
scholastic achievements of an army of 
Chinese-born physicists and math 
whizzes. •

New Evidence Supports 
* Wheezing Universe" 
Theory

T HR DISCOVERY. IN 1913. RIP- 
pled through astronomy like a 
whirlpool in moondust—unmis 

takable evidence that the universe is ex 
panding, with galaxies flying away 
from each other Tike snots on a balloon 
that is being inflateo. Scientists have 
long wondered, however, if the universe

Wrinkled and,sagging.

would ever stop expanding, and con 
tract again. This is precisely what is 
going to happen, according to Dr. Alex 
Nelester. noted Princeton astronomer. 
But this doesn't bode very well for ihc 
universe, he says.

"My latest equations, based on the 
newest spectroscopic data." he ex 
plained, "indicate that the universe is al 
ternately expanding and contracting, 
but each expansion and contraction is a 
little weaker than the last one. In other 
words, the universe is wheezing. I think 
it's sick"

Nelester detailed hi.s findings at a 
hushed conference of astronomers and 
cosmologists. "I guess it's to be ex 
pected." he said. "After all, the universe 
is fifteen billion years old. That's awfully 
old. and sooner or later it had to start 
showing the signs. There's the much 
publicized 'red shift' of light from the 
stars—the universe becoming blood 
shot. Galaxies that used to be smooth
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BEAT THEM AT 
THEIR OWM GAME!

The invasion of the little screen people is escalating. 
Not satisfied with their arcade conquest, Pac- Man, 
nkey Kong, and their allies dare to menace 

the very living rooms of America.

To fight back, at home and at the arcade, turn to

(• INVADERS
By Steve Bloom

.(Editor of Video Games Magazine)

*Meet the inventors and 
designers of the hottest 

(\ video games.
*Learn the game designers' secrets* 
for beating Space Invaders, Qix, 

Donkey Kong, Tempest, Pac-Man, 
Ms. Pac-Man, Berzerk, Defender, Stargate, 

Galaga, Galaxian, Centipede, Space Duel. 
*Master the best new games for the Atari VCS, 

'Odyssey2, Mattel's Intellivision.and the Bally Home Unit.
*Get a peek at what's coming up in video game movies, 

3-D displays, and machines that make you think you're in space.
* Discover who and what are behind this billion-dollar phenomenon.
*Join the winning team in video sports.
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and beautiful are becoming wrinkled 
and saggy. And the universe definitely 
doesn't have as much energy as it used 
to. The law of conservation of energy- 
just doesn't apply to old folks, as manv 
of us at this conference sadly know"

Nelester sighed. "1 guess it's partly the 
universe's own fault. It could have been

a little less wild when it was young. Cre 
ating all those suns and pulsars and 
quasars -didn't it know it would have to 
pay the price someday? Why couldn't ii 
be satisfied with one or two galaxies? 
No. it had to have billions. I guess that's 
the way youth is. But now it has to 
pay the price'"

OOMESTICANA

Intersecting Appliance 
Rings Yield First Results
... And they are smashing

I RONICALLY. SCIKNTISTS. IN THHIR 
attempts to probe the very smallest 
constituents of matter, have had to 

turn to ever larger devices. Popularly- 
known as "atom smashers." or "inter 
secting storage rings." these colossal 
structures often snake out over miles of 
countryside. Using complex electric 
and magnetic fields, they accelerate the- 
basic particles of matter—protons, elec-

Princeton. According to Alinhar. "We 
wondered what would happen if in 
stead of smashing little things, we 
smashed really big things." This re 
quired the largest "smasher" ever built, 
he explained, bttf nou; after eighteen 
years of labor and a cost of billions, (he 
mammoth device has been finished, 
and preliminary results arc in.

didn't want to start off loo bm."
id pn "We

trons-to near the speed of light. The 
particles, flying in opposite directions, 
then smash into each other, their 
enormous energy of motion converting 
itself into a shower of new particles, 
which scientists can detect and study 
Whole catalogs of unexpected atomic 
particles have been discovered in this 
way. including such esoteric entities as 
the positron and the muon.

Now a new twist has been added 10 
the process by Dr. Loren Alinbar of the 
Institute for Advanced Studies at

explains Alinhai: "so we began by ac 
celerating two baseballs near the speed 
of lighl and smashing them into each 
other. The results were fascinating 
shreds that we call "ballons.' Next we 
tried a toaster and a twelve-inch por 
table television, and. after that, a 1977 
Mercury Capri and a souped-up "56 
Chevrolet. Our detectors registered 
thousands of new particles as a result: 
even the most experienced scientists on 
the project had never seen any of them 
before. Wecall them 'carons'" •

Autopsy- 
Turvy in 
Tinseltown
The morgue, the merrier

DR. THOMAS NOCiUCm. HOLLY- 
wood's famous "coroner to the 
stars." has long been critici/ed 

for the sloppy techniques and sensa 
tionalism surrounding his celebrity 
autopsies, but last month he went too 
fai 1 . Following a coroner's study he 
made by telephone from the golf 
course of I .A's Hillcrcsl Country Club. 
Noguchi informed reporters that Cali 
fornia archbishop Francis O'Malley 
had died, from a combination of 
"herpes, hookers, heroin, and homo 
sexuality'' Archbishop O'Malley. who 
had not died at all. irately demanded 
that Noguchi leave his job. So. Thomas 
Noguchi is stepping down and step 
ping out! The coroner to the stars will 
soon become "star of the coroners" in 
his upcoming ABC variety special. 
"The Thomas Noguchi Show:'

This will be Noguchi's first venture 
into show business, but he'll be backed 
by a galaxy of professionals, including 
the Grateful Dead, the late William 
Holden. and George Burns. Noguchi 
also appears in a comedy sketch as an 
over/ealous coroner trying to scare up 
business in a nursing home: co-starring 
with him will be Tim Conway and Har 
vey Korman. as the corpses who can't 
keep from laughing. But the show's 
hearistopper promises to be the "Abra- 
cadaver' spot, in which Noguchi dons 
wizard's garb, magicallv saws a dead 
woman in half, and then buries the 
pieces. •

MEDICINE

New Drug on 
the Loose
Vamoose, vamoose!

IT IS AN UNASSUMING-LOOKING 
drug. A fine, gray powder, in 
distinguishable from ordinary pep 

per, except that it doesn't make you 
sneeze when it gets in your nose. Yet its 
results are terrifying: one hit will turn a 
normal, healthy adult into a total 
sleaze bag.

IHuaralioH. Philip Scheui
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The drug—known on the street as 
"assholeo." "scum flakes!' and "sleaze 
sneeze"—was synthesized in 1971. from 
chemicals found in the blood of a real- 
estate agent. The narcotics inventor. Dr. 
Jay Weinstein, accidentally ingested a 
triple dose of the chemical, and then, 
suddenly, "everything went black." 
When he regained control of himself. 
Weinstein discovered that, under the in 
fluence of the drug, he had stolen his 
best friends girl, gotten his father lired

Even a small dose of assholeo can result 
in terrible physical changes, as these 
before-and-afterphotos reveal.

from his job. and earned a law degree.
Yet. despite such horrifying incidents, 

the chemical remains popular among 
young advertising executives, show- 
business personalities, car salesmen, 
and the like. The side effects are clearly 
visible. Addicts will become careful and 
tidy about their personal appearance, 
often coming to work in nothing more 
than three-piece suits. And. all the 
while, they will mumble garbled, inco 
herent phrases, like "Your check is in 
the mail" or "That secret is safe with 
me." Drug-enforcement authorities, 
who are constantly on the lookout for 
these symptoms, report that assholeo 
addiction is currently the third fastest 
increasing American health problem, 
after VD and Pac-Man h'ever. •

BOXES AND AMUSEMENT

Humoring 
the Soviets
Is it bigger than a Red box? 
Not likely

I N 1956. DURING NIKITA KHRUSH- 
ehev's historic visit to the United 
States. President Elsenhower pre 

sented the Soviet premier with a piece 
of American folk humor that he had 
purchased in a gag shop. It was a .small 
cardboard box labeled SOMETHING 
FOR THE BALDING MAN ...; inside was a 
pocket comb with all the teeth removed. 
Khrushchev roared with laughter at the
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joke, the first he had ever encountered. 
Years later, at the height of the Cuban 
Missile Crisis,. President Kennedy sent 
Khrushchev another novelty box. this 
one labeled MliRli WORDS CANNOT 
[•Xl'KliSS MY l-EELINCiS KOR YOU...The 
box contained a small plastic hand, giv 
ing "the finger." JI-K's message was 
firm, even harsh, but the line, store- 
bought joke helped ease tensions con 
siderably. Khrushchev was able to 
laugh off the whole crisis, and the next 
day he removed the missiles from 
Cuba.

Since thai time, the gag-shop novelty 
box has become Russia's leading 
source of humor, livery night, millions 
of Soviet citi/ens spend their leisure 
hours merrily opening and closing their 
Anierieun-matle boxes, purchased at 
ihe cost ol" two months salarv. Thou 
sands more flee the USSR each year to 
come to the United States, the' "land

The sleek American novelty box, left, 
and, beside it, Russia's much cruder joke.

with a laugh in eveiy package." These 
novelty items have also served as the 
basis for Russia's lop-rated comedy 
hour. "What Is in the Box?" Hvery 
month, the show's host, popular Soviet 
comic "Snee/y" Pudvoshkin. reads the 
labels on five boxes, displays the con 
tents, and then explains the jokes to his 
viewers.

While the Russians' enjoyment of 
these funny boxes shows no sign of end 
ing, their dependence on the U.S. for 
the novelty items does. After two 
decades of research and development, 
the Soviets have come up with a |oke of 
their own. It is a forty-pound cubic box. 
made of sheet tin. measuring two feet 
on a side: on its lid is stencileti IN HERE
YOLI WILL BH RND1NG A THING WHICH 
ISKliSliMBLING YOU TOO MUCH. Inside 
the box is a dead rat. The joke has 
already been ruled by the Soviet Presid 
ium as the "funniest joke ever' •

Edited by Tod Carroll. Contributions 
by T. C.. Scan Kelly. Mike Reiss. Al 
Jean, and Ed Subil/Jcy.
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The tougher the challenge, the sweeter the 
satisfaction... no matter what the cost. That's why 
sailing men go to incredible lengths to compete with 

.-the sea. Why all men who scale the heights -and
know what it is to pay the price — have such an 

affinity for Mount Gay Rum, the one rum that has 
successfully niet its challenge. Mount Gay is, indeed, 

..^r —"*h»wnrld T« finest rum.
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ISA STRICT FREUDIAN. 
IF YOU DON'T START TO MAKE 
ANY PROGRESS, HE FORCES

YOUTOREUPHOLSTER 
HIS COUCH

THEN, HOW'S THIS? ETERNAL
TORMENT WOULDN'T BE SO BAD IF YOU

HAD ONE OF THOSE BIG-SCREEN TV'S. I GUESS
/W NEUROSES COME FROM MY EARLY EDUCATION

TOOK THE FRANZ KAFKA ASSERTIVENESS TRAINING
COURSE. I'VE SPENT MUCH OF MY LIFE IN A QUEST

FOR COSMIC UNDERSTANDING, BUT I'D SETTLE
FOR SOME RYE BREAD THAT DIDN'T HAVE

THOSE LITTLE SEEDSTHAT GET IN
YOUR TEETH.

THERE, ARE 
YOU CONVINCED?

GOSH, I'M 
STILL NOT SURE.

NOW WILL
YOU COME TO BED

WITH ME?

...IF YOU'RE SURE 
YOU'RE WOODY ALLEN
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Fun Tales
I I 0 N I I S Li 1-: L> I K 0 VI I1 A G f. I K I
will] all the punches I've taken, some- ' 
times I don't even know who 1 am!' 
Cackling uncontrollably now; All con- , 
lidcd. "Ttiots brain damaae real had"n_ t,

WOMAN'S UASKhlBALL STAR NANCY 
Lichcntuiu and icigninsi tennis queen 
and Czech defector Martina Nav- 
raiilova recently decided to share a 
home together, "to cut living expenses" 
When queried ius lo how the arrange 
ment was \\orkingoul. the doughty Ms. 
Liehennan replied. "Very well. Oh. we 
have oui- little girlish squabbles. 1 guess 
you could sav its an on-and-oll' type of 
thing." "Da." rejoined Marvelous Mar 
tina, with a twinkle in her formerly fat 
eyes. "I'm on her and off her all night 
long."

AKIT.R LONG TOIL IN THE SO-CALLKD 
fried-chicken circuit of the old Negro 
leagues, erstwhile duskv fireballer 
Satchel hii»e finallv got his shot in the 
majors. When asked by an earnest 
young reporter about the dillerence be 
tween the two. of Satch thought for a 
second before proudly responding. 
"Here 1 get lotso" while pussy!"

Satdu:ould never be found at a kiss 
for words. Once, his fun-loving redneck 
teammates decided to rib the man they 
atfectionateiv referred to as "that old 
nigger." Since by law the lovable Saich 
was forced to room alone, the wise 
cracking darky's teammates had no dif 
ficulty sneaking into his quarters and 
placing a one-nundred-pound sword- 
fish in the middle of his bed while Mr. 
Paige was busy making his nightly run 
for codeine and malt liquor at the local 
pharmacy. They laughed with g^ee as 
the delightful ol Satch ambled in and 
snorted playfully: "It smells like a big 
cunt in here!'

CHARLES "CHUCKLKS" MANSON. THl- 
justly famed psychotic killer, was once- 
asked to play sofiball for the local 
prison learn, Manson proved a most 
adroit fielder and possessed a rifle arm, 
but he just couldn't seem to pass muster 
when wielding the bat. His opponents 
quickly dubbed him "Easy Out." 
"C'moh. Charlie, kill the ball." his team 
mates importuned, as Manson strode 
into the batters box. With these words 
in mind. "Easy" took a called strike and 
then, removing the horsehide from the 
startled catcher's glove, proceeded to 
beat the hell out of it with his Alcatraz 
Slugger. "I'd have slit the fuckin ball's 
throat if 1 had a knife!' revealed Man 
son before he was gagged and cuffed

SNABCRACKU 
AND POP
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Jim Morrison Lives Again 
BURN DOWN THE NIGHT

An Autobiographical Novel by Craig Kee Strete

"You and me, they are really going to 
dig us when we're dead. You can't 
hope to arrive without exile" 

—Jim Morrison

Bum Down the Night is the fictional 
ized story of Strete's manic journey 
with Jim Morrison. ..an odyssey 
through the steamy underworld of 
hard sex, drugs, and rock that was 
the counterculture of the American 
sixties.
If you enjoyed Wo One Here Gets Out 
Alive, you'll love the sensational 
vision this novel provides of the world 
that Morrison dominated with his tal 
ent and presence. Bum Down the 
Night is a document of a generation 
and era that was. Peter Matthiessen 
calls Craig Strete "Brilliant, taut, 
scary, volatile, and very funny."
Just Published in Quality Paperback 
$6.95 288 pages 5VV *8"

WXRNER BOOKS

TOONDER,senflS6.9bDlusS1 00 lor shinning and handling lo Dew PAA ( ML 1 3V-071-I Warner Books. 75 Rockefeller 
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and once more led away for an ex 
tended period of solitary confinement.

WHEN NOLAN RYAN WAS FLAYING 
Triple-A ball, the overpowering but er 
ratic southpaw roomed with a fellow 
pitcher who also experienced control 
problems. Both men had extreme diffi 
culty in getting their fiery missiles across 
the plate. One day their pitching coach, 
"Suds" Lonigan. ambled over and 
asked if the two were still virgins. The 
flustered duo shuffled their feet and 
mumbled their "no"s. "Well, for Christ's 
sake." asked the exasperated adviser, 
"how many tries did it take before you 
got it in her hole?"

LARGb AND UGLY HEAVYWEIGHT 
boxer Earnie Shavers regaled listeners 
with personal anecdotes a! a press con 
ference after he had demolished an un 
worthy opponent. "After 1 whups 
someone. 1 likes to get me a big meal." 
commented the man no one would like 
to meet in a bad neighborhood. A cub 
reporter broke up the gri/.zled press 
corps by asking, "Yeah? How many ba- 
namis do you have, you big ape?" be 
fore fleeing for his life.

BABE RUTH. PERHAPS THE MAN FOR
whom the phrase "conspicuous con

sumption" was coined, had a heart al 
most as big as that famous bloated belly 
stuffed with food. His quiet teammate 
and friend Lou "The Iron Horse" Geh- 
rig contracted a rare bone malady, and 
the Yankees staged a hearfelt tribute to 
the slugging Dutchman in their sta 
dium. Just before the grievously ill Geh- 
rig stepped to the microphone to 
acknowledge the adulation of the vast 
throng. Babe turned to his old comrade 
and whispered. "I bet they name the 
disease after you, you little cocksucker''

LARRY BIRD GT.NT1.Y KIDDED ALL- 
slar Julius Eirving while entertaining on 
lookers al a Tip-ins for Tots basketball 
clinic/dinner dance at New York City's 
famed Madison Square Garden. "You 
know, Julius.1 ' exclaimed the tousle- 
haired Indiana State alum, "1 don't 
know why you even bother. I'm 
younger than you. a better shooter and 
rebounder. and the league's MVH What 
do you have that I don't?" "Doctor J'" 
amused the fans in attendance by- 
quipping. "How about a big black sau 
sage twixt your legs, farm boy?"

GOALIl- JIM CRAIG RECEIVED THE
cheers of a nation after the 1980 Winter 
Olympic Games at Lake Placid when 
the U.S. hockey team, youthful and in-

SCOTCH CASSETTES

HIGH FREQUENCY RESPONSE lHl|

NEW SCOTCH* DYNARANGE1 CASSETTES.
There's a totally new tape formulation in Dynarange Cassettes 
this year. In recent tests, it surpassed TDK D in both High Fre 
quency Response and Maximum Output Level. So the next time 
you buy tape, pick the winner.
Write us lor complete lesl resulls.

SCOTCH" CASSETTES. THE TRUTH COMES OUT.

experienced, took the gold, to the dis 
may of the veteran Russian icemen. The 
plucky goaltender was noted for never 
wearing a protective face mask during 
his stint in the net for his medal-minded 
teammates. After a brief career in the 
NHL. Craig found himself demoted to 
the Boston Bruins farm team in Erie, 
Pennsylvania. When asked why he now 
utilizes headgear, the deeply troubled 
net guardian replied. "Tin afraid some 
one will recogni/e me''

JIMMY MF.RSALL. A WELL-RESPECTED 
outfieider for several big-league teams, 
was also an insane para no id-schizo 
phrenic with a violent streak as wide as 
the Grand Canyon. Shortly after a well- 
publicized incident in which the nutty 
Piersall charged into the stands after a 
heckling bleacher bum. his Chicago 
White Sox held their annual bat day. 
The manager gently chided Piersall. 
noting. "You'd better be careful oul 
there. .limbo. They came armed 
today' "I'll poke your eyes out with a 
stick." returned the starsickie.

UUANE BOB1CK. CiLA.SS-JAWL; D FOR-
mer "Great White Hope" of boxing's 
heavyweight division, gave an inspiring 
speech to a group of youngsters suffer 
ing from muscular dystrophy. After the 
affair was over, ihe soon-to-fee-washed- 
up puncher lamented, "Why do they 
call it muscular dystrophy? These kids 
look like a bunch of wimps in wheel- 
chairs to me''

UNKNOWN TO MANY BASEBALL BUFFS.
the bearded Cuban dictator Fidel Cas 
tro was in his youth once given a tryout 
as an outfieider by the old Washington 
Senators of the American League. Un 
fortunately his student visa expired and 
the forlorn Fidel had to take the long 
bus home to Havana. When asked years 
later how world history would have 
been changed if the dubbin' Cuban had 
made the team, the former manager 
quipped. "It wouldn't have changed 
anything worth a bird's pecker. The 
Yankees had the league title all sewed 
up that year."

AN UNKNOWN, THRHE-YF,AR-OLD 
filly named Yojimbo George captured 
the Santa Anita Derby, one of the big 
gest races of the year on the road to me 
roses that ends at the finish line of the 
Kentucky Derby. "Boy, that horse was a 
real 'sleeper.'" commented one railbird, 
alluding to the high odds posted for the 
entry. "Yeah, she should have been 
named Phyllis George." cracked an 
other fan. alluding to the lovely female 
sportscaster's predilection for hopping 
into bed with anything that registers a 
pulse. •
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A Mike Seamus Sports Adventure Yam

THE ROYAL 
FOUR FLU SHE RS
Off WHEELCHAIR FURY

BY KEVIN CURRAN

HE MIKE SEAMUS SERIES OF
sports-adventure books follows 
the travels of a private jock on the 
trail of athlete action across the 
country. Whether searching for 
corruption in the seedy, neonized 
world of boxing promotion (The 
Don King Inquiry) or checking 
out the tawdry blackmail of shy 
black superstar Hank Aaron 
(The Hall of Fame Frame-up), 

Seamus does a headfirst slide into danger that 
gives readers around the world something to 
stand up and cheer about. Stripped of the Gold 
Jock of the Federal Bureau of Sports In 
vestigation, Seamus fights a lonely battle for 
truth in a little game called Life, where the big 
leagues mean big bucks and honesty is often as 
hard to find as a library in a locker room. From 
Russian submarines to rushing leaders of the 
NFL, the world of Mike Seamus offers no time 
out from action.
llln&rtaion; Steven Mat Singfr

"THE HANDY KAPPAS WELCOME THE
Handicapped" read one of the banners 
painted by the friendly girls of a local 
sorority at the College of Las Vegas. 
The driver of the limo squeezed by an 
aging Ford Granada with Oklahoma 
plates that contained a numb late-for 
ties couple and three screaming kids, 
and pulled to the front of fabulous Cae 
sars Palace, where Princess Caroline of 
Monaco and Mike Seamus exited from 
their air-conditioned oasis into a stag 
gering blast of mid-August desert air. 
Seamus usually didn't like protection 
assignments, but the holes in his Nikes 
and the bills in the desk drawer con 
vinced him that this was one he couldn't 
turn down. The last case hadn't paid 
enough to darn a jockstrap, and there 
was an ex-figure-skating queen who'd 
buried her blades in him a while back in 
a contest that had eventually ended up 
as a loss in the marriage division. She 
looked in the mailbox for monthly 
checks the way a guy 3 and 0 at the 
plate looks for the hard one down the 
middle. He couldn't afford another 
charity exhibition at the moment.

Besides acting as official escort for 
the gum-snapping princess at the 
Monte Carlo Circus of the Animals Sa- 
luie to Handicapped Athletes. Seamus 
served as unofficial bodyguard. People 
don't generally figure the throners to 
have many problems other than what 
servant to let go for no reason. Sure, you 
don't have to worry about chipping a 
dish or making a car payment as much 
as the rest of the world, but there's more 
to it than cotillions and killing time. A
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lot of crazies want a piece of you, and 
that's enough to send a chill running up
and down anyone's scepter.

His close connections to the royal 
family of Monaco made Seamus a log 
ical choice. Seamus first ran into Prin 
cess Grace back in the days when he 
was tearing up the turf as a fullback for 
the Beverly Hills Blue Diamonds. She 
was breaking hearts all over America as 
Grace Kelly, a touch of cool aristocracy 
in the mud puddle of morals called Tin 
sel town, whose bedroom shenanigans 
made locker-room material look like a 
spinster's knitting class in the church 
basement. They'd huddled awhile 
when Seamus was an extra on the set of 
Dial M for Murder, and had called a 
few plays together afterward. Grace 
loved ihe colorful prancing outsized an 
imals and the sober-minded pedantic 
audio-animatronic Lincoln during their 
adventures at Disneyland. "La. how 
gay," she would pronounce of Orange 
County's gift to friends 'round the 
world as she gripped the twin poles of 
the "Electricity—Nature's Cure-all" dis 
play in the arcade, causing her eyes to 
nutter rapidly and her breath to deepen 
as the unnatural surge of current 
coursed through her hands until the 
point where she suffered a satisfying 
temporary blackout.

Since then they'd crossed paths a few 
times on the diamonds-ana-tennis cir 
cuit, sharing a Campari or two with 
Bjorn or Vitas or Chris, while her 
charming husband, dapper Prince 
Rainier, pulled down his sun visor and 
snoozed in the sprightly wicker ham 
mock so oddly beloved of the largely in 
bred (though always well-tailored)

royal House of Grimaldi.
Caroline, as well as being favored by 

her mother's fair looks, inherited her 
mother's sense of adventure. As a child 
she was said to delight in carefully 
forming fool-high whipped-creani bun 
nies and leaving them all over the 
house, clapping her hands with glee as a 
servant stopped and cursed when com 
ing upon a foamy friend on chair or 
sofa. The dissolution of her marriage to 
noted international scumball Phifippe 
Junot was said to have hardened some- 
tiling within the girl. It was rumored 
that she had become fond of filling 
trunks full of bricks and ordering the 
servants, "Carry them until you drop!' 
And of regularly booby-trapping trie 
sleeping quarters of the ladies-in-wait 
ing. When Seamus forthrightly asked 
her about this, he was pleased to learn 
that, as often as not, these delightfully 
constructed devices would release a 
sprig of flowers or a favorite box of 
chocolates instead of the standard loud 
screaming siren or tubful of old bath 
water, "it depends on my mood!' gig 
gled Caroline.

AT THE COCKTAIL PARTY THAT EVE-
ning, all the guests arrived in Mercedes 
wheelchairs, to simulate what life 
would be tike in the numb-leg circuit, 
and most checked these at the door. It 
certainly did seem like a bad deal, so 
when Caroline said, "If I were a cripple. 
I think I'd puke, or maybe just sit in my 
room—I mean, gross!" Seamus couldnt 
disagree.

Caroline was fond of most things 
that involved a party, a laugh, or a joke, 
and this was no exception. Funnyman

'QJirr.^r^n^C^

._v 
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"Great news, Chuck! We brought a game we can all play!"

Buddy Hackett thrilled the jaded group 
by whirling around in circles in his 
wheelchair, just to stir the ice in his 
drink. Cher arrived in a gown bedecked 
with dozens of tiny whistling sponge gi 
raffes, to the delight of some and the 
chagrin of others. Senator Hayakawa 
of California curled up by the fireside 
and delighted onlookers by giving a 
cheery recitation, move by move, of a 
game of Battleship he had played with 
his seven-year-old nephew a while 
back.

At six three. Seamus could easily see 
over the fast-drinking crowd to the bald 
ing pate of pal Terry Bradshaw. Pitts 
burgh Steelers quarterback, who looked 
more uneasy holding a drink and 
dressed up in a monkey suit than if he'd 
just found out that his offensive tine for 
the next year was to be composed of 
miniature Shetland ponies. He found 
himself cornered, by a society matron 
with blue tinted hair, against a window 
where the fading desert sunset could be 
seen competing against the bursts of 
thousands of dazzling electric lights for 
the crowd's attention. Soon the sun 
would exhaust itself and give the tag to 
its weak sister the moon, who didn't be 
long in the same arena for this type of 
action.

Seamus had done some work for the 
Steelers organization a few years ago. 
Following a 38-to-7 drubbing of the 
pathetic Bert Jones-less Baltimore 
Colts, an altercation had broken out be 
tween four Steelers and members of a 
marching band from Allegheny State. 
The frisky Steelers, in the words of the 
deposition.

(a) committed assault against several 
members of the tuba, trombone, and other 
brass-section players by removing their 
chin straps and forcing their funny furry 
hats over their eyes, preceding to label them 
"shitheads" and "marching fucks." then 
spinning them around indiscriminately so 
that they would weave and crash into one 
another, and

(b) did shame and humiliate several col 
umns of pom-pom girls, who never asked to 
be born into this world in the first place, 
through wholesale pawing of perky breast 
and butiock.

The case had never come to court. 
The judge, a Steelers ticketholder him 
self, realized that society had been done 
no serious harm, when Seamus came to 
him with several incriminating taped 
conversations between His Honor and 
his twenty-one-year-old mistress, a girl 
of good family attending a local stew 
ardess institute. It didn't leave you with 
a great feeling inside, but that's pro biz, 
and if you wanted to play in the big 
leagues, you had to know the score 
from yard one. Or else you might as
(CONTINUED ON PAGE 42)
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BATTING TIPS

EDITOR'S NOTE; Steve wrote this article before the Good Ship Carver ventured into the more- 
perilous reaches of the matrimonial seas. We're sure sorry about it and a!!, Steve, and, heck, 
life must be tough without Cindy, but we do have a tnaga-ine to put out, and we couldn 'tfind 
anyone who could pinch-hit for van. Maybe you can he your own best coach and pick up a Jew 
pointers here yourself And if you ever want to come by the office, well, we can go out to a bar 
(there's a nice Japanese one close by), knock a few down, and talk things over, maybe try to 
help you get your life back in order. Okay. Slugger? Way to go.

HI, TEAMMATES.
Guys around the big leagues always 
used to ask me how I did it. "Steve," kids 
"Mr. Jive! 1 Mickey Rivers, "you've got 
more chicks hanging onto you than the 
Yankees got jockstraps." "You might be 
an all-star in the majors, but you've still 
got a lot going in the bush leagues," 
chortles Willie "Steel City" Stareell, 
nudging me painfully in the ribs, "That

Garvey sure bats a thousand with the 
ladies' cackles the of perfesser himself, 
Casey Stengel, when contacted by 
Ouija board.

I m not the kind of guy who likes to 
poke and tell, but it's all true. And how. 
Although now I'm the most happily 
married first baseman on the field, I still 
remember a few tricks from the old 
days that I'm more than willing to pass 
on to see that you fans get out of the 
dugoul and up there taking your swings 
at the plate.

Sex is a lot like baseball. There are 
winners and there are losers. You can 
"strike out" at either, or knock one out 
of the park. Your "signals" can "get 
crossed,' or you can get the "go-ahead!'

Illusiratioius: Gary Hulln'fii • Heart ittuanaioas: Sleven Mot Singer

When Cheryl and I dated, she used to love
to dress up in my uniform, pretend she was
"Catfish" Hunter, and try to strike me out

by lobbing jelly beans underhanded as I
stood on the bed. You can guess what I

used for a bat.
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In one arena you can earn the praise 
and envy of thousands, in the other you 
can stick your dork into a warm crack 
or cream all over her face. The list of 
similarities is endless.

A Viennese old-timer by the name of 
"Doc" Sigmund Freud once asked. 
"What do women want?" Well. I can 
answer that. They want Steve Garvey. 
But, if you practice my moves, you can 
start to feel that special Steve Garvey 
powen and maybe if you stop slouching 
and cut your hair right, you can look 
more like me, too. And that could make 
all the difference in the world between a 
bunt single (knee-fondling road rats 
who look like Tommy Lasorda) and a 
Ballantine blast into the upper deck 
{hardball sexing with Miss Cute Fox, 
who can't get enough of your auto 
graphed Louisville Slugger).

B
OUTSIDE THE LOCKER ROOM. IT'S GIRL 
City. They're everywhere—in the stands, 
outside the stadium gates, in the press 
box. even hanging oft" the team bus. 
breasts a-bobbing and eyes afire. Often 
you will find them completely outside 
of organized baseball.

F
FOR ME, MEETING THE GASH USED TO
be more frightening than being repre 
sented bv a legal-aid lawyer at contract- 
negotiation time. I'd spy some red-hot 
Most Valuable Pussy prospect and 
really "muff" my chance for action, 
making a lot of boneheaded plays: you 
know, the dumb stuff all rookie nookie 
seekers mess up on—striking her out on 
three pitches on the first date, taunting 
her that she'd never learn to hit a curve 
ball, or laughing out loud because she 
threw like a girl. I was like some knock- 
kneed nobody sweating it trying to get 
the tying run home from third. Finally 
one little girl had the courage to say. 
"Steve, I wish we didn't have to play 
baseball on all our dates." That really- 
knocked me into the dirt. Sure, I got 
mad at first and maybe slid in to her at 
second with my spikes a bit high, but 
after I picked her up off the ground and 
dusted her off. I got to thinking about 
what she had said. You know; there's a 
whole other world besides baseball. The 
very next week. I took the dish to a soft- 
ball game, and we had a really great 
time. I still got to wear my uniform to

the game, and we laughed more than 
we ever had at how bad all the players 
were compared to me. Next thins you 
know, we were going to all different 
types of sporting events, and even took 
in a boat show or two. A little consid 
eration can go a long way; treat a gal 
like you would your favorite glove—oil 
her regularly, and don't leave her out 
side in the rain.

s
WELL, SLUGGER, YOU'VE MADE CON- 
tact and you're on your way. The girl 
you've selected swears okay and you're 
in the owners -box. Where do you go 
from here? Get to know the dumpling 
you're dating a little better. Ask her 
thoughtful, sincere questions, like if she 
has a middle name, and invite her to 
guess yours. Next I'd talk a little bit 
more about myself, my batting average 
over the last few years, the different leg 
islation I'll introduce when I'm elected 
U.S. senator from California, how 
many Little Leaguers I'd like to see flip

ping cards around the house. Then I'd 
take my stance and plant a high hard 
one right on those moist, luscious lips.

1 have a pretty good sense of humor 
and use it to get a not number laughing 
with me. Some "can't miss" ways of 
amusing an up-and-comer include un 
expectedly throwing large objects, get 
ting into impromptu towel fights, 
dousing her over the head with a bucket 
of water, and (if you really like her) rub 
bing Atomic Balm all over her bra and 
panties.

Even now that I've settled down, I 
still love to horse around with my lovely 
wife, Cindy. Last week, to my complete 
surprise, my dutiful spouse prepared a 
lavish, six-course, spicy Chinese meal. 
"Hey, Cin, what is this crap?" I asked 
with a merry twinkle in my eye as I 
plunked down my laundry on the table 
top. I then proceeded to enact a really 
cool imitation of a drunk Chinaman 
who keeps spilling all the food all over 
himself. The fact that two of our dinner 
guests were themselves Chinese added 
to the fun. Cindy laughed so hard she 
actually cried. All night long, in fact.

So keep it loose and lively and those 
makeout sessions should quickly head 
into extra innings.

Keep your eye steady and just get a piece of her. Blasting a girl 400 feet into the upper deck 
can't happen every time you come to the plate...
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T
WHEN HE'S BEEN TONGUING TOUGH
and has worked up a meaningful rela 
tionship wilh Miss Cutie Pie's left 
breast, a guy's mind turns to business. 
Are some runs going to be scored or is 
this another goose egg for your side? Is 
she going to fly out or put out? Your oF 
hickory is doing the seventh-inning 
stretch about now. and he'd like the an 
swer pretty darn soon.

It's time to put on a good perfor 
mance here, and show a Ottle fast talk 
coupled with quick moves. Remember, 
you re playing on her home field and 
you've got to make sure she's in your 
rooting section. Butter her up like 
doomsday; here are some of my all- 
time favorites:

"Do you know what you and a Big 
Mac have in common? Nice buns!

"With breasts like those, why do you 
ever wear a blouse?"

"You sweat a lot less than Reggie 
Jackson. I was standing next to rum

once and, boy, let me tell you, the man
smells foul."

"Those ruby reds were made for 
blowjobs"

Of course, before you make the big 
move, you have been fast-pitching li 
quor down her throat for a while. A 
drunk babe is a happy babe, whether it's 
Babe Ruth or some bozette you've 
snageed at the five-and-dime. It loosens
up their spirits and loosens up their 
bodies, so you'll be sure nothing gets 
stuck up there. Remember, as Harmon 
Killebrew, the clown prince of baseball, 
once wrote:

For a real good time, give her a drink
The night will be lovely, moist, and 

pink
Now that she's asking for it, it's time 

to practice your technique. Grip her as 
if you were about to throw a slider, two 
fingers across the seams, wrist loose, 
and save a special snap for the last 
moment.

Before you get any further into the 
inning, make sure all bases are covered. 
Only a minor leaguer would go in to 
this situation disregarding safety, and I 
don't mean a face mask and chest pro 
tector. Be sure to ask, as sensitively as 
possible, about whether or not she has

...But this time I got good wood on her and she sailed 440 feet to left center.

any communicable diseases. Birth con 
trol should be the responsibility of both 
parties—you to ask about it, her to take 
those pills regularly. Anything mechani 
cal up there, like a coil or a sprocket, 
usually spells trouble, at least for this fu 
ture Hall of Famer. There's just no tell 
ing where it's been. The cagey veteran 
always completes his scorecard with 
two or three "rubber teammates" in the 
wallet, just in case.s
SO FAR, SO GOOD, AND YOU'RE HEAD-
ing for home. But first take a moment to 
think about what you're doing. If she's 
the average girl that you've been sling 
ing the bull to till bone time, then hats 
on, champ; now get right in there and 
start waving your bat around. But what 
if this is someone special, the girl of 
your dreams, that on e-in-a- million all- 
star heartthrob that can take you all the 
way. down the stretch, year after year? 
Welt, then I'd advise a quick "time out" 
for a conference on the mound.

I'd like to get a little personal here if I 
may. When I met Cindy at the Home 
Run Burger, I knew she was the one for 
me. Fifteen minutes later, with her pan 
ties down around her ankles and me 
about to step out of my cleats, a rush 
came over me like I'd just been beaned 
in the head by a Nolan Ryan fastball. I 
grunted with all the manly courage I 
could, "Cindy. 1 can't. 1 mean, I 
couldn't. I just respect you too darn 
much." Cindy understood almost at 
once, Her anguished animal pleas of 
"Steve, fuck me, fuck me, just fuck me, 
okay? Oh, fuck me. damn it, fuck me!" 
went on for a few minutes, but after I'd 
snapped the last button back on her 
waitress outfit, I saw an odd gb'nt in her 
eye that I took for pride. I feel the same 
way now that we're married, respecting 
and caring for her so much that some 
times I won't touch her for days, or even 
weeks, during the season. And I reckon 
that's what true love is all about.

Best wishes in getting wood on it. 
Learn to handle the curves they throw 
you: watch out for the occasional 
screwball: and when you get your pitch, 
slam it out of sight. Ana don't forget. 
that real home-run feeling is spelled 
L-O-V-E. Loves a give-and-take kind of 
thing that you have to practice a lot. 
Last night, for example, Cindy dragged 
me along to see The- Sling for the fifth 
time. She just goes crazy over the music. 
Hey. what's a guy to do?

See you on the field,
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LOOK WHO'S IN llll
THE

POLICE

No. 1 album No. 1 song Center 
fold, plus the hit title; Rage In 
The Cage, Flamethrower; more.

Smash Find Another Fool; 
Top 10 Harden My Heart; Right 
Kind Of Love: Valene; more.

No. 1 album! Top 10 hit We 
Got The Beat; hit Our Lips Are 
Sealed; Automatic; more.

GHOST IN THE 
MACHINE

Top 10 alburn, Top 10 Every 
Little Thing She Does Is Magic; 
smash Spirits In. . World; etc.

"Album Of The Year"! 
Gramrny -winner (Just Like, 
Starting Over, Woman; etc

COLUMBIA RECORD 
& TAPE CLUB NOW 
INVITES YOU TO TAKE 11 ALBUMS-10

PLUS THE "GOLD BOX" TV BONUS!
ff you join the Club now and agree to buy 8 more selections (at regular Club prices) in the coming 3 years

plus shipping 
and handling
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Top 10 Trite hit; Crimson And 
Clover- (I'm Gonna) Run 
Away: Little Drummer Boy.

No. 1 album with smash Top 
10 Juke Box Hero: Waiting 
for A Girt Like You: UrgBnt.

Top 10 Open Anns; Who's 
Crying Now: Don't Stop 
Believin': Stone In Love.

313502*
His hit Through The 
Years, Number One 
/ Don :t Need You: Top 
Ten title hit and Blaze 
Of Glory, many others.

Columbia Record * Tape Club, P.O. Box 1130 
Terre Haute. Indiana 47811

*• not available in reel tapes * Available on records and cassetles only

Yes, just take a look at the superstars and
super hits that the Columbia Record a Tape 
Club now offers. To get any 11 of these rec 
ords or tapes right away, simpiy fill in and 
mail the application together with your 
checker money order for $1.86 as payment 
(that's 1C for your first 11 selections, plus 
$1.85 to cover shipping and handling). In 
exchange, you agree to buy 8 more tapes or 
records (at regular Club prices] in the next 
three years —and you may cancel your 
membership at any time after doing so. 
How the Club operates: every lour weeks 
(13 times a year) you'll receive the Club's 
music magazine, which describes the Se 
lection of the Month for each musical inter 
est... plus hundreds of alternates from 
every field of music. In addition, up to six 
times a year you may receive offers of Spe 
cial Sefections, usually at a discount off 
regular Club prices, for a total ol up to 19 
buying opportunities

H you wish to receive the Selection of the 
Month or the Special Selection, you need 
do nothing —it will be shipped automati 
cally. If you prefer an alternate selection, or

TAKE YOUR PICK

Note: All applications are subject to review; Columbia 
House reserves the right to reject any application.

none at all, fill irt-the response card always 
provided and mail it by the date specified. 
You will always have at least 10days to make 
your decision. If you ever receive any Se 
lection without having had at least 10 days 
to decide, you may return tt at our expense. 

The tapes and records you order during 
your membership will be billed at regular 
Club prices, which currently are $7.98 to 
$9.98—plus shipping and handling. (Multi 
ple-unit sets and Double Selections may be 
somewhat higher.) And if you decide to 
continue as a member after completing 
your enrollment agreement, you'll be eligi 
ble for our money-saving bonus plan. 
1O-Day Free Trial: we'll send detaiis of the 
Club's operation with your introductory 
shipment. If you are not satisfied for any 
reason whatsoever, just return everything 
within 10 days for a full refund and you will 
have no further obligation. So act now!

Special Start-Your-Membership-Now Offer:
you may also choose your firs! selection right 
now—and we'll give it to you for at least 60% off 
regular Club prices (only $2.99). Enclose pay 
ment now and you'll receive it with your 11 
introductory selections. This discount pur 
chase reduces your membership obligation 
immediately—you'll then be required to buy just 
7 more selections (instead of 8) in the next 
three years. Just check box in application and 
fill in number you want.

Here's the "Gold Box" you've seen on TV 
—fill It In and get an extra selection.

| am enclosing check or money order lor $1.86 (that's 1C lor my 11 
introductory selections, plus $1.85 for shipping and handling). Please 
accept my application under the terms outlined in this advertisement. 
I agree to buy 8 more tapes or records fat regular Club prices) in the 
nexl 3 years—and may cancel membership anytime after doing so.

Write In numbers 
of 11 selections

Send my selections in this typeol recording (check one): 
n fl-Track Cartridges a Cassettes D Reel Tapes O Records 

My main musical Interest Is (check one): KS9/BJ
(But I am always free to choose from any category)
D Easy Listening 2 p Teen Hits 7 D Classical 1

D Country 5 (no reel tapes) D Jazz 4 (no reel tapes)

DMr.
P Mrs.———————————————————————————————————
D Miss Print First Name Initial Last Name

Clty-

Slate- -Zlp-
Do You Have A Telephone: (Check one) n YesD No

D AIso send my first selection lor at 
least a 60% discount, tor which I am 

also enclosing additional payment of S2 99. 
I then need buy only 7 more selections (at 
regular Club prices! in the nexl three years. K62/ZE

K61 /AF K63/ZF
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FLUSHERS
(CONTINUED ON PAGE 36)

well get off the field and hoof it up to 
Section 57, with the pretzel and pop 
corn crowd, trading in a duffel bag full 
of sweats for a bnefcase full of bore 
dom. Seamus had seen too many 
people he knew go that route, track star 
to tract house, and they'd started hitting 
the liniment bottle quicker than Sugar 
Ray Leonard would jab the head of a 
yahoo in a barroom who'd made light 
of the champ's mother.

The matron declared. "It must be di 
vine to pitch for football." as Seamus 
sidled over and accidentally overturned 
a drink on her head, to rescue his friend. 
Her eyes bored into him like a mad coy 
ote's at night, making Seamus shrug and 
flick a sizable ash in her hair.

There was something odd about the 
sleek blond model that Jerry Lewis was 
chatting up. The Nutty Partvgoer 
seemed to fike her looks and tried to 
amuse by clapping his hands together 
in the manner of the tiny toy ape with 
cymbals on its paws. She gave him a 
look you'd give a fish that'djumped out 
of the aquarium and flopped onto your 
bed, looking for some action.

Mean Joe Greene swaggered into the 
room and spilled Paul Anka's drink by 
looking near it. Anything short of a So 
viet lank squad had better not mess 
with him. and even they should lay off 
the liquid potato poison for a while be 
fore giving it their shot.

You won't read about it in People, but 
rumor had it a few seasons ago that 
Greene and Princess Caroline were 
something of an item for a few days

while she "did" Pittsburgh for some 
charity bowl. The star-sniffers said that 
more was talked about than the X's and 
O's of the Steelers play book.

Looking at them across the room. 
Seamus could tell at once that the 
rumors were unfounded. It was obvious 
the big lug had been infected with a 
heavy crush for the young girl. They 
seemed to have as much to talk about as 
a parrot and a porcupine would, but 
after a few bottles of champagne. Mean 
Joe tried to curry the abashed'princess's 
favor by setting tip in his stance to dem 
onstrate the moves that had made him a 
frequent drop-in guest at quarterbacks' 
rib cages across the league. Lunging 
wildly, he accidentally upended Paul 
Williams and deposited him headfirst 
into a bowl of seething onion dip. 
When fished out of the chivey sub 
stance, the pint-size composer vowed 
revenge, until he caught a glimpse of 
the hangdog look on Joe's face. Joe 
looked as embarrassed as a congress 
man caught sexing his secretary on the 
Capitol steps. Seamus and Caroline ex 
changed glances and agreed that in 
viting Joe to view the circus from the 
roval box could be the only solution. 
Mean Joe picked up as though given a 
strawberry Dexedrine milk-shake treat.

THE TORCHLIGHT PARADE OF THE 
wheelchair athletes opened the night's 
festivities on Caesarss main stage, in a 
large and lavish twenty-one-gun salute 
to the glorv that was pseudo-Roman 
esque architecture. For the ceremonies, 
the spare-no-expcnse management had 
added a special motif—statues of 
Rodin's The Thinker, with the marble 
do-nothing now seated in a rock wheel- 
chair. Venus de Milo sported a pair of

crutches to give her support, while Eros 
affected a dandy back brace to insure 
that his aim of his arrows of love was 
true.

Seamus and Caroline discussed the 
dignified atmosphere of the casino at 
Monte Carlo versus the frothy vulgarity 
of Las Vegas.

"I've never been there." stammered 
Joe Greene. sending the conversation 
down in flames quicker than an F-14 
could devastate a young child's kite. 
"Heavy trip." whispered Caroline to 
Seamus. her young breath hot in his ear.

Colorful jackanapes eagerly cavorted 
about, and tumblers of the highest 
order displayed their brazen skills, while 
harlequins bedazzled, and silk-coated 
roustabouts lit the fireworks and 
smashed plates on their heads. After the 
stock-bear racing and dwarf execution 
came a special handicapped acrobatic 
team. After a tumble they had to be 
placed back in their wheelchairs. and 
the human pyramid was only a man 
high, but they gave it their all and were 
rewarded with a tremendous chorus of 
lukewarm applause. The trapeze artist 
who ventured out next in his peculiar 
metal encasement should have been 
grateful for the net below; if only it had 
teen a little stronger.

The European clown Flan, all the 
rage in Brussels, followed with a routine 
so pathetic that, if not for the inter 
jection of some third-rate miming to 
ward the end. it could not have 
sustained even the most diehard advo 
cate in maintaining that Europeans 
have any sense of humor. As it was. the 
large-footed clumsy albino of low 
moral character received a standing 
ovation after his closing number of 
"Woman and Small Girl Search for 
Grapefruit in a Market Near the Seine."

Seamus momentarily left the box to 
purchase the candied apples and wacky 
T-shirts for which Caroline had caught 
a fancy. A man of striking oddness of 
expression and gait approached him 
and informed Seamus that he. the man. 
was to deliver him a message.

"Who is the message from?" Seamus 
asked with a ready ear and a cocked fist. 
"Mister Chloroform." came the re 
sponse, as a man from behind carrying 
the sleepy chemical in a handkerchief 
sent Seamus's world spinning.

Up in the royal box. Mean Joe stared 
ahead at the acrobats, trying to think of 
what to say to get back in Caroline's 
good graces. The same evil substance 
soon rendered any further thought 
impossible.

Several pairs of hands placed an un 
conscious Caroline into an awaiting 
wheelchair and led her out of the build 
ing and into a van parked in the Handi 
capped Only section. To the casual
(CONTINL'IHD ON P A G F 54)
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Boxing News of the Future

OF ALL 
TIME

FRAZIER-ALIIV:
THE COMEBACK FIGHT 
OFTHECENTUHT
COLUMBUS, OHIO January 9. 1997-The box 
ing world was literally set upon its cauliflow 
er ear loday as Joe Frazier and Muhammad 
Ali came out of retirement for what must 
have been the millionth lime in the last 
twenty years. The two fought in a long- 
awaited rematch, the first since the legendary 
"Thriller in Manila." Yel the new bout- 
dubbed the "Rumpus in Columbus" and the 
"Crummy Fight Near Cleveland Heights" by 
media wags—seemed lacking somehow. 
Weighing in at 400 pounds, Ali was truly 
twice the man he had been in his prime. 
"Muhammad is in the best shape of his life," 
proclaimed Ali trainer Angelo Dundee, as he 
hurried off to place a huge bet on Frazier.

But "Smolderin'Joe" had also succumbed 
to the ravages of time, needing a wheelchair to 
take him in and out of the ring. "Don't push 
me too hard, I might get killed." the ferocious

ex-champ spunkily remarked. Yet, despite all 
the hoopla, the actual battle amounted to a 
draw Frazier fell asleep at the sound of the 
bell, and couldn't be roused, due to a faulty 
hearing aid. Though Ali charged full speed at 
this easy target, he was unable to waddle 
across the ring and reach Joe until the end of 
the fight, forty-five minutes later. "That 
Smokin'Joe Frazier has got me enraged /If I 
don't kill him. he'll die ofold age." said Ali.

Yet the spectators were not amused, and 
reacted by hurling potentially fatal objects, 
like feathers and napkins, at the feeble fight 
ers. This anger increased when Frazier awoke 
and. unaware that the fight had already 
started, tried to win over the crowd by singing 
"The Star-Spangled Banner." The rendition 
only proved that time could not lessen Joe's 
lack of skill as a singer. All in all, it added up 
to just one thing: zero. »

GEORGE MEYER 
0 wins, 35 losses

A foreman in a small elec 
tronics plant in Phoenix. 
George Meyer turned to 
boxing in late 1973. Billing 
himself as "George, Fore 
man!' he attempted to cash 
in on the popularity of then 
heavyweight champ George 
Foreman. Unfortunately, me 
fifty-two-year-old Meyer 
was no match for the hordes 
of angrv fans who had been 
duped by his trick, much less 
the club fighters he took on. 
He suffered thirty-five 
knockouts in his thirty-five 
fights, twenty of them result 
ing from bottles hurled by 
disgruntled spectators.

Illuvtratian.-SrihJabrii • photographs: Ja,
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LARRY "THE LAWYER'
KRAVITZ 

0 wins, 59 losses
A graduate of Brandeis Law 
School, Larry Kravitzwasa 
boxer with a gimmick: he 
would allow himself to be 
brutally pummeled during 
every match, and then sue 
his opponent for a hefty 
amount, claiming grievous 
bodily injury. Sadly. Kravitz 
was almost as bad an attor 
ney as he was a boxer, finish 
ing his legal career with a 
record of two wins, fifty- 
seven losses.

JOEARNESS 
0 wins, 138 losses

A promising young heavy 
weight, Arness had his career 
interrupted when he was 
drafted during World War II. 
After he left the service, he 
returned to the ring, despite a 
severe handicap: he had lost 
both his arms in the war. 
Though he could still duck, 
bob, and weave effectively, 
'Armless" Joe Arness was 
unable to throw a single 
punch. Following a long 
string of devastating defeats, 
he changed his name to 
"Harmless" Joe Arness, and 
fought only similarly handi 
capped boxers, among them 
"Blind" Artie Brooks and 
"Dead" DaveTorelli.

DICK PIVINSKY 
0 wins, 61 losses

"I'm nobody's fool but my 
own," burly Dick Pivinsky 
would say of his canny box 
ing strategy. Throughout his 
career, he thought he had his 
choice of which of the two 
men in the ring he should 
take on: his opponent or the 
referee. Pivinsky always 
chose the ref. who was 
smaller, unequipped for the 
match, and not expecting 
anything. He scored a long 
scries of knockouts, and an 
equally long series of dis 
qualifications once the 
referees came to.

WILLIAM "KID"
MORTENSON 

0 wins, 88 losses
Kid Mortenson wasjust 
that-a kid. At age six, the 
scrappy forty-two pounder 
was forced to become a 
middleweight boxer by his 
father, who thought it would 
"toughen the boy up." Dur 
ing the early 1950s, one could 
gauge the kindness of a 
boxer by the amount of time 
he would wait before KO'ing 
the child. The nicest boxer 
was Carl "Bobo" Olson, who 
sparred with Mortenson for 
two rounds, and then flat 
tened the boy one second 
into Round 3. *

FOLIOS OF 
FISTIANA
Below are excerpts from Even the Ropes Were Crooked, a 
recent ly published history of great boxing scandals:

Lucky Horseshoes
THE OLD TRICK OF HIDING A HORSESHOE IN THE GLOVE HAS
long provided extra punching power for unscrupulous fight 
ers. The ploy was first tried by "Sneaky" Jim Jackson, a Civil 
War-vintage prizefighter. Unfortunately, Sneaky Jim had for 
gotten that he was a bareknuckle boxer, and the horseshoe 
clenched in his right fist was spotted in Round I by a sharp- 
eyed rcf. On the other hand, the ref was not alert enough to 
detect a Colt .45 that Jim had concealed in his left fist, and 
soon both ref and opponent were down for the count.

Later practitioners of the art included Jeff "Brain 
Damaged ' Johnson, who wore a horseshoe in his glove con 
tinuously, even while hitting sparring partners and punching 
bags. As a result, Jeffs hands were soon whittled down to two 
bloody stumps, and he was forced to seek work as a beggar. 
In modern times, six-foot-eight-inch Primo Camera was able 
to stuff into his outsi/ed glove not only a horseshoe but a 
horse, winning him the world championship and a summons 
from the SFCA as well. And recent Swedish champ Ingemar 
Johansson has been known to stuff his own wooden shoe into 
his glove during fights, explaining, "I figure a Norse shoe is as 
good as a horseshoe." When caught, Johansson and the others 
have all been given boxing establishment's strictest punish 
ment: nothing.

bazooka 
napalm 
flamethrower 
baseball bat 
brick 
horseshoe 
brass knuckles 
stiletto knife

A smart fighter always makes sure to pack a little something extra 
in his glove.
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Diving Bored
ITISCERTAINLYNOT UNCOMMON FOR A KIGHTER TO "TAKEA
dive" and throw a match. But few people remember (he time 
that both fighters in a match agreed to take a dive, splashing 
mud all over the fair name of boxing itself.

In the Oght between Jake "Unscrupulous" Johnson (rec 
ord: 0 W 100 L) and "Rotten" Ray Roberts (1 W 50 L) each 
pugilist entered the ring with a reputation for being the 
crookedest fighter in the business. And. unbeknownst to the 
other, each had been paid by a rival gambling mob to drop 
the fight. So it was not surprising that Round I opened 
bizarrely, with both fighters charging out of their corners, 
holding up their arms, and crying. "I give up—you win!" But 
this proved futile. Like the trooper he was. each man 
staunchly refused to be declared the winner.

Finally, after several hesitant moments, the fighters began 
trying to egg each other on. in hopes of drawing a blow; "You 
suck!" "Hit me. chicken!" "You're even croookeder than me. 
asshole!" But nothing eould swerve the two from their mon 
umental dedication to corruption. By Round 6. each man had 
bribed the judges to put the other ahead on points. In Round 
7. after leafing through the ruie book. Johnson held up a 
white flag, played taps, and placed a tombstone labeled 
"R.I.H" on top of his head, in hopes that Roberts would rec 
ognize the universal signs of surrender.

But it was to no avail. Refusing to give up his attempt to 
give up the fight. Roberts began to resort to trickery: he 
hurled his face onto Johnson's glove, and then lay on the mat, 
pretending to be knocked out by the blow Unda'unted. John 
son countered by crawling under Robcrts's body pouring cat 
sup on his glove, and crying. "TK.O! TKO! Your chin just cut 
open my fist!" Bu! these tricks could not fool the referee, 
who. incidentally, had been paid off by yet a third gambling 
ring to make the fight end in a draw. When the ref pulled the 
boxers up and admonished them to get into a fight or take 
off, the two pugilists ran into the arena, daring the fans to 
punch them out. h was a suggestion thai the disgruntled 
crowd—consisting entirely of mobsters with an interest in the 
bout—was only too happy to comply with. Both fighters were 
speedily beaten tiJl they died, smiling as proudly as champi 
ons as they sank at last into defeat. But the lasi faugh was on 
them, for the ref happily declared the match a draw, and 
walked off with all the money. Truly, there were giants in 
those davs. v

Kitty Kelley insists that illustrations for her book are unretouched.

SAINT LOUIS
FF.W BOXERS ARE AS 
greatly respected and ad 
mired for their lives inside 
and outside of the ring ay Joe 
Louis. Bul was Joe a hard 
hitting. humble hero— or just 
a fat. frightened link? The 
latter is the portrait of the 
champ presented by Kitty 
Kelley in her new trash-bio. 
Joe Louis: The Brown

Careful observers have discovered the fight 
was fixed.

The book is jam-packed 
with disturbing insights and

horrifying revelations about 
Louis, most of which fly in 
the face of popular myth 
and documented fact. As to 
her sources. Kellev remains 
secretive: her bibliography 
reads simply. "None of your 
beeswax. Miss Nosey 
Parker." And when con 
fronted by Louis's relatives, 
demanding substantiation 
for her claims, she replied. 
"Heck, I can write whatever 
I want, can't I? 1 mean, he's
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dead. Isn't he?" Below, some 
excerpts from the book:

"How does a sniveling 
coward like Joe Louis be 
come a boxing champ? By 
feigning homosexuality to 
avoid military service, while 
all self-respecting men went 
off to war. When the cream 
of American manhood took 
on Adolf'Sonny' Hitler and 
'Rocky' Mussolini in the real 
fight of the century, Louis 
managed to skulk off with 
the heavyweight crown. 
Sure, he defended his title 
twenty-five times, but 
against whom? Old ladies, 
like Ethel Barrymore and 
Alice Roosevelt Longworth. 
And children. And little 
dogs..."

"One eould not deny that 
Joe Louis was a true heavy 
weight: in his prime, he 
tipped the scales at six hun 
dred pounds, all blubber. 
Between 1939 and 1945, he 
never once stopped eating, 
not for a minute. Even in the 
ring, he would munch on a 
rack of barbecued ribs, and 
then poke out his opponents' 
eyes with the bones. And 
there is little doubt today 
that those were human ribs 
he was eating. Perhaps the 
only thing bigger than Joe 
Louis himself was his ego- 
he never answered to any 
thing other than Joe Cool or 
King Louis XVII..:'

"Louis was the picture of 
confidence whenever he set 
foot in the ring. And why 
not? He was always heavily 
armed, with hand grenades 
concealed in his gloves and a 
submachine gun tucked in 
side his trunks. Dozens of 
potential champions were 
gunned down or blown up 
during fights with this 
monster. However, Louis's 
ultimate act of cowardice oc 
curred in his fight against a 
particularly intimidating foe. 
Rather than confront the 
contender face to face, Louis 
flew into the ring in a Mes- 
serschmitt (borrowed from 
his friends in the Third 
Reich) and dropped buzz 
bombs on his hapless oppo 
nent. From then on, Joe 
Louis had a new and well- 
deserved nickname: the 
Brown Bomber..:' f

THE INFAMOUS 
"LONG COUNT"

CHICAGO. 1927. Heavyweight champion Jack 
Dempsey steps into the ring to defend his title 
against "Tiger" O'Hazo. This is the first fight 
for O'Hazo, an eighty-one-year-old great- 
grandmother managed by Chicago mobster 
Tony "Clams" Casino. While Casino admits 
that his fighter is rather weak on oflense and 
defense, he adds. "Mamma mia. can that old 
broad cook" Betting on the match is heavy, 
with odds favoring Dempsey, 1,500 to 1. 
When Casino tells the press that Tiger 
O'Hazo will be fighting glovclcss and blind 
folded "just to keep things interesting," the 
odds against the old woman soar to 10.000 to 
I. Casino maintains his faith in O'Ha/o. and 
bets everything he owns—six houses, a string 
of racehorses, and the Chicago City Coun 
cil—on her.

Round I. The walk from her corner to the 
center of the ring is too much for the aged 
O'Hazo, and she hits the canvas before 
Dempsey can lay a glove on her. Referee 
Barry Davis begins his count: "One, (wo..:' 
Tony Casino steps into the ring and whispers 
to Davis while poking him threateningly with 
what witnesses believe was a bayonet 
(Casino claims it was his finger). Shaken, the 
ref slows his count to one digit an hour, while 
Casino's physicians try to revive O'Hazo.

Next morning. Referee Davis has reached 
the count of eight. O'Hazo has been whisked 
off to Marymount Hospital, where she lies in 
a coma. Dempsey and the crowd begin to 
suspect an infraction of the rules but are held 
in check by Casinos army of goons. Casino 
decides to have another talk with the referee, 
whom he believes is counting a bit too 
quickly. For emphasis. Casino again pokes 
Davis in the chest with his "fingerT this time 
drawing blood. The referee agrees to slow 
tilings down by counting to ten, backward 
from one million.

Three weeks later. Tiger O'Hazo regains 
consciousness and is raced back to the arena 
where the tight began. Tony Casino person 
ally wheels the old woman In to the ring and 
props her up. Referee Davis stops the count 
down at 321.680. and then turns to Jack 
Dempsey. who collapsed in his corner some 
days before from lack of food and sleep. 
Davis begins another ten count (by fives, at 
Casino's insistence), and declares Dempsey 
out two seconds later. Octogenarian Tiger 
O'Hazo wins the world heavyweight cham 
pionship on her first fight, by KO'ing Jack 
Dempsey three weeks into Round I.

Most sports historians now believe the 
light was fixed. t
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THE STUPID 
HEAVYWEIGHTS' 
COMPUTERIZED 
BATTLE OF BRAINS
"A GOOD BOXER IS A MAN 
with a heavyweight body, a 
flyweight intellect, and a 
paperweight for a brain," 
George Plimpton once 
quipped to an aging Joe 
Louis. After someone ex 
plained the barb to Louis, he 
handled it like a real cham 
pion, by pummeling PI imp- 
ton ruthlessly for an hour. 
But the question remained: 
Arc professional lighters as 
stupid as they look, act, talk.

ogy ("Plastic is a kind of dog. 
Tor FT). The MIT student 
then developed a computer 
program that could simulate 
the strain and punishment 
these five boxers would un 
dergo while taking such a 
test. Ciccarelli was now 
ready to pair off the boxers 
for his Computer-Simulated 
Stupid Boxers' Battle of 
Wits. It was decided that 
Prime Camera would be 
testing against Joe Frazier.

Camera vs. Frazier
and seem to everyone in the 
world?

The question was taken 
up by Vince Ciccarelli, an 
enterprising computer 
jockey from MIT The stu 
dent fed biographical data 
on every heavyweight box 
ing champion from John L. 
Sullivan to Lurry Holmes 
into a Vacuform-2000 com 
puter to determine the five 
dumbest champs in history. 
Within minutes, the com 
puter spat out the answer: 
Primo Camera. Floyd Pai- 
terson. Ingemar Johansson. 
Joe Fra/Jer. and, of course. 
Leon Spinks.

But. except for Spinks. 
were they all really that stu 
pid? Vince Ciccarelli de 
cided to find out. He devised 
a grueling fifteen-question 
true-or-false test that cov 
ered every topic from archi 
tecture ("A log cabin is made 
from logs. T or FT) to zool-

Floyd Patterson would take 
on his old rival Ingemar Jo 
hansson. And Leon Spinks, 
the odd man out, would 
match wits with a Proctor- 
Silex blender (the "Blender 
with a Brain").

The opening test bouts 
were full of surprises. Primo 
Camera scored an astound 
ing thirteen out of fifteen 
questions correct, to Joe 
Frazier's three. The com 
puter explained that Car- 
nera had been paid by the 
Mob to take a dive in the 
match; in his numskull at 
tempt to answer all the ques 
tions wrong. Camera got 
almost every one right. 
Frazier, to his credit, lived up 
to his nickname, "Smokin" 
Joe," as clouds of steam 
poured out of his ears while 
he struggled with the test.

Floyd Patterson easily 
trounced Ingemar Johann- 
son in their match, four

questions to none. Patterson. 
a tireless trainer, had boned 
up on his multiplication 
tables, sparring with some of 
the sharpest third-grade 
minds in the country. By the

three (eat. sleep, take 
cocaine).

The preliminary bouts 
concluded, the time had 
come to match up the two 
winners, "Mongoloid"

Patterson vs. Johansson
time of the bout, he was in 
the top thinking shape of his 
career. Conversely. Ingemar 
"The Swedish MeatballV 
Johansson was completely 
confounded by the test, since 
it was written in English, a 
language unfamiliar to him. 
Johansson, who has lived in 
this country for a scant thirty 
years, had mastered only 
one English phrase in that 
time: "I bain dere vunce be 
fore. I t'ink" Unfortunately 
for him, this phrase did not 
turn up on the quiz.

m an attempt lo revive a 
flagging career, Leon Spinks 
volunteered to take the 
Battle of Wits test in person, 
rather than have the com 
puter simulate his responses. 
Spinks. who has been work 
ing as a skycap in Chicago's 
O'Harc Airport, managed to 
get the day off, so he could 
confront his opponent face 
to face, man lo appliance. 
The pair seemed evenly

Floyd Patterson and Primo 
"The Great White Dope" 
Camera. Vince Ciccarelli 
came up with fifteen brutal 
rounds of questions, for 
what was billed as the Brain- 
Busting Battle of the Century.

Clang! The fight opened 
with excitement and con 
troversy as the referee fired 
off the question for Round 
l:,"Name three colors" Car- 
nera leapt to the fore with 
"Vanilla, chocolate, and 
strawberry?' Patterson broke 
in seconds later with "Me. 
my mama, and my wife" be 
lieving the question to be 
"Name three coloreds" Both 
champs were confident that 
they had won the round, but 
the judges declared it a draw.

By Round 2, the fighters 
were already mixing it up 
and getting mixed up over 
the second question: "Flow 
many hands do you have?" 
Camera grabbed the ref by 
the neck, asking, "Do you

Spinks vs.

matched, and at the end of 
three hours of heated com 
petition their scores were 
tied. 0-0. Judges finally 
awarded the match to the 
blender, since it could per 
form four functions (chop, 
dice, grate, puree) to Spinks's

Blender
mean him or me?" Patterson. 
full of animal cunning, took 
advantage of the diversion, 
using the time to slip off his 
gloves and begin a hand 
count. "I got me at least two. 
three hands." said Floyd. 
He was awarded the round.

Photographs: Focus nn Spvrls, UPI. Wide World
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Round 3 had the two 
fighters duking it out, toe to 
toe. They were asked, "Is 
lumber something you eat?" 
Floyd shot out a lightning- 
fast "No" but Primo coun 
tered with a jolting "I do, 
sometimes." His managers 
were quick to corroborate 
this fact, and Camera won 
the round.

The boxers were begin 
ning to show brain strain by 
Round 4. The question was 
"What is a dog?" and it 
floored the two champs. 
They silently milled about 
the ring, scratching their 
heads for over two minutes. 
Suddenly, Camera cried 
triumphantly, "A dog!" The 
judges refused to award the 
round to either fighter.

Camera and Patterson 
went scoreless for the next 
ten rounds as well, respond 
ing to every query with fast 
combinations of "You got 
me" and "Boy. that's a 
toughie" Going into the last 
round, the iwo heavyweights 
were tied, with one round 
apiece, and the other twelve 
rounds even.

The computer-simulated 
crowd was hushed as the ref 
eree delivered the fifteenth 
and final question of the 
match: "What are ice cubes 
made out of?" Patterson 
stood in quiet meditation 
while Camera fired off a 
rapid series of possible an 
swers, hoping for a score: 
"Iron. Cheese. Linguini. 
Women. Mustard. A dog." 
Finally, with seconds re 
maining in the round, Pat 
terson murmured hesitantly, 
""Ice cubes...are made...out 
of. . .bigger ice cubes?" 
"Close enough." declared the 
judges, giving him the 
round, match, and title. 
Floyd Patterson was chosen 
the Smartest of the Com 
puter-Picked Stupidest 
World Heavyweight Boxing 
Champions of AllTime.

Vince Ciccarelli tele 
phoned Patterson. now re 
tired, at his home in La Jolla, 
California, to inform him of ' 
his victory. With customary 
modesty, Floyd replied. 
"Ah'm lahk to be de in- 
tellectable of dis to dat. and 
so it's good." Spoken like a 
true champ. *

WATCH ALL-CHAMPIONSHIP
ALL-STAR BOXING ON TV

ALL DAY, ALL NIGHT!
JUNIOR

FLYWEIGHTS
WBA champ

EMILIANO ("BIG TACO") GONZALEZ 
VS.

WBC champ 
GQNZALO EMILIANO

SENIOR 
SUPER-FLYWEIGHTS

WAA tittetiotder
ROBERTO ("F-UPI") CAMPESINO 

VS.
WPA champ 

MANUEL EMPENADA

WHOPPtft-IUHIOR
WfLTERW£IGHTS

ABA titieholder
GARGANTUANO MELON

VS.
GAC champ 

CARMINE MIRANDA

BIGGER-THAN-LIFE 
WELTERWEIGHTS

BBC champ 
ROBERTO CHORIZO

VS.
GTE chatnp 

AN70NIO ("KID ANGEL") MARIC6N

BULGING
BANTAMWEIGHTS

BAA champ
JOSE CUBA

VS.
NRA titteholder 

ALPHONSOBEDOYA

WRY
FEATHERWEIGHTS

WAA champ
CARLOS MORON

VS.
USBA champ 

1ULIOALACAZAM

PETITE
MIDDLEWeiGHTS 
IRA titlehotter 

SAHIB MEZUZAH 
VS.

NBC champ 
MARVIN ("MONSOON") MUGLER

BONE-CRUSHING
M/DDl WEIGHTS

CBC champ
MIGUEL DOS EQUIS

VS.
AAFtilleholder 

SCHOETZEKTANGE

GOQSE-DQWI 
FEATHERWEIGHTS

ABC champ
JUANZARAZUELA

VS.
ACB titleholda 
LUIS PIPIRINO

JUNIOR
LIGHTWEIGHTS

TWA champ
ERNEST ("THE THUMB") PARAGUAY 

VS.
NBA chatnp 

EDDIEMAHUFA MAH010

BIG-BOY 
LIGHTWEIGHTS 
HEW champ 

OBEZIENJASZIZAPECTL 
VS.

NAB titlehottier 
WILLIE RANDY

NO-CAL LIGHT
HEAVYWEIGHTS

ITT champ
GERALDO ("BOOM BOOM") FLAN 

VS.
OPA champ 

JESUS TEFLON

BASIC
HEAVYWEIGHTS 
AM A champ

BOBBY ("BALL BITER") QUINN 
VS.

AFCtitleholder 
RUEBENPOLLO.JR.

KING-SUE 
HEAVYWEIGHTS
WBA champ

EMILIANO ("BIG TACO") GONZALEZ 
VS.

WBCtitleholder 
GONZALO EMILIANO
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FEVER

I

BY TOD CARROLL

A S LIFE BECOMES MORE PRECARIOUS 
and people become more isolated 
from one another, fewer events have 
the potency to penetrate the lives of 
great, disparate masses of human 
Beings, simultaneously, and affect 
them all alike. Assassinations and 
declarations of war are generally 
such events, as are moon landings, 
hurricanes, plagues, and hundred- 

thousand-megaton holocausts of volcanic magma 
that fill entire valleys and entomb millions in their 
sleep.

In each circumstance, a bond emerges—a bond 
of collective pain, or survival, or, in the case of the 
hot lava, a bond of everyone being red-hot and 
dead. There are, however, rare instances when a 
happier union arises, when the luster of an excep 
tional triumph washes over a whole society and 
endows it with vitality and pride. Everyone, from 
the most powerful to the most servile and mealy, 
seems to bristle with a fresh spirit, a newfound con 
fidence in himself and in the future. Witness, for 
example, the victorious San Francisco Forty- 
niners, heroes of Super Bowl XVI. and how 
they've single-handedly galvanized an entire city 
full of homosexuals, hundreds of thousands of 
them, squealing as one, bristling with spirit and 
butyl nitrate and pride.

50 July 1982
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w A e world is a s
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or Joe Montana

and Who Will Help Me
Decide Any way?"
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FLUSHERS
onlooker it appeared that the young lass 
had succumbed to nothing more than 
food, drink, and circus fun.

SOME RICH AND DEMENTED TEXAN 
had hired a crew to drill for oil in his 
skull, thought Mike Seam us. experienc 
ing the unique pleasures of a chloro 
form hangover. The circus had left 
town and the lights were off in the roval 
box. so Seamus had a hard time making 
out the form of Mean Joe. shivering and 
moaning in his seat. There was a note 
by his side that Seamus read.
Mike Seamus:

We. [lie Handicapped Liberation Coun 
cil, have liberated Princess Caroline as a 
gesture of solidarity with Third World 
handicapped athletes everywhere who 
were not invited to this warmongering 
circus and wouldn't have come if they were. 
We demand $5 million for her release so 
that the people's movement for panracial 
desexutilized liberationisl handicapped 
athletics may continue against the dreary...

Seamus crumpled up the letter and 
let out a groan. The Handicapped Lib 
eration Council was a Marxist splinter 
group composed mainly of cripples and 
misfits who thought the world had 
given them a bad break and should stop 
its orbit, find some knees, and go down 
on them to beg forgiveness. It sported a 
few noncrippled activists who were for 
the most part required to go around in 
wheelchairs as a symbol for the equality 
of all. They were considered quite dan 
gerous now that the new leadership had 
abandoned their exercise program of 
nonviolence following the death of 
their chief after he had chained himself 
to the lead car during a pit stop at the 
Monte Carlo Grand Prix. Officials re 
fused to cave in to pressure tactics and 
the race had continued, when mis 
fortune soon struck the chained crazy.

When Mean Joe Greene found out 
what was happening, you could have 
peeled him off the floor, wet him. and 
stuck him on an envelope, so great was 
his desolation. Seamus led him oui of 
the casino and into the dazzling Vegas 
night. OF Grace sure wouldn't like this 
turn of events.

Thinking only once or Iwice about 
leaving the country. Seamus pondered 
his next move. Driving distractedly 
through dim streets, he did not notice 
the blond in the whcelchair crossing the 
intersection until it was too late. Metal 
struck metal, and a broken little wheel 
teetered and veered off toward the curb.

Gazing down at the twisted wreck 
age, Seamus received an emotional

punch to the kidneys. This was the 
blond dish who had spurned the antic 
charms of Jerry Lewis the night before. 
Pulling off her blond wig. he recognized 
her as Marline, a Soviet gymnasium op 
erative he'd last tangled with in the 
Doctor J. and Doctor Doom affair.

He would have wagered a diamond 
the size of a soccer ball that she was in 
volved with the abduction of Caroline. 
Standing over her. he could see that her 
condition was critical. Seamus whis 
pered gently into her dewy blue eyes 
that if she didn't talk righ't away, the 
largest black guy she ever saw would 
want to know why.

THE BAR WAS CALLED THE GOLDEN
Rooster and its location off the Strip in 
downtown Las Vegas made it a prime 
location for every loser in the book to 
call it home for an evening. For the 
price of a cliili dog or two and a few 
beers, scruff who descended in their 
dirty beat-up Dodge vans might be able 
to walk away with one of the sun 
drenched cow-eyed honeys who 
showed up because they had alwavs 
gone there before. A greasy taco stuffer 
named Miguel offered cocaine cut with 
Maalox and TripIe-X flour in small 
packets of generic tinfoil for one hun 
dred a gram, about two-thirds of the av 
erage weekly salary for the crowd 
tonight. A sad-eyed black wearing 
purple-tinted heart-shaped glasses like 
the ones George Harrison wore in 1967 
sat nursing a shot of house tequila and a 
Coca-Cola chaser, as lonesome C & W 
songs drew a small crowd at the juke 
box over by one of the two pool tables.

The wheelchair set made their en 
trance around eleven and rolled into a 
room at the back of the bar. They were 
debating a plan for world conquest 
based on the secret introduction of a 
parasite into America's wheat that 
would break down the spinal material 
of a nation and force all to walk on all 
fours, leaving them masters of the race. 
It was voted down when no one knew 
how to find a parasite like that.

Seamus and Mean Joe Greene stud 
ied the layout and decided on a direct 
attack. Tney spun the nastv Marxists 
'round in circles while catling them 
every bad name in the book, until they 
admitted that Princess Caroline could 
be found inside the liquor locker. She 
was sitting on a stack of cases, sipping a 
Budweiser tallboy. "1 don't know if I like 
the taste of beer.' she said. "It's kind of 
icky."

Hearing the familiar crunch of high 
heels on ice cubes, Seamus turned and 
found himself at the barrel end of a 
gold-plated Smith & Wesson. At its op 
posite end stood Princess Grace, look 
ing regal in a coat of blue fox.

"That's right. Seamus. it's your old

pal!' she sneered, her eyes narrowing 
with contempt. "Stand clear, 'cause I'm 
bumping off that brat while I've still got 
a chance" She ripped open her daugh 
ter's blouse, exposing the curve of her 
left breast. "Pretty nice, huh? A tempt 
ing treat for eye or tongue? Well, maybe 
she can steal Philippe away, like some 
circus tramp, but she's not going to get 
any more of my guys, with a bullet in 
the belly.."

Mike Seamus realized with a start 
that the woman he had secretly carried 
a torch for these many years was a se 
riously brain-damaged individual. Per 
haps all that electricity hadn't been the 
best thing...

Mean Joe Greene moved quickly 
and blocked the hurtling bullet in a 
flash. Seamus kicked the gun out of the 
former movie queen's hand without re 
alizing thai his friend had rushed his last 
pass, that the game clock was close to its 
final lick.

Gasping for air. Greene struggled 
desperately to remember the French ex 
pressions he had been memorizing to 
inform Caroline of his feelings in her 
native language. "Moi, je voudrais des 
pommes soufflees. Est-ce que cela ira 
avec le canard?"

Caroline pursed her lips thoughtfully 
at Greene's words. "He said he'd like 
some souftleed potatoes and would that 
go all right with the duck. What a 
bunch of nutbars around here. Let's 
drop Mom off at the clink and go to the disco''

Mike Seamus considered the words 
carefully. It sounded like a good idea to 
him. •

Books in the
Mike Seamus Mystery Series

DANGER IN THE DUGOUT 
THE TERROR IN THE BOSTON

GARDEN
DOCTOR J. AND DOCTOR DOOM 
THE INCREDIBLE SHRINKING CHUCK

WEPNER 
I, THE UMPIRE 
THE BIG SLOOP 
THE DON KING INQUIRY 
PITCHOUTAT HANGING ROCK 
THE THING BENEATH THE SPECTRUM 
THE OFHER SIDE OF THE

WHEELCHAIR
THE SOLID GOLD JUMP SHOT 
THE BLAZING BLUE SPITBALL 
THE HALL OF FAME FRAME-UP 
JOCK. JURY, AND EXECUTIONER 
THE SAD-FACED POWER FORWARD 
THE BOOG POWELL SHAKEDOWN 
THE CLEVELAND INDIAN OUTBREAK 
ESCAPE FROM THE FELT FORUM 
THE WlLLIE MCCOVEY MELTDOWN 
MYSTERY AT OR LAN DO CEPEDA 
THE WORLD SERIES SCREW-UP
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Color: 
Olive Drab

L. L. Beaner Numbers Runner's Vest
A longtime favorite with professional numbers runners, this vest is sturdily constructed 

of Zoomar cloth, a blend of polyester and animal yarns woven into an ultra-tight fabric 
that is highly resistant to blood, alcohol, and urine stains. Contains nineteen outside 
pockets, a hidden zipper bag, four inside Dockets—all ideal for holding your policy 
slips, pens and pencils, notebooks, and other numbers-running equipment. The vest is 
designed to be oversized so that you can sljp out of it and ditch it in seconds if you are 
about to be caughl by the law. Wear it under your regular clothing in the winter. Wear it 
with a shirt or sweater in the spring, or 
on your bare chest in the summer. A very 
handsome and versatile garment that 
will greatly assist you in your work.

Color: Olive Drab 
Men's sizes: Medium-Large, Large,

Extra-Large
#1876—Number* Runner's Vest 
$19.95, ppd.

Four colors; 
Blue, Green 
Yellow, Red

L. L. Beaner 
Tortilla Flaps

Mr. Beaner has been wearing these 
tortilla flaps for over twelve years, and they 
are more popular now than ever before. 
Made of genuine corn meal, water, salt, 
and fluffy material, the tortilla flap serves 
as an excellent earmuff in cold weather 
while you're watching an outdoor sporting 
event or committing an outdoor felony.

The flaps are durable and warm and can 
be folded and put away neatly in your 
pocket. If you're very hungry and want to 
eat them, it is preferable to pop them into a 
350-degree oven for twenty minutes. If 
there is no oven available, simply dip them 
in a hot-pepper sauce until they soften and 
become chewy. 
#1656—Tortilla Flap* 
$.45 p«r pair, ppd.

Beaner's
Numbers
Runner's

Notebook
A handsome, sturdy, and 

easy-to-use record book for all 
your numbers entries. Lined 
paper makes it easy to write or 
to list your clients neatly. Spiral 
binding for easy tear-off. Has a 
calendar for the entire year, an 
astrology chart, a listing of all 
major American and Latin 
holidays, and many blank sheets 
for special notations. Vinyl 
jacket resists wear and tear. A 
professional-style notebook used 
by many of the most respected 
runners in the field. Colors: Blue, 
Green, \ellow, Red 
#1982—Numbers Runner's 
Notebook
$1.25 each, three for $3.75, 
ppd.

Sportsman's Belt

Color: Dark brown.

A large amount of good leather and good metal parts go into the 
making of this handy belt. Use it for dress wear, for casual wear, and 
for all your sporting events. Contains a secret money compartment 
that is invisible to the naked eye and will never be discovered by your 
attackers. The studs and heavy metal buckle are built to inflict 
permanent damage. Special "hook"-shaped buckle notch is designed to 
pluck out an eye. This belt will give you plenty of good wear, even if 
you use it in many fights,

Available with a handsome stenciled portrait of your favorite saint.
Color: Dark brown. Men's sizes: 30-54 

#1142P—Sportsman's Belt $6.95, ppd.
(Specify which saint you wish to be stenciled. Add $1.50 for 

stenciling.)
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Beaner s All-purpose Protective Helmet
We have had this helmet field-tested by spectators at cockfights, boxing 

matches, soccer games, and other sporting events, under the most severe 
riot conditions, and have found it to be extremely durable and resistant to 
many forms of shock and stress. Made of the finest plastic, built to 
aircraft specifications, and lined with shock-resist ant layers of Rub- 
Ron™, a special vinyl made for the aerospace industry. Comes with 
unbreakable goggles and extra-large chin strap, Lightweight, and nearly 
impervious to flying bottles, cherry bombs, torches, ordinary bullets, 
poison darts, rocks, and beer cans. Ideal for watching all sports. 
Can be washed with soap and water. Handsome "fighting cock" 
emblem. Men's sizes: Small, Medium, Large, Extra-Large, 
Gorilla
#1754K—All-purpose Protective Helmet 
$29.95, ppd.

Beaner's Pre-Broken Beer Bottle
A genuinely formidable weapon that is a must for anyone "cruising" 

the bars or on unfamiliar turf without any other weapons at his 
disposal. This beer bottle has been prebroken and sharpened in 
our own factories to our highest specifications. The glass is 
specially treated and hardened to give you years of trouble- 
free service. Just the right length of bottle neck is left for 
you to get a good grip. Lots of sharp edges allow you to 
inflict plenty of damage on your first swipe, even 
more than with a knife thrust. Comes with a handy 
genuine-leather bottle holder that snaps on to your 
belt or can be used as a shoulder holster. A favorite 
of Mr. Beaner and his buddies for over forty-five 
years. Three brands availbte: Cucaracha, 
Maricon, Cuchifrito 
Pre-Broken Beer Bottle
#1987 Cucaracha #1988 Martc6n
#1989 Cuchifrito $2.50, ppd.

L. L. Beaner Gang Warts
For youth-gang members who feel that they do not look menacing enough, we have 

designed our own facial improvements that make you look one hundred times tougher and 
meaner than you really are. Each box of Gang Warts contains over 100 different facial 
applications, including big black warts and blotches, ugly scars, deep red knife gashes, 
bullet holes, and much more. All the Gang Warts are made of high-impact plastic,

guaranteed to last for years. Special high-bond epoxy 
cement is enclosed for permanent adhesion of your 
Gang Wart. You will strike fear into the hearts of your 
enemies with these highly realistic facial aids. 

#1143—Gang Wart* 
$1.95, ppd.

Beaner's 
Decorative

Matador 
Doorknob

For the true aficionado, the man 
who goes to the bullfights for the 
sport rather than to get drunk, dirt 
with women, and shout Ole! at the 
wrong time. Hand made for us, by 
the respected matador-doorknob- 
carving firm of Pedro Maricon y 
Flan, of the finest Honduras 
mahogany. Hand painted in a 
moisture- and mildew-resistant, 
waterproof acrylic finish. 
#1378—Decorative Matador 
Doorknob 
$5.95, ppd.
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Beaner s Original Felony Shoe
Mr, Beaner first developed this shoe in 1978. He was 

tired of getting caught in a chase by a bunch of overweight 
cops or young women or homosexuals who just happened 
to be on the scene while he was shoplifting or purse- 
snatching. He knew that the problem was his shoes. 
Leather shoes had good breathing qualities but were too 
heavy for distance running. Tennis sneakers were good for 
fast sprints but lacked durability for long chases. After 
many years of jail sentences and fines he got sick of his 
inadequate shoes and developed a totally new model that 
did away with all the disadvantages of his previous shoes. 
He called it the Beaner Felony Shoe.

Vbu will notice the practical advantages of Mr. Beaner s 
design as soon as you slip these shoes on your feet. They 
weigh just a few ounces, yet the leather-nylon fabric offers 
extra-long wear and perfect comfort. No breaking in is 
necessary. Generous toe box and form-fitting heel cup 
assure a perfect fit where it counts. The soles are 
featherweight, high-impact rubber with a shock-absorbing 
(read—perfect for running through city streets, in empty 
lots, and on rooftops, \ou can jump from three-story • 
windows with little or no aftereffect. The nylon-leather 
uppers are water-resistant. The total effect of the Beaner 
Felony Shoe is like running on air—just bouncing along 
like a jackrabbit. Mr. Beaner personally guarantees that it 
will make you run at least 50 percent faster. He still uses 
his shoes for chases of up to ten miles with virtually no 
fatigue and no foot blisters or chafing afterward. As a 
result, we are sure that the Felony Shoe will give you at 
least a twenty- to thirty-yard lead over your pursuers. If 
you are not completely satisfied with your shoes, or if you 
are caught, have your mother send back the shoes. We'll 
give her a full refund, credit, or a replacement. Perhaps 
you'll prefer to choose another L. L. Beaner product when 
you get out of prison or reform school.

Mr. Luis L. Beaner
holding his Original Felony Shoe

Mr. Beaner honestly believes that these are the finest 
outdoor specialty shoes ever made. And we continue to 
make improvements and modifications every year to make 
the shoe even better. In any case, we try our best to 
maintain the highest standards of quality and craftsmanship 
started by Mr. Beaner over two years ago. If our Felony 
Shoes let you down in any way, let us know. Mr. Beaner 
has some very good contacts downtown and in the legal 
profession who can handle your case for a small fee. The 
names of his lawyers and bail bondsmen are enclosed in the 
shoe box that comes free with your Felony Shoes, Don't 
hesitate to call them if you need them. They'll have you on 
the street with your fresh Felony Shoes in no time.

For a small extra charge we can redesign your Felony Shoes to include a 
knife holder, a secret compartment for your drugs, a clip-on loe bayonet 
that can inflict heavy damage, and a special see-through plastic ram guard 
that slips over yaw shoes for extra protection.

We also offer monogrammmg (your initials), custom-dyed colors, and 
heavy-duty spiked soles for stomping and emergency street fighting.

Your L. L. Beaner Felony Shoes should last you a long lime, but if you 
think they are wearing out, send them back and we'll try to repair them. 
we're not in the shoe-repair business, but Manuel, a guy who works for 
us, and his cousin Jesus know a man m Florida who is supposed to do 
very good work on Felony Shoes. We can send your shoes to this man. but 
we need a $1 deposit from you so that he knows the job is legitimate. We 
will pay you back the $1 when the shoes are ready, because we guarantee 
everything 100 percent and the repair job is free. Alfow about six months 
for the repair, or maybe longer, because Manuel is not sure exactly where 
this guy lives ui Florida. He thinks it's North Miami. Please do not worry 
about your shoes getting lost. We can always send you another pair. Our 
reputation is more important than a pair of stinking Felony Shoes, you can 
be sure of that.

L. L. Beaner Felony Shoe
#1342—Meni *ize» 6'/2-14
#1343—WomenV »ize* 5-10 
$39.95, ppd.
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Beaner's Decorative 
Fighting Cock Lamps

A superb addition to your den, rec room, or social club, for both its illumination 
qualities and its uncanny accuracy of reproduction. Hand carved out of pure wood by 
the switchblade artisans of West Los Angeles, in the shape of two of the most famous 
fighting cocks who ever lived—El Topo and the Flying Burrito. Hand-painted finish. 
Mounted on a sturdy plastic base that closely resembles wood. 1 hcse lamps will 
become real conversational pieces among your buddies and will give you many hours of 
lighting enjoyment. 
Decorative Fighting Cock Lamp

(bulbs not included)
#5241—El Topo
#5242—The Flying Burrito 
$15.95, ppd.

Beaner s Human Decoys
After many attempts on Mr.

Beaner's life over the past few years
(two of which resulted in severe
wounds), he realized that he had to
fool his enemies with a special kind of
decoy, an exact likeness of himself, his
own "head," which could be placed on
windowsills and in other areas,
offering the perfect phony target for
his attackers.

He engaged the services of the most
prominent woodcarver and slice man

in the neighborhood, Conzalo "Chi-Chi" Uruguay, to create the first set of Beaner Human 
Decoys. Mr. Uruguay used actual pictures of Mr. Beaner in order to create a perfect likeness. 
The results were highly impressive, and many of Mr. Beaner's enemies were snuffed out.

today, Mr. Uruguay has perfected his techniques, using a lead-weighted base (for the neck 
portion), flesh-toned modeling clay for the facial details, and patches of real hair for the hair. The 
inner materials are made of high-impact plastic and plenty of real wood where it counts. The 
surfaces are sprayed with Latinoguard®, a water-repellent treatment developed by Goya Food 
Products that wilt keep your decoys impervious to inclement weather conditions. Mr. Beaner 
guarantees that even your own mother could not tell the difference between your decoy and the real 
person.

To obtain your Beaner Human Decoy, send us at least two or three good-quality, recent pictures 
of yourself. Close-ups of your head and face, in color, are preferable. Specify if you want your 
decoy to smile, frown, or just "hang out." Optional extras include detachable cigarettes and cigars 
that can be inserted into your mouth, and various hats, scars, and birthmarks. 
#1657—Human Decoy $22.50, ppd. 
(Specify hat size, so we can get the right dimensions for your head.)
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KA SI AT TAB AT
BY SEAN KELLY AND RICK MEYERGWITZ

Not brilliant was the outlook for the Yokohama Prawn- 
The score stood four to two, with eight and one-half

innings gone. 
But the fans loved bam bom, and so in the stands

they sat. 
And hoped for one more chance to watch K.a-Sl~san come

to bat.
Go. Nagasaki Goldfish! Yokohama Prawn, hurrah! 
Hot saki here! Cold Kirin! Sushi. get it while it's raw! 
With stoic calm they watched two hitters pop to shallow

short.
Of scorn they gave no raspberry, nor of disgust a snort, 
Although they knew Frin (who was small)

and Burake (who was fat) 
Would have to stay alive to bring

Ka-Si-.y<w to the bat. 
But with Zen patience Frin just stood,

and somehow drew a walk. 
And after Burake and the third-base

coach had had a talk 
Concerning kamikaze. Bushido.

and loss of face. 
The fat man caught a fastball in

the ear, and took his base. 
Now the Kabuki cheerleader,

a white-faced acrobat, 
Leapt up and led a chorus of

"Ka-Si-ratt atta bat!" 
You may well wonder (while they give their

neat, preprogrammed cheer) 
Just how that diamond superstar came to be playing here: 
Men's motives may be many, but the yen to win is why 
The vaunted slugger had become a Renl-a-Samurai. 
The Mudville owners wouldn't pay the wages he was worth. 
So Casey took his glove and bat halfway around the earth. 
By geishas he was entertained, and on tempura dined, 
He was honored, he was worshiped, and eventually signed, 
To play his nation's pastime in the nation of Nippon, 
As the round-eyed gate attraction of the Yokohama Prawn, 
Where the scoreboards and the stadiums and the bullpens

look the same. 
But just a little smaller—a 

scale model of The Game.

He strode out of the dugout, swinging half a dozen bats, 
Through a blizzard of kimono belts and meditation mats. 
His muscles flexed, his knuckles white, his visage set and

grim, 
He dug in with his cleats, and then-the umpire bowed to

him! 
A pause. The umpire bowed again. How formal. How

discreet.
Our hero sent a gob of Red Man splashing at his feet. 
"Ah, so!" the umpire murmured, and he signaled to

the mound. 
The pitcher nodded, stooped, and rolled the ball

along the ground! 
While Casey watched, amazed, it 

reached the plate, and there stopped 
dead. 

"Hey, what the hell.." said Casey.
"Stlike one!" the umpire said. 

Now Casey stepped out of the box,
and looked up at the stands. 

No( a single soul was .shouting.
They were sitting on their hands. 

The players in the dugoul, the coaches
down the lines 

Were quiet as the bodhisattvas
in their roadside shrines. 

Once more the umpire smiled and
bowed, and once more Casey spat. 

He grabbed his crotch and crouched and 
sneered and twitched his mighty bat... 

This time, the pitcher lobbed the ball somewhere not
far from third. 

And Casey shook his head, because the only thing
he heard 

Was the umpire saying, "Stlike two!" and no other
sound at all, 

For the silence was so perfect, you could hear
a lotus fall.

Now Casey threw his helmet. Now Casey lost his cool. 
He called the ump a dog's child, out of wedlock born,

a fool; 
Set out upon a stomping, spitting, shouting,

swearing spree; 
And stopped to catch his breath, and heard the

umpire say, "Stlike thlee!" 
Two hits. Two left. No runs. O shame! O terrible

disgrace!
O awful loss of ball game! More awful loss efface! 
Now. Casey thinks. "Can't win 'em ali... wait 'til next...

whai the hay?!"
For the coach is looking at him in the most 

peculiar way.
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Not a fan has left the bleachers, and his teammates
gather 'round. 

Looking sad and kinda solemn, and nobody makes a
sound...

And just now Casey notices the batboy coming toward 
Home plate, where Casey's still standing, and...

he's carrying a sword! 
It's raining in the Favored Land. They've had

to call the game. 
But there's joy in Yokohama, where they honor

Ka-Si's name, 
For there's nothing more exciting to the fans of old

Nippon 
Than an executed sacrifice, when the suicide

squeeze is on!

^ *%m > Jll\ \ * V^>\ *-}
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99% tar free.
The pleasure is back. 

BARCLAY
Regular. 1 mg. "tar", 0 .2 mg. nicotine av. per cigarette, FTC Report Dec. '81; 
Menthol. 1 mo. "tar", 0.2 mo, nicotine av. oer ciaaratte bv FTC mothnri.

Warning.- The Surgeon General Has Determined 
That Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous to Your Health.
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LOS ANGELES
BY GERALD SUSSMAN AND JOHN WEIDMAN

1984 OLYMPICS COMMITTEE 
LOS ANGELES. CALIFORNIA

HONORARY CHAIRMAN: 
President Ron aid Reagan

CHAIRMAN: 
Juatln Dan

VICE-CHAIRMEN: 
Gordon Davldson 
AI Da vis
Georgia Frontiers 
James Galanos 
David Geffen 
Robert Haldeman 
S. I. Hayakawa 
Charlton Heaton 
Kareein Jab bar 
Earvln Johnson 
Stan Kamen 
Gregory Peck 
Jack Wrather

TREASURER: 
David Begelman

ADVISORY BOARD: 
Herb AI pert 
Stewart Brand 
Jerry Buss 
Alan King 
Bob Mattilas 
Judy Mazel 
Matty Slmmons 
Michael Slmmona 
Andy Slmmons 
Richard Slmmona 
James Stewart

The Los Angeles County 
Olympics Committee
SUITE 4851 2727 AVENUE OF THE EXECUTIVE PRODUCERS
BEVERLY HILLS, CAL. 90021 TELEPHONE: 1-800-555-6079 TELEX: LIMPIX, LA

A Message from Maureen Reagan

July 4, 1982

Dear Media Person:

Hello! And welcome to the first "sneak preview" of the 1984 Los 
Angeles Olympic Games! As cochairperson of the Los Angeles County 
Olympics Committee, I've helped prepare this special Media Guide 
"Preview-Pac" for you and a select group of your colleagues. In 
it you will find a jam-packed treasure trove of facts and figures, 
everything you need to know about what's shaping up as the most 
thrilling sports event in human history the Los Angeles Olympic 
Games!

Looks like my pride is showing, doesn't it? Well, if it is, I'm not 
the only one. Prom the barrios of East Los Angeles to the board 
rooms of Century City, from the gritty, "get down" style of Watts 
to the Old World elegance of Bel Air, up and down the freeways from 
Ventura to the Valley, everywhere you go in Tinsaltown these days, 
you'll find Los Angelenos working overtime to make our city shine 
a little brighter, smile a little wider, all building toward the 
magic moment when we finally throw our doors and windows open wide 
and say, "Come on in, world! We're ready for you!"

And when we say you, we mean you, media person! We want you to be 
a special part of this titanic undertaking, with its ninety-four 
events spread over eighteen days, its 7,000 athletes speaking over 
thirty languages (Mon Dieu!). To make sure you don't miss the boat, 
or miss the fun, we'd like to recommend that you start to plan your 
coverage now. Take time to skim the printed matter we've assembled 
for you. Any questions? Just pick up a phone and call me, either 
at the special 800 number listed above, or at my home in Santa 
Monica (213-555-2661). If I'm not in, my service will pick up and 
I'll get back to you as soon as possible. But don't delay! As 
three-time Oscar winner Marvin Hamlisch puts it in his specially 
commissioned, out-of-this-world anthem, with these games "the Olym 
pics return to Olympus!" And you won't want to miss a minute of itl

God bless you.

Maureen Reagan

THE LOS ANGELES OLYMPIC GAMES: "THE OLYMPICS RETURN TO OLYMPUS!
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OLYMPICS PRESS KIT
BURNLQN, 
ETERNAL

TORCH!
K_ _undled "on lo 

cation" at the very peak of towering Mount Olympus, then 
whisked birdlike via Western Airlines Boeing 747 across half 
the world, the fiery flame that symbo^es the unquenchable 
Olympic spirit will touch down at Los Angeles International 
Airport at exactly 9:11 on the morning of the Opening Cere 
monies. From LAX, the burning beacon will proceed "by 
hand," transported through the streets of Inglewood and 
Culver City by an all-star relay team consisting of some fifty- 
seven specially selected "flamers"- - Dr. Jerry Buss, 
Marcus Alien and three former USC and UCLA Heisman 
Trophy winners, Mrs. Justin Dart, Lieutenant Governor 
Mike Curb, Paul Westhead, Morgan Fairchild, Marcel Di- 
onne, seven members of the cast of "Hill Street Blues," five 
members of the San Jose State volleyball team, Mayor 
Bradley's cousin Junior, and Max Rafferty, to name a few. 
Anchoring the relay team, and running the last lap into 
resplendent L.A. Coliseum, where the great Olympic torch 
will be ignited to burn with the brilliance of a southern- 
California brush fire for the Games' duration, Mr. Greased 
Lightning himself, twice nominated for the Golden Globe 
Award as Entertainer of the Year, Official Comedian to the 
Los Angeles Olympic Games—-Mr, Richard Pryor!

*

WELCOME 
TOLA.

Am mthletes accus tomed to the cramped, make-do accommodations of prefab 
Olympic Villages are in for quite a shock when they "check 
in" to our fair city, for hospitality-minded Angelenos are 
rolling out the plush red carpet that spells "welcome" in a 
novel way -and saving California taxpayers a pretty penny 
in the bargain! Justly proud of our exquisite homes and 
nonpareil hotel facilities, the Los Angeles Olympics Com 
mittee has designed a lodging program personally tailored 
to the needs of each and every national team, a program 
guaranteeing each athlete an unforgettable experience in 
gracious southern-California living. Some will stay in private 
homes, others in hotels and motels in the area, The runners 
from Zimbabwe, for example, will be put up at the plush Bel 
Air estate of Norman Lear (and Mrs. Lear says she can't wait 
until they taste her "crispy southern-style fried chicken"). 
Tom Hayden and Jane Fonda will be playing host to both the 
Cuban basketball team and the Chinese gymnasts; Jim 
Brown will be "tucking in" the female Swedish sprinters; 
and the entire team from Mexico will travel via courtesy 
express bus to the heart of East Los Angeles, where its 
members will be encouraged to find relatives or friends-of- 
friends prepared to "spare a bed." Meanwhile, the bun 
galows at the Beverly Hills Hotel will be the special province 
'of Steve Ovett, Sebastian Coe, and other members of the 
British track team (much sought after guests, thanks to the 
spirit-soaring triumph of Chariots of Fire}: field-hockey 
teams from Pakistan and Nepal will be quartered at the 
mind-expanding Magic Motel; and the entire French and 
German squads will be ensconced at L'Hermitage, with 
valet parking, "training specials" added to the supper menu 
in the dining room, and complimentary splits of Gatorade 
and "continental" breakfasts served each morning in the 
athletes' rooms.

Artist's rendering of official relay anchorman Richard Pryor, 
as he will scamper up the steps at the LA. Coliseum, the 
Olympic flame borne blazingly aloft.

The gates of hospitality will swing open as alt Angelenot 
welcome athletes from the far-flung corners of the globe
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SOUTHERN 
CALIFORNIA: 
A PLACEjFOR
IEVERYTHING

R
" 

ome. Munich.
Montreal these and othei past hosts of the Games have 
beentccjuifed lolevy heavy Idxuson Iheimti/feris murder to 
uunslruci elaboiate stadia to house the competitions but 
not su Los Angeles! Unlike the cultuie-nch bul sports-poor 
capitals of ancient Europe. Los Angeles-abounds in sports 
facilities and "sports appropriate" facilities as modern as 
tomoirow horn the basketball court at UCLA's Pauley Pavil 
ion to tho pool at the Beverly Hills Hotel, when'the Games 
begin, all Los Angeles becomes a playing field, all Orange 
Counly an aiend!

PARTIAL LISTING OF EVENTS AND VENUES
Event

and held

Gymnastics

Buxiny and Heebtyle 
Wrestling

Swimming

Kayakiny and Canoeing

I he Steeplechase

Greco-Homan Wrestling

Equestrian Events

I he Maialhon

Venues

Memorial Coliseum, 
Dodger Stadium

UCLA held House

The hoi urn

USC Alumni Pool. The Por 
poise Tank. Manneland of 
the Pacific

Ghost Mountain Fluine 
Ride. Magic Mountain 
Theme Park

The Back Lot, Universal 
Studios

La Brea Tar Pits

O.K. Corral Barbecue and 
Picnic Area; Knoll's Beiry 
Farm

San Diego l-reeway (Exits 
9-1 /, southbound, left 
lane, off-peak houis)

__ ANDTHE 
WINNER IS...

• he medals- 
silver; bronze, and gold - -the tangible rewards of excellence 
... surely then presentation is the highlight of each Olympics 
competition And who knows more about presenting such 
dwards with glamour, style, and grace; than we do here in 
southern California.'' Heie's what to look tor at a typical Los 
Angeles style medal ceremony.

1) In place of stodgy representatives from the Olympics 
Committees of obscure and often hostile nations, teams of 
"Oscar seasoned" colebrity presenters, organized and su 
pervised by Linda Lvans and George Segal, will be handing 
out the honors, adding that distinctive "touch of class" for 
which our town is justly famous.

2) To guarantee the absolute integrity of the results, all 
final timings will be verified by representatives of the ac 
counting firm of Price, Waterhouse, then kept in strictest 
secrecy until the moment when "the envelopes" are finally 
opened.

3) To insure that evoiy record that is set will live forever, all 
results will be compiled by Irving Wallace, David Wal- 
techinsky, and a do/en members of the Wallace/Wal- 
lechinsky clan, then published in a mammoth paperback 
original. The Almanac of the Olympics Lints.

4) Instead of the expected, ho-hum marching bands that 
have traditionally played at medal ceremonies, each gold- 
medal winner's national anthem will be rendered live, in 
person, byagroupdtawti from a pool of volunteer perfomn- 
ets that includes the Pointer Sisters, the Hamones. and R'EO 
Speedwagon

To be sure, each competition has its winners, but with 
ceremonies like these, we believe that no one ready loses.

Artist's rendering of the medal ceremony following the fifty- 
meter freestyle, to be held in the world-famous pool at the 
Beverly Hills Hotel. Celebrity presenters Loni Anderson and 
James Brolin will do the honors, while the Commodores 
present their version of "Atiferstanden aus Ruinen," the East 
German winner's national anthem.
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Olympics Committee
SUITE 4851 2727 AVENUE OF THE EXECUTIVE PRODUCERS 
BEVERLY HIUS, CAL. 90021 TELEPHONE: 1-SOO-555-6079 TELEX: LIMPtX, LA

Bob Hope: Official Mascot 
of the 1984 Olympics!

Greetings from 
Bob "Let's Kick a Little Commie Ass and Win Some Gold Medals" Hope:

It's really an honor and a thrill to be chosen official mascot of the 1984 Olympics, 
to be held right here in Los Angeles. Los Angeles, the only city where surfers can 
ride a smog wave to Pasadena without making a left turn. But seriously, the Olym 
pic Games are the most exciting sporting event in the world. Where else can you see 
a seven-foot Bulgarian basketball player, a five-foot Japanese gymnast, and a ten- 
foot Pole. I was just kidding about the Pole. It's for pole vaulting. I just want 
you to know that we've got the biggest and best bunch of athletes I've ever seen and 
they're going to really bust a button for the good old U.S.

And speaking of athletes, we've got a secret weapon on our team Warren Beatty. 
Warren has promised to abstain from sex for the next two years and go into training 
for the marathon. All that energy is going to be recycled into his legs. Wow! 
He'll make those Commie runners see Reds.

But enough idle chatter. You'll soon be seeing my adorable likeness on all the Olym 
pic material all the official souvenirs. See you at the Games if you can break the 
traffic jams and find a parking spot!

Here are just a few of the Bob Hope souvenir mascot items soon to be on sale:

BOB HOPE 
OLYMPIC 

TOTE BAG

BOB HOPE
OLYMPIC

BEER MUG

BOB HOPE
OLYMPIC

COCKTAIL SHAKER

BOB HOPE
OLYMPIC

CREDIT CARD
HOLDER

BOB HOPE
OLYMPIC

COCKTAIL NAPKINS

THE LOS ANGELES OLYMPIC GAMES: "THE OLYMPICS RETURN TO OLYMPUS!"

: Philip Scheutr
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ECURITYSECURTTYSEC
There will be no security problems at the 1984 Olympics. Not only will we have the protection of the Los 
Angeles police force, the National Guard, and three private-detective agencies with licenses to kill, but a vast 
army of undercover agents will be present at every event. You can just relax and enjoy the show. You'll never 
recogntze the agents, because They're in the show too, dressed as athletes.

Which one of these track stars is actually an undercover agent? That's for us to know and for the terrorists to 
find out.

68 July 1982
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The LA. Olympics 
Committee Press 
Kit was financed 
by the following 
companies:

Just as the Sinews 
and Fibers of 
Our Metals Must 
Be Strong... 
So Must Our 
Olympic Team. 
Good Luck from 
U.S. Steel
Official Sheet Metal, Steel Tubing, 
and Meta! Alloy of the 1984 Olympics

If you're going to
break training...

Be Safe, Be Sure, with

;w^*i-^** medeoo
OFFICIAL DOOR LOCKS AND SAFETY

BOLTS OF THE 1981 OLYMPICS
Mctleco; lour Personal Best in Home and Oflice

Secunly Syslems

Ernest and Julio Gallo
Proudly Announce 

the New Official Wine 
- of the 1984 Olympics

OLYMPUS GOLD

A medium-dry, medium~sweet, 
medium-sparkling, golden wine 
that goes with meat, fish, fowl,

eggs, vegetables, fruits, and 
grains. Enjoy it anytime, day or night.

GALLO

JOMOM'BVBU
"Fastest man on earth."

-Johannesburg Police Dept. 
"A great runner and a credit 
n> his race." m -Dick Young 

Jomo M'BubiL is represented
worldwide by the 

WILLIAM MOKRIS AGENCY 
Personal appearances include tlic 
Merv Griffin, Mike Douglas, and 
John Davidson shows, (he Sands 
Hotel, and the London Palladium.

William Morris Agency, 
151 El Camino. Bevcrly Hills, Cai.

COHUH.I Mni'li Cuaiiltin

Be an 
"Ace," On 
the Field 
and Off,
with

the
Official 
Comb of 
the 1984 
Olympics

BLOW 
THEM
OUT!
CONN
Official Saxophones and French 
Horns of the 1984 Olympics

THE OFFICIAL BAKING
POWDER OF THE I984

OLYMPICS WISHES THE U.S.
TEAM BEST OF LUCK

BAKING

Cakes and cookies are well loved iti any 
language. Make new friends from other 
Olympic teams with baked products 
made with Davis Baking Powder. You'll 
get a royal welcome!

Photographs.: Pholofle. Wide World • Illuilraiion: Clins Cliflliam • Symbols: Philip Scheuer(hfl pagtl National Lampoon 69
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A PORTRAIT OF

GERTRUDE
SrBfflBBENMER

BY RON BAR RETT

Itanks' New Lesbo 
Boss Unveils Plans 
for Team
"GERT" STEINBRENNER. THE BRONX
Bombers' feisty new owner, has taken 
the lid off plans to put the league-lead 
ing team in the vanguard of the 
modernist movement.

In a recent interview, Miss Steinbren- 
ner said, "This team doesn't know 
diddly-squat about cubism and making 
sentences. Their nouns have no vitality. 
Pm just going to have to kick some ass 
around here.'

N.ew Cubist Field— 
Who's on Fifth?
TO BEGIN WITH, GERT HAS ORDERED
a redesign of the field according tocub- 
Lst principles, with eight bases, "in order 
to represent all views at once." A fan 
will have the experience of seeing the 
field as though he were sitting in the 
bleachers, up in the top deck, and be 
hind home plate, all at the same time.

springTraining at 
Villa Ballparco
ALREADY PLANNING FOR NEXT
season, the portly Yankee owner will 
take the team to the villa she and her 
brother rent on a hillside above Flor 
ence, Italy. "It'll be great for the boys'" 
savs Gert. "Chasing the ball down the 
hill into the city will run some of the fas 
off Bob Watson, and Phil Rizzuto has 
already offered to give the team a little 
extra workout on the boccie court. I just 
hope they don't break loo many church 
windows."

70 July 1982
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Erancophile 
Dumps Franks
IN YET ANOTHER DRAMATIC MOVE.
Miss Steinbrenner announced her 
appointment of Alice B. Toklas as the 
stadium's new concesvonnaire. This 
Gallic-loving gal will replace the vener 
able hot dogs with saucissons and crusty 
baguettes. The vendors, who will don 
colorful smocks, are being taught to yell 
in French. A group of strolling somme- 
liers is also being readied to help the 
fans select from a comprehensive list of 
vintages.

W
arming Up 

in the Salon
CERTS TRADITION OF SATURDAY-
night bull sessions will continue as she 
takes the helm of the Yanks. The pitch 
ing staff will meet for poetry, in what 
has been dubbed "The Bull Dyke Pen!'

"Goose" Gossage hopes the arm 
woes that plagued him late in '81 won't 
cramp his writing style.

The hurlers can look for additional 
support if Gert keeps her promise to 
personally scout new butch talent in 
girls' softrjall leagues.

wWWii'infield Applauds 
New Diaghilev-lnspired 
Uniforms
THEY CALL BALLET "BASEBALL FOR
fairies'' But now baseball will look like 
"ballet for jocks'' at least on the 
Yankees.

It seems Miss Steinbrenner has been 
very impressed by the Ballet Russe 
production of Scheherazade. This fact 
is strikingly apparent in her designs for 
the new Yank uniforms. Dashing jupes- 
cufoties are topped by a tunic with a 
wired hem that creates an elegant sil 
houette on the field.

The new batting helmet, a draped 
turhan with an upstanding tuft of 
aigrettes, is a daring accompaniment to 
the elbow-length silk glove,

But one questions the mandatory 
heavy earrings, brooches, and strings of 
pearls, which will cost the Yankees 
valuable speed on the base paths.

However. Dave Winfiela is extrava 
gant in his praise of the new ensemble: 
"I like it! It makes me feel like the house 
nigger in a harem!" While DH Oscar 
Gamble is less enthusiastic: "I can't see 
sitting on no wired hem for nine 
innings."

T,he House 
That Russe Built
THE SKETCHES FOR THE REDECORA-
tion of Yankee Stadium show once 
again the influence of the Ballet Russe. 
The seats will be torn out and replaced 
by bright, tasseled cushions lavishly em 
bellished with gold and silver. Rare 
woods and unusual materials such as 
vellum, shagreen, and porphyry will be 
used extensively throughout the club 
house and press facilities.
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scoreboard 
by Matisse
THE GUTSY LITTLE MISSSTEINBREN-
ner has also come up with a bold con 
cept for the main scoreboard, based on 
sketches made by Henri Matisse shortly 
before his death. It dispenses with the 
customary instant replay and sub 
stitutes a dramatic display of some of 
Cert's wittiest epigrams.

Miss Steinbrenner has also ordered 
all punctuation removed from other 
stadium scoreboards and signage.

Stadium advertisers too are joining 
the modernist movement. The Getty 
Oil Company has come forward to an 
nounce it will award a Jacques Lipchitz 
sculpture to any player who hits their 
sign in left center field.

lhe Oeuvre 
of Yogi Beret
A KEY PART OF GERTRUDE'S PLAN HAS
been to have the coaching staff attend 
oil-painting classes at the Ecole des Arts 
Modenies. with the objective of having 
a group show on the outfield fence.

Broken Bat Single Ball on Checkered Tablecloth

REGGIE JACKSON HAS BIG REGRETS
about his recent move to the L.A. 
Angels: "I've always loved Gert's writ 
ing. Her prose is purer than Gide and 
Hemingway put together. And I've got 
no quarrel with cubism. It's something 
I've always felt spiritually close to. 
When my contract with ihe Angels is 
up, if Ged offered me two million with 
an escalating clause tied to the take at 
the gate, why, I'd be on the next flight!' •
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Letters
I C O N T I

Sirs:
What about this plan the Catholics 

have to update the mass by substituting, 
bite-size Bit O 1 Honeys for the tradi 
tional tasteless wafer? The candy com 
pany is already planning to cash in by- 
renaming their product Bit O' Christ. 
Sure, it'll bring the kids into the church. 
but the wife and I are concerned about 
their teeth.

Jim Bakker 
cjo The PTL Tom-Tom Club

Sirs:
Increases in your monthly phone bill 

relied our telephone service. Beginning 
next summer we will introduce into 
every home and business the Reminder 
Service Unit. This is a new telephone 
that begins to smell bad the moment 
your phone bill becomes overdue. Users 
may choose from our many models, in 
cluding Princess Vomit. Traditional 
Ammonia. Decomposing Mickey- 
Mouse. and French Wine Breath.

The Phone Com pan v

Sirs:
Something's wrong with my foot! I've 

been sitting in this movie theater for a 
couple of hours and now it feels all 
numb and lingly. This guy next to me 
tried to tell me my foot is asleep! Is this 
possible? Can one part of my body be 
asleep while the rest of me is awake? 
And while I'm asleep, are other parts of 
me waking up and doing things I don't 
know about? This whole thing scares 
the shit out of me.

Andrew Sards 
Loews Thirty-fourth Street

Sirs:
Murderers are alwavs looking for 

people to kill, and suicidal people are 
always trying to figure out a way to die. 
The Murder-Suicide Cooperative 
brings these two groups together. This 
way. murderers won't kill innocent vic 
tims. while suicides won't blow those 
great insurance benefits for their griev 
ing relatives. If you belong to cither of 
these categories, please reeisterwith us. 

Hal Dcllin 
President, Murder-Suicide Cooperative

Sirs:
Could you please call my mom? She 

was supposed to pick me up an hour 
ago. This is my last stamp. Click.

Chrissy 
Outside the theater

(CONTINUED ON P A G f. 1 ,S I I

Special Limited 
Offering

Now! The 60s Can Live Forever
The historic social phenomenon of mud, flowers and love in 1969 known as Woodstock is 

already an American legend. The greatest names in contemporary music played second-fiddle 
to the greater performance by the youth of America, This magical event is already an important 
historical landmark closing a decade of student activism this country can never forget.

COLLECTOR'S ITEMS
As record crowds swarmed in. ticket sales were called off, which is why some 10.000 unsold, 

mint condition tickets were found in a warehouse last spring.
They became instant collector's items. Each is perfect and each is numbered. 3-day 

Woodstock tickets, beautifully mounted (removeable-not glued) and framed in glass. Even 
their obvious investment potential is overshadowed by their very personal social, cultural and 
nostalgic significance to all of us who lived through America's tumultuous sixties.

FIRST-COME-FIRST-SERVED
We can now offer these rare and wonderful treasures on a first-come-first-served basis-for 

once they are gone, they cannot be replaced. Once sold out. all orders and checks will be 
immediately returned. Here's what you get:

*Tfte original 3-day ticket, framed 
and ready for display

Certificate of authenticity from the 
original printer

*Appraisal estimate for $600 from 
famed Sotheby's of New York

Best of all. we can offer your Wood- 
Stock tickets for their original face value of 
S24.00 plus 56 for the handsome, protec 
tive mounting and framing under glass. 
Your total investment: $30.00, despite the 
hefty $600 appraisal!

An investment? An historical collecti 
ble? Or perhaps a priceless memento; an 
heirloom marking a unique and moving 
era for America. Those for whom this 
special event had meaning should order 
right MOW, for this limited offer, once 
concluded, can never come again!

< 1982 Hammond Advertising

NL/Galleries, Dept. 7-82
635 Madison Awe., New York, NY 10022
Please reserve and ship immediately_____framed
Woodstock Tickets plus authenticity and appraisal 
certificates. I have enclosed $30.00 for each plus 
$2,50 for postage and careful handling. I understand 
that if my tickets or frame should be damaged in any 
way I may return for a replacement or a refund in full. 
Rush my order to:

Name-

Address.. 

City___

State. .Zip.

CVisa DMC Intbk #.

Acct. #.
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ease. . . not now 
I'm reading Gallery
Entertainment that 
delights the senses. . . 
Involves you with ideas. . . 
makes work and 
nirtv more creative!

Gallery Magazine Tl 
Subscription Dcpt. P.O. Box 252 
Mount Morris, Illinois 61054
( 'In-rk nut' Inis fur i}i<> KHbseription you wont:

1 year (12 issues) $20.00* 
you save $15.40 (Canadian Currency $23.00) 
--2 years (24 issues) $38.00* 
you save $32.80 (Canadian Currency $44.00) 
TO CHARGE YOUR SUBSCRIPTION PLEASE 
CHECK BEI.OVV AND SHOW NUMBER 
VISAH MASTER CHARGED

ACCOUNT NUMBER________________

GOOD THRU. 

Name ____

Address. 
City__ .State. -Zip.
Please allow 8 lo 10 weeks fnr delivery of your first issue. 
'If paid in dollars, the U.S. prices will apply.'
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FINE AFTER I POUREDSAY, MADGE, 

HOW'S YOUR CAR?

NOT REALLY - 
IN FACT. YOU'RE SOAKING 

IT RIGHT NOW.

_^T7 THAT'S RIGHT. 
Y NOW, SIT UP-IT'S 

TIME TO TRIM 
YOUR HAIR.

WAIT A MINUTE! 
YOU'RE NOT MADGE!

National Lampoon 11
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Make 
everyday

your 
Brut Day.

Letters

Great Days seem to happen
more often when you're

wearing Bruf by Faberge.
After shave, after shower.

after anything*

I C 0 N T I N U H D FROM P A G [= 7 5 ) j
Sirs:

Hey. you guys are in the humor 
game, right? Then no doubt you are al 
ready familiar with our movie parodies. 
Like, for Raiders of the Los! Ark we 
wrote "Raiders of the Lost Blcchhhr 
(Chuckle) And The Empire Strikes 
Back became "The Empire Strikes 
Blechhh'' (Chortle) This firings us to 
our problem. We're going to do one of 
our biting satires of Reds, but we're 
afraid that if we call it "Blcchhhs." 
nobody will get it. Any ideas?

William (Blechhh) Gaines 
Mad Magazine

Sirs:
The latest craze here on the campus 

is a game called Rape. You stalk a coed, 
and then when you've got her alone, 
you touch her and tell her "You've been 
raped." Tiie object is to show how easy 
it is to.rape someone. You shouldn't 
really rape them, though. Unless they're 
real pretty.

All the Guys 
Phi Epsilon Theia

Sirs:
It's time we took a hard look at a 

problem that's plaguing our schools— 
namely, kids swearing. Tune in this 
Friday to our hard-hitting special report 
"Why Johnny Can't Swear'' We've got 
some eye-opening film footage of our 
youngsters in schoolvards and on play 
grounds, saying things like. "You big 
hell!" "I don't give a bastard!" and 
"How the cunt do I know?" If you're a 
parent, you owe ii to your kids to watch. 
Parental discretion is advised.

A Bigwig at PBS 
With Im head up his ass

Sirs:
Jump in the lake! Your mother wears 

army shoes! Get lost! You're a jerk! Just 
a sample of the kinds of phrases you'll 
learn in mv new class in assertiveness 
training. 6n!y S200 for four hours. 
Major credit cards accepted.

Dr. Melville Davidson 
Malibu, Cal.

Sirs:
Do you know why Oriental Little 

League teams always beat American 
ones? 'Cause their players aren't kids, 
they're men. Little Taiwanese men. In 
disguise. That's why we always lose 50- 
to-zip. Just play those so-called Rittle 
Reague boys against the New York 
Yankees. I bet we'd kick their asses.

A Typical Little League Parent 
Namely, an asshole

Sirs:
I just want to thank all of you who 

voted for me in the recent election for 
Ugliest Comedian in the Western 
World. I'm sorry to .say. however, that 
most of the returns arc in and Jimmic 
"Dyn-o-mite" Walker is in the lead.

David Brenner 
Vegas

Sirs:
Yes. 1 bite my fingernails, and no. I 

won't do a week-long TV special warn 
ing people of the dangers involved. So 

• tsk.
Robert Evans 

Hollvwood, Cal.

don task.

Sirs:
My next film is called De Light- 

housen itnt tie Menen. It is about a 
lonely man who moves to a lighthouse 
on the Swedish coast, in wintertime. He 
goes to this barren outpost so that he 
will have time to brood about past fail 
ures, to berate himself for past fool- 
hardiness, and to agonize over long- 
dead love affairs.

People often ask me why are all my 
films so stifling and dark? Why so unre 
mittingly depressing and hopeless? I 
will tell you whv. It is because I was 
married to Liv Ullmann for years, and 
in all that time she never gave me a 
blow job. Not onee. Not even a little 
one. Can you conceive how depressing 
that was? '

I forgot to tell you the last part of the 
film. It seems that the lighthouse that 
the lonely man moved to had been built 
only that same morning, at low tide. 
After the desolate man moves his few. 
miserable belongings into the light 
house, the tide comes in. the lighthouse 
is engulfed by the sea. and the man is 
drowned. The lighthouse, you see. was 
too short. Now leave me alone: I have a 
film to make and then I am going to kill 
myself.

Ingmar Bergman 
Negalyevv Fjord Sweden

Sirs:
This is a comedian chain letter. Copy 

this letter six times and send it to six co 
medians- Remove a joke from the bot 
tom of the list and add your joke to the 
Lop of the list. In three months you will 
receive 1.751 jokes. If you break (he 
chain, you will have seven years of bad 
jokes.

"Know why women have vaginas? If 
they didn't, no one would talk to them."

"Why did the Polaek divorce his wife 
and marry an outhouse? The hole was 
smaller and it smelled better''

"Know why I got thrown out of the 
Boy Scouts? I got caught eating a 
Brownie in mv tent!'
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Sirs:
I am writing (o tell you how much 1 

enjoy National Lampoons covers, a lot 
of Ihe pictures inside the magazine, and 
the first sentence or two of some of the 
articles.

One of Those Guys Who Flips
Through the Masza/.ine in the Store

But Is Too Cheap to Buy It

Sirs:
Some say Charlie Finlcy is the big 

gest asshole in sports; others say its Ted 
Turner. Honestly, what do you think?

George Steinbrenner 
New York. N. Y.

Sirs:
I've never written a letter lo anyone 

before, but your article was so great, so 
moving, that, well, look at me, I'm writ 
ing a letter! Let's see. how should I start? 
How are you? Gee, this is lough. I am 
fine. The weather has been great lately. 
Everybody is well. Jimmy (to the left in 
enclosed picture) is doing real good 
will painting the straightest highway 
dividing lines in Iowa! And little Bessie 
(sealed) got an A on her book report. 
It's hard lo believe that another year has 
gone by. Things just seem to go so...

Mary Grant 
Little Falls, Iowa

Sirs:
No doubt you too think that all those 

colorful banners and posters that you 
see at baseball and football games are 
homemade. You know, the ones with 
messages such as "ABC' and Cosell are 
tops," "Way to go. Reggie." and "Steel- 
crs are ~l" The truth is. (he signs are 
made and distributed by my company, 
and the homemade look gives them 
that little extra touch. We are now de 
veloping a new line of banners for the 
home lo celebrate family life, and we're 
interested in placing ads in your maga- 
/ine. Our research has shown lhat your 
magazine appeals to the same redneck, 
bigoted, beer-swilling clowns who at 
tend or watch athletic contests.

Bobbyl.ee Bland 
Rland Powers

Sirs:
Hey. I just thought of something. You 

know when I sing ""New York. New 
York"? Well. I was faking a shower 
when I .though!, wow, that's just like the 
address: New York. N.Y.! Maybe I 
should work a zip code in during the 
bridge it's never too late. What do yon 
think'?

Frank Sinalra 
Rhie Cataracts Reach. Flu.

I r O S T I N I' E D O M

Carry 
a big 
stick
of protection.

Brut 33
Anti-Perspirant Stick Deodorant. 

Effective glide-on protection
you can carry- -plus

the great smell of Brut®
By Faberge.
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Ihese fine polo shirts from National Lampoon sport the 
distinctive, attractive symbol, a double-amputee frog.

Yes. the unfortunate frog is your assurance that you have 
purchased the very finest Wear your shirt wiih pride, with or 
without pants.

National Lampoon shirts are available only by mail The 
price? Just $12.95. plus postage and handling. Order yours 
today and insure yourself" the respect your discernment and s

ANNOUNCING FROG

Also available in blue and yellow 
at $13.95 each.

National Lampoon now offers the
most prestigious shirt in America, and at a price

that prestigious people can afford.

#/ ^v>>*V

FROG DRAWING IJV CARTOONIST SAM GROSS
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SECTION
True 
Facts

iLKMAN ADVERTISING. AN
.agency representing the 
McDonalds hamburger

(chain in the Philadelphia.
[Pennsylvania, area, issued a 

memorandum outlining McDonald's 
policy regarding radio advertising. Ac 
cording to the memo. McDonald's re 
quires ihai an interim of fifteen minutes 
separate their ads from those of com 
petitive advertisers on the air. The pol 
icy statement defined competitive 
accounts as "drive-in restaurants, full- 
menu restaurants, indigestion remedies, 
and dog food." (contributed by Tim 
Menowsky)

DAVID M. GRUNDMAN, TWENTY- 
seven, of Phoenix, Arizona, was in the 
desert outside Lake Pleasant blasting 
saguaro cactuses with a sixteen-gauge 
shotgun for target practice. After felling 
one of the big plants, which are pro 
tected under Ari/.ona law, he fired at 
least two rounds into another, twenty- 
six-foot-tall saguaro. A friend who was 
with him told Maricopa County au 
thorities that Grundman had just begun 
to shout, "Timber!" when the falling 
cactus crushed Grundman to death. Ar 
izona Republic (contributed by John 
Pinckney)

AFTF.R REPORTEDLY BITING THF HEAD 
off a bat during a performance in Des 
Moines. Iowa, rock starO/zy Osbourne 
sought medical treatment for rabies at 
two"local hospitals, and health officials 
were asked to scour the concert site for 
the bat's body.

"I don't know if the bat was alive or 
not," said chief humane officer Frank 
Harmon. "All I know is Mercy Hospital 
asked us if we could find it!'

Police officers in attendance at the 
Veterans Auditorium concert said they 
hadn't seen Osbourne bite the bat. but 
one uniformed cop said. "I saw him put

a couple of birds in his mouth, but he let 
them loose!'

Another officer told a reporter that 
while he hadn't seen the bat incident ei 
ther, he had noticed raw liver on the 
floor. UP! (contributed by M.J. 
Prymowic/.)

ENGLISHTOWN SPORTSWEAR, LTD.,
manufacturers of Sergio Valente de 
signer jeans, filed a $1.5-millton suit 
against Michael Lubin Byre, charging 
that the Philadelphia. Pennsylvania, 
businessman "seeks to achieve an un 
fair competitive advantage at the ex 
pense of Englishtown's reputation ... 
and makes its trademark the brunt of a 
cruel joke!' Hnglishtown has asked the 
court to enjoin Byre from selling pro 
phylactics under the trade name "Ser 
gio Preventc!" Women's Wear Daily 
(contributed by R.S. Byer)

THE NEW ENGLAND TFI.F.PHONE COM-
pany staged a full-scale press confer 
ence attended by. among other media 
representatives, three television report 
ers, with cameras, lights, and sound

equipment. The dramatic announce 
ment prompting the event was that the 
upcoming telephone directory would 
list names in four columns per page in 
stead of five. Providence Sunday Jour 
nal (vonlribuicd by Hugh Danielson)

POLICE IN INNSBRUCK. AUSTRIA, 
were called in to investigate the death of 
Anneliese Schimana. whose body was 
found near an area where prostitutes 
commonly served customers in their 
cars. A police pathologist ruled that the 
thirty-one-year-old prostitute died in a 
work-related accident, having choked 
to death on her own false teeth while 
administering fellatio to a customer. 
Agence i'rance Press (contributed by 
Hugh All)

TOM GROKAW I OLD RHK1RTCRS T! I AT 
he first decided he wanted to work with 
Rosier Mudd. his councilor on the 
"NEC Nightly News," when during a 
visit to Brokaw's home Mudd put a 
paper towel on his head and wiggled his 
ears. Cleveland Plain Dealer (contrib 
uted by Eric Ambro) •

Photo for Thought

Kevin Cohen, Brunswick, Maine
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The man's e-z.

He knows what he wants and 
he knows how to get it. And ever 
since he was a little kid there 
was one thing he wanted more 
than anything else: to be a pro 
fessional racing driver.

His name is Michael Rosen 
and today he's one of the hot 
test young drivers on the motor-

55 «e-z wider

wider cigarette rolling papers. 
They're simply the finest you can 
buy anywhere. Each leaf in an 
e-z-wider booklet is made of tht1 
highest quality, watermarked 
rice paper with a thin line of 
natural gum arabic for a perfect 
seal every time. And e-z widecs 
are now available in the tradi-

racing scene. At e-z wider we are very proud to be spon- tional doublewide, iy2 and 1 '/i widths...and our newest
soring Michael because his quest for excellence is a brilliant ultra-thin e-z wider lights in 1 !/z widths. So whatever your
reflection of our own continuing dedication to quality and smoking preference may be, e-z wicler's got your size,
excellence in the products we make. You know them: e-z And remember, whon you're rolling your own, roll e-/.

MAIL TO:
The House of Rizla, Mall Order Division
Box 5428 Hlcksvllle, New York 11816
Yes. I'm ready to roll my own the e-z way. Please send me the following boxes 
of e-z wider cigarette rolling papers. I certify thai I am at least 18 years Qid.

.Boxes, 25 bklts e-z wider double wide. ® S9.60

(N.Y. residents add 7Ji% sales tax) 
Money Order n VISAS____

Master Card «.———————————

Tolal S.
. Exp.. 

- E'xp..

Allow 4-6 weeks for delivery

The House of Rizla 485 Lexington Avenue New York, N.Y. 10017 (212)922-1800Copyright © 2007 National Lampoon Inc.



The Oriental Slant

DUNG TAILOR

FUKUSUKE

Japanese Restaurant
Jim /lunger, Klamalh Faux. Oreg

SEOUL 
FDDQ

At P Whiiehead, Lexingion. Fred Hofftnan, Savannah, Ga.
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OtiYl.000 
SAUMK
HITLER'S LIFE WAS MARKED BY A LOVE
of cartooning. A lonely and frustrated 
cartoonist himself, he made repeated 
attempts to sell his cartoons to the mag 
azines and newspapers of his day. This 
led to the well-known series of rebuffs 
that embittered the Austrian youth and 
caused him to throw himself whole- 
heartedlv into politics and genocide.

Hitlers personal preferences in car 
toons are well documented. He enjoyed 
those with a message, usually conveyed 
by strongly drawn characters notable 
for their Targe noses. Yel his tastes were 
changing, and by the close of 1944 he 
was much more "'inclined to favor gen 
tler and subtler cartoons, one notable 
example being a drawing of Winston 
Churchill screaming in futile rage at an 
American bald eagte flying off with his 
genitalia in its beak.

With the aid of a computer, we were 
able to plot the changes in Hitler's tastes 
up to the present day. and. according to 
our computer model, had he lived, his 
favorite cartoons would have been 
those that we have collected here. We 
hope you will enjoy them as much as 
the Flihrer would have, had he been 
able to. -Ted Mann

copies of National Lampoon 
Present a Miller's Favorite 
Cartoons at S2.95 each. I en 
close 51.00 for postage and 
handling. My check Ts pay 
able to Rational Lampoon.
Na me____________ 
Address___________ 
City _________ 
State_____Zip_____

• 1 enclose S___ to:
5 National Lampoon Dept. N U782
I 635 Madison Avenue
m New York, N.Y 10022

••••••
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Funny Pages

U/A/tf I PR&^EOfb To 
FAKTWUY

TWE ToftATo RFfl-S. 
, 2.3

A DE^AY fi^TcR op ^,
THE r/MEoFjg£ATHAT 7:52^'-

\W5 JTAR&oR DAY? WftL.

flSSJftSdlBfffflflkM
K/£CE OF

Wfri
THIS DAY

(CAP ON

. . . .-THAT'S GROSS!

AtwWpU WfVffiKHOWHJW*B»b« WAS ABKTo L<>OK
ATtEimf wit»'M»iiiEFf£<K.THf JEfRETflftw.™ HIM:
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Lessons in Life by Mimi Pond
PR. STEW, WH4T KINPOF POCTORJr~"T OH, REALLY? CO WOMfr/ 

r> EVER APPROACH YOU 
/VT

WardC
you SWtGYouow'

ME SlTTtN&HfXE, HOH

/r 15 o^ jsN'rir7 Vou'Rf NCT
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Popular Problems by Ron Range
I'D ONLY BEEN IN MY
NEW APARTMENT FOR
AN HOUR WHEN SHE
KNOCKEP ON. MY DOOR

SHE WAS TERRIBLY 
AFRAID OF MICE 
AND ASKED ME 
WOULD I PLEASE 
CHECK HER TRAP

MY UPSTAIRS 
NEIGHBOR TOLD 
ME NO ONE ELSE 
IN THE BUILDING 
HAD MICE BUT HER...

...AND THAT SHE 
ONLY USED THEM 
TO MEET NEW MEM 
IN THE BUtLDlMta

HELP SHEARED 
SHE COULD CALL ON ME 

AGAIN IF JHECAUSHT ANOTHER.

I DIDN'T BELIEVE HIM UNTIL I 
FOLLOWED HERTOTHE PET STORE.

Politenessman by Ron Barren
PARDON ME,MISS,BUT DATING 
IS A SOCIAL TRANSACTION NOT

ATTRACTED TO 
THE PERSON, SAY *VEfl.
THANK YOU."BUT IF NOT 
SIMPLY SAY *SORRY,eUT
iM Busy

N A CORNER IN A MODERN METROPOIIS

SJEEL HANKIECARE FOR A DATE ^FINANCIAL TRANSACTION

WHACHOO M£AH YOU BUSK MOPE ICftN SEE YOU AGAIN 
GISELLE. MOM REALLY LIKES YOU!

IT LOOKS 
LIKE SHE

RECONSIDERING

DEDICATEO TO OUR PREStDENTS SOCIAL SECReiAAY, MUFFIE BRAN&QtJ - 7H£ GAL WHO MAKES THE WHITE HOUSE A POUTS HOUSE!
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The Rabbit Boy by Len Glasser

«v TO survive THpG 
*%**?&>*£!&', S3S£
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Zeb Piker by Hollinger
1MT ANGIt MCKINSDN HE 15 f\WAKEt£.t> By H/S OHfj 

SLOB&tR/NS.
THERE /S A MOfflfb 50UA/0

SNIFF. TH/S ISN'T
IT /SM'T EVEN BUTTER
IT'S P|CKL£D HfRRWG

Aunt Mary's Kitchen by M. K. Brown

/ SOME of-mese
ARE MiSSlAJG/

LOOK, M£&£ ARE two Wowew 
WITH THEIR HEAOS CUT OFP, 

PRflSABi-v

OH, WMo CARES?
/'M TiRED oFLOOlO/VG AT
OLD PICTURES.

(T'S T'ME

you JUST

: BASIC AUToMoBi/-£ REPAIR- National Lampoon 89
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The Appletons byB.K.Taylor
EPISODE OPENS SOfAGTIfAE AFTER 
LAST EPISODE, AS WE HEAR 
APPLETON SAVING...

OKAY, NOfW . I7A LE-AVIHG 
FOR, W0< S\STER's.IfA SURE 
SHE'LL Be WELL ENOUGH
FOR ME TO RETURN IN THE 
MQR.HIN6. lW\KE SURE THE 
K\OS ARE IN BED EARLX, 
OKAY HOSIER •)

A Saga of an American Fatnilv

SUDDENLY THE LIGHTS GO OUT AS 
THE CHILDREN FIND COVER FROfA THEIR.

,MP.S. APPLETOH 
FOR THE NIGHT

THE COfAAAUISISTS ARE 
CO/AING*. RUN FOR XOOR 
LIVES !!

I/A LATE,DEAR
SO I'LL THROW 
XOU A KISS-

A FEW HOURS LATER LOOKS HKE T1N\E 
FOR BED, HUH? 
HO\N ABOUT A SPECIAL
TREAT- I'LL LET XOU 
SLEEP ON THE 
SOFA BED, WHILE I 
I READ A STORY

HEX, 
LOOK WrtAT I 
BOUGHT P.T 

1-11...

3HE CHILDREN FALL INTO A 
DEEP SLEEP.

C7HEM, QUIETLY AS A AADUSE
&PPLETON TUCKS THE 

CHttLDREN AWAX, AS SHU& 
AS A BUG IN A RUG,

. LULLS THE CHILDREN 
TO SLEEP WTH A STORV BOOK.

REMEMBER. THE WORLD IS 
A DANGEROUS PLACE. ITS
u-3O- DO vou
WHERE YOUR CHlLDRI'M ARF...GOLD INVESTMENT IS 

RISKY, WHEREAS MUTUAL 
FUNDS STILL HOLD A...
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NATIONAL
IAMPOTN

Product Bargain Bonanza!

• National Lampoon Presents HitlwV KavoritcCar- 
loons 'The only ho! meal you could acquire for the price 
of this volume comes out ofthe hind end of a 
dog." -A. Hitler. (BO-I037)S2.95

• The Bcsl of National Lampoon No.4 Anthology of 
National Lampoon's best articles 1972-1973 (BO-1006) 
S250
• The IttMofNalional Lampoon No.5 1973-1974 
Anthology (BO-1008)52.50
• The Ktot of National lampoon No. 7 1975-1976 
Anthology (BO-1014)$250
• The Boi of Naik>nul Lampoon No. 8 1976-1977 
Anthology (BO-1025)$3.95
• Thi-Be-stofNatiorial lampoon N«.9 1978-1980 
Anthology (ISO-1026)53.95

9 National I jimpoon 1964 Ili^li School Yearbook 
Parody Yearbook of C. (isles Kofauver High School in 
Dacron.Obii), The funniest thing overprinted on these 
particular pieces of paper. Deluxe fidition (BO- I007A) 
$4.95

(A) National 
mpiKin vinyl hinder 

illi metal rods
(B) Natiimul 

Miimtxm libraryfa.se 
i] infer

1 National Lampoon • National Lampoon 
Binder (A)(BN-1001) Case Binder (B)(CB- 1001) 
S4.50 each. 2 tbrSS.OO. S5.9S each. 
JtorSHWO
• National Ijiiiqiumi 12 issues in hiniler 
1975 (BN-1003) (A) (B}$20.00.1976 (UN-1004) (A)(B) 

S20.UO
1977 (liN-1005)(A)(B)$20.00,1978 <BN-L006)(A)(B) 
520.00
1979(BN-1007)(A)<1S)S20.00. I9KO (UN-1008) (A}(D) 
$20.00. I'm (BN-100'J)(A)(B)$20.00

i Tenth Anni- 
Volume I This is 

Ivilfofour best tenth anniversary 
anthology ever. Not only that, its 
(he/;, v half. (BO-1033 ] $4.95
9 National Lampoon Tenth 
Anniversary Anthology Volume II
The sequel is even bcttei. 
(BO-1035(54.95

A Nat inn al Lampoon Tenth Anniversary Anthology De 
luxe Edition Hardbound collection of the best material 
from the first ten years of ,\ational Lampoon. (BO-1032) 
$19.95
• National lampoon Foio FUIIIIKS Including l-'oto 

F;unnies, Foto l-'umetiis. Photonima Picture News, and 
pictures of girls with their shirts offl (BO-1034)52.95

IHM'*

• National I Jinpixni "Tliat\ Not l'iinii>,Thai's Sick!" 
T-shirt This is the shift preferred hv funs of'the live thea 
ter ami the criminally insane. (TS- f026)$4.95

V National Lampoon Sunday Newspapef Parody This is 
the sequel to the High Scltoal Yearbook. It is a complete 
Sunday edition of the Dacron Republican-Democrat. 
much in full-color. Critics say ii is even funnier than tlic 
Sunday Afcw York 7imw.(BO-L02l)S4.95 
• National Lampoon True Facts A collection of the 
most hilarious, honest-to-good ness True Facts ever col 
lected (BO-1036) S2.95
9 Cartoons Even We Wouldn't Dare Print A complete 
collection of diverse vulgarities. (BO- I030)S5.95

• National Lampoon Black Sox Baseball Jacket Satiny 
fabric with a real cotton lining. (T.S-1030)529.95

• Nat ion 111 IJIIIIJMMJII DulM Bag Beautiful heavy 
canvas Black Sox dullelbaggoes well with your 
National Ijiiiipmiii hut. Alsii excellent for smuggling 
drugs. {TS-1033)513.95
9 National lampoon Mona (>orilla T-shirt f his gorilla 
looks more like a gorilla than a pair of socks does.

S^S-1019)53.95 
-Vouto-vous fugue?" T-shirt CIS-1024) $4.95

9 National I.ampoon Sweatshirt Wear it for good luck. 
Available in navy with white lettering, while with red 
lettering, and gray with black lettering. (TS-1034) 512.95

ft!

AMHMALiwunr
National Lampoon's Animal House Baseball Jmev 

Allot her style of A ninialHmiw baseball jersey, especially 
designed tor "away" games. A must for those'who plav" 
such games. (T.S-1028)56.00

* National Lampoon^. New Animal House Baseball 
Jersey Hey. you! You Greek? Socrates a Ci reek! Maybe 
you wiint to so to Greek! Get one of these! Bend over!

* National lanip<mnV Animal House T-shirt Absorbs
h«!r. regurgiiatiun.and blood. Not bulletproof yet. but 
discourages people from shooting you. (TS-10291 $4.95
* National l.anipoon^ Animal Hoitw Hull-color illus 
trated novel from the hit movie, with instant replay. Hv 
Chris Miller (BO-1023)52.95 ' ' 
9 National Lampoon Deluxe Hditlon of Animal House 
On heavier paper lhat will last longer or something. 
IBC). 1024)54.95

* National lampoon Black So* Soft bull Team Jersey 
fe;ini jersey of the famed maga/ine league. Much like 
the one worn hv pitcher T. Mann when neheaned 
I'eiithtnixe publisher BobGuceione in live successive 
limes at but. (TS-1027) $6.00

9 National Lampoon Baseball I lat in own one of these 
jsu>ownaha[.(TS-l032>$5.95
* I'he Creates! Hits of the National lampoon Another 
great quality phonographic product (A-I()()2)S7.95
* Thal\ Not Funny.ThaisSkk!" ^laiuintil Ltintpann
comedy LI! (A-100! ) 56,95
9 National lampoon White Album NewC'omedy L.i',
including "What Were You Expecting Rock 'n' Roll?"
(A-|(K>3)$7.95

Indicate nit- product, vnu wish I" pun.-hiisc.cndtKrclu.-L-k nr money order, place in envelope, and wmt nr

Nalional Lampoon, Dept. ML 782, 635 Madison Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10022

Address ———————————

Olv Slate

D(A-HX)I) S 6.95tach
D(A-1002) S 7.95tach
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UNCLASSIFIED ADS

Custom-Made To Order. Sizes 6-16; A,B,C,D,E, EEE.
Handsomely-styled handsewn moccasin loafers of luxurious genuine leather for long lasting 
quality, comfort and style. Leather uppers and soles. Durable double sole construction. 
Steel stianks for support. In fashion for dress or casual. Select one or all 4 patterns: 
(A) Tassel, (B) Penny Moccasin, (Q Beef roll (pinked collar), (D) Venetian. All available in 
hand-antiquedBmvw, Black and Burgundy smooth leather. Allow 3-4 weeks. 100% FIT 
& VALUE GUARANTEE—Fu/l refund or exchange on receipt of unworn shoes.

SAVE-BUYFROM 
MANUFACTURER

5 34.95
Inc. (hipping/handling.
Fll.TB5.«ldB%ul«tlX.

Mtf W for FREE BROCHURE!
TO ORDER: Send check, money order. Master Card or Visa number. 
^Florida Shoe,3737 N.W. 53rdSt., Dept. NL, Miami, FL 33142 
Jf For information calf: (305} 633-4040.

AUTHORS WANTED BY 
NEW YORK PUBLISHER

Leading subsidy book publisher seeks nmnuscriptg 
of all types; fiction, non-fiction, poetry, scholarly 
and juvenile works, etc. New authors welcomed. 
Send for free, illustrated 40-page brochure E-71 
Vantage Press, BIG W. 34 St., Now York, N.Y. 10001

Cocaine License
Personalized reproduction of 'Authentic 
Special Drug License' issued by I.R.S..

Send LICENSE 
$595(0' 307 West 200 South No. 500 

Salt Lake City, Utah 84101

MODIFIED BIC LIGHTER-ANY COLOR 
WITH HI-PRESS, INJECTOR REFILLER 
JUST PUSH BUTTON/USE OVER* OVER
4.50 +.30 R*H.-CANADA ADD'I.OO (EH/) 

MB.SHOT5LEVS 
P.O. BOX 60

—— BRADFORD.PA.IWOI- fa, WON?/ c/icf/13 sffff sKrae atr •

iibrjcd Ts

Plain altracliva p, 
antl guaranteed. 
of;?£curTrfam£. $5 95 

Write today: DKT Intornallorml, Dipt. XHL-A 
Sli Fifth Ave., Sultom 
NowVofk. NV 10010

'GETIMORE 
MUSK FOR 

YOUR MONEY!
EVERY ARTIST, EVERY LABEL

Nouocivs got n catalog packed tike ours 
because nooodv slasnes Use prices like we
CtO. HERE'S PROOF: EVERY MAJOR ARTIST 
AND LABEL - FROM POP ROCK AND JAZZ TO 
COUNTRY AND WESTERN

TREMENDOUS SAVINGS

UST PRICE 
5.98

LIST PRICE
8.98

LIST PRICE 
9.98

LPOR 
CASSETTE

LPOR 
CASSETTE

LPOR 
CASSETTE

FREE J&R RECORD CATALOG

SEND FOR YOUR FREE J&R RECORD
AND CASSETTE CATALOG (FILLED

WITH OVER 10,000 DIFFERENT
LISTINGS BY EVERY MAJOR ARTIST OR
LABEL) OR JUST CALL US TOLL FREE

^(800)221-8180
SUPER FAST SERVICE

J&R's Computer controlled
Express Mail order service

means NO DELAY!

i JBW*
WILD I

60 Main St., Lynchburg, TN 37352

JACK DANIEL
GENTLEMAN DISTILLER

T-SHIRT

This handsome black T-shirt boasts the 
famous portrait of Mr. Jack Daniel with his 
wide planter's style hat. The legend reads 
"Jack Daniel...Gentleman Distiller" and 
makes the shirt a distinguished addition to 
any collection. 50% cotton/50% polyester. 
States, M, L, or XL. $10.00 delivered.

Send check, money order or use American Express. 
Visa or MasterCard, including all numbers and 
signalure. (Aclcl 6% sales lax for TN delivery } For 
a color catalog lull of old Tennessee items and 
Jack Daniel's memorabilia, send SI. 00 to the above 
address Tennesseeresiifenlscall615-759-7184

Bite bock.
With an embroidered patch
ol a dead crocodile on a
quality 50% collon/50%
polyester goil shirt,
The shut with the bite that
outfoxes them a
It'saCrocO'Stilr!

NL5

^goodihlngwnenlt
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UNCLASSIFIED ADS

toe.
i presents the latest designer craze

The Roach Series T-Shirts

We Love NY

Roaches!
The latest fashion craze In
New York by Penucci now
on T-Shlrtsl Eleven most
colorful designs on 100 X

cotton quality T-shirts.
#
01 (Radio City's) The 

Roacrtattes-Grey/Blue
02 Roaohefeller Center 

-white
03 We love NY-white
04 Roache* of Penxonce- 

whlte/red trim
05 Baroachnakov-yellow/ 

blue/yellow
06 King Roach-white/ 

blue/yellow
07 Gytpsy Roach Lee-white/ 

blue/yellow
08 Roachanomlcs-grey/ 

beige
09 New York Baroache 

Eiwemble-yettow
10 Roach Rayce-white/ 

beige/yetlow/blue
11 Roachmanlnoff-Hghtblue/ 

yellow/ beige

Indicate S,M,L, XL 
S9.00perihlrt 2/S17 3/S24

Include £1.50 p&h,
make check or money order

payable to:

PENUCCI INC. 
350 W. 85th Street,

Apt. 35 
New York, NY 10024 Roadies ot Peniance

Irreverent! Immoral !
OUTRAGEOUS

Krupp's New Catalog
Our giam color catalog contains a huge selection 
ol smoking and snuff accessories, plus under 
ground cotnix, books about drugs, posters. T 
shifts and hundreds of gilts. All can be delivered 
right to your door anywhere in the U.S.! As an 
introductory offer, we'll give you a buck off 
your first order. Send in the coupon below or call 
our toll free number, 24 hours n day. 7 days a 
week.

800-228-2606
In Nebraska 800-M2-S777

You ntut,t lie IK to imler the Krupp cutulott!
Allntv 3 weeks for delivery

C] Yes, send me the latest Krupp Giant Cala log.

. Age.

Cily . Zip-

Send to Krupp's New Catalog 
PO Box 9090 Dept NL62 Boulder, CO 80301

71. FUCK Off & Ot£ 
71 HOW DO YOU SPELL RftffFf f-A-R-T t 
13. WHEN 1 WANT YOUR OPWON, I'LL GIVE / 

IT TO YOU. / 
74. WHEN I'M GOOD I'M VEflY GOOD, 6U1 /WHEN I'M BAD I'M GREAT. / J6 I'M WT PIAYING HARD TO BET, C 1 AM HARD ID GET ^ J4. HOW CAN. ISAYHOVE YOU WHIN YOU ARE SITTING ON MY FACE) " ANEUVENISA IDTHATSWAUOWS n SEX WITH ANWAIS IS BETTER IRAN THf CHICK YOU'RE WITH is. i MIGHT UKE YOU BETTER if WE SLEPT

T06ETHEfl 
SO HUMPTY DUMPTY WAS PUSHED. 
81. SEE ME, 

FEEL ML 
TOUCH ME. 
EAT WE. 

82. TELL m NOW BEFORE 1 WASTE 11000 
ON DRINKS 

13 WILD BEARD RIDES SOC 
84. 1 FUCK ON THE f IRST DATE 
SB. IF YOU AM TRYING TO ACT U« AN 

ASSHOLE, YOU ARE DOING A GREAT JOB. 
38. OTOP YOUR PANTS. 1 THINK 1 KNOW YOU. 
87. CAN 1 BUY BACK MYINTBOOLOONTD YOU? 
8B 1 KNOW WHAT YOU'RE THINKING, 

LET'S TRY (T 
89. PRESIDENT REAGAN SAID, "IT'S TIME FOR 

A CHANGE." SO LET'S FUCK. 
W GO SUCK A FART 
91 SEX tS NEVER HAVWG TO SAY YOU'RE 

HORNY 
n. I'M SO HAPPY 1 COULO JUST FAHTi 
93. f WOUtONT FUCK Hf B WITH YOUfl DKX 
S4 ! ONLY StEEP WITH THE BESTI 
SB DRUGS SAVED MY UFE 
96. SHIT FUCK DAMN PISS HELL 
97. 1 OONT NEED LIFE I'M HIGH ON DRUGS . . 
88. EAT SHIT & DIE! _

tOOTOO DRUNK TO FUCKI 
101 MY MOM THINKS I'M AT THE MOVIES 
102 RFALITY IS FOR PEOPLE WHO CANT 

HANDLE DRUGS 
103 DON'T FUCK WITH MY REAIITYI 
104. HAVE A NICE DAY f UCK SOMEONE 
105 LIFE IS tIKE A SHIT SANDWICH. 

THE MORE BREAD YOU HAVE. THE LESS 
SMlT YOU HAVE TO EAT) 

106 IT'S SO FUCK'N GREAT TO BE AUVE 
107 I'M NOT AS THINK AS YOU STONfO 1 AM 
108 THE MORAL MAJORITY SUCKS 
IDS- 1 MIGHT NOT ALWAYS BE RIGHT. BUT 

I'M NEVER WRONG 
118. S« HAS NO CALORIES 
111. 1 HAVE TROUBLE REMEMBERING 

NAMES-CAN 1 CALL YOU ASSHOIE? 
112 VOUARECORDIAtlYINVrTEDTOSITON 

MY FACE. 
113 EAT SHIT & DIE MOTHER FUCKEB 
47. MY FACE IS LEAVING AT KlftE, BE ON IT. 
60. AS LON6 AS 1 HAVE A FACE. YOU HAVE A 

PUCE TO SIT 
21. t'O WAIK OVER YOU ID SEE "THE WHO" 
1. ffl WOT WEARING ANY UNDERWEAR

(RED HEART WITH 
BLACK PRINTING!

-Jl If TO 
y FART

/ THESE ARE ' 
1 HOT CHEAPO. 
/ LIGHT OR MEDIUM 
L WEIGHT T-SHIRTS

-v ...NEW SAYINGS!... ,^f^^
\ PLUS OVER 100 MORE OF THE j ^ ' ^O 

\ MOST RUDEST SAYINGS ON B€RD OV€R. 
^ BASEBALL HATS [ ?U DRIVC.

Mm .3.«!HIRTSI / f%BS

39i IV KIDDIE PORN 
li 1 V TO GET DOWN 
Zi IVaiNGxl 

| 3xlVttER 
4. IV5EX 
5. IV COCAINE 
8. 1 V TO BUUSMT 
7. IVTITIES 
Si. 1 V LIHLE GIRLS 

*\ 9i 1 V VlTtVE BOYS 
\ 10. IV HEAD 
\ Iti iVfAST WOMEN 
\ 1J. 1 V WWS 
1 13i fV TO PARTY 
/ 14. IMMVSEIF

—— ——— ' ' 18 TH£ MOTS VYE TALK. THE LESS TIME WE ~ ———— "" 18' 1 V TO DICK 
2. FREE MOUSTACHE RtOES IWITH ARTWOFJO HAVE TO FOOi AROUND "» IVtONGLEGS 
3. BfND OVER I'LL DRIVE 19 NO TEENIS WIENIES 70 I'M THE KIND OF GUY YOUfl MOTHER IB. 1 V THE BIO 0« 
11. IN OUTERSPACE NOBODY CAN HEAR 20 MINES BGGER WARNED YOU ABOUT '9< 1 V HROOXE 

YOU FART 22. IT'S HARD TO flE HUMBLE WHEN YOU'RE 2*. PARTY SIZE' 70i 1 ODNT V ANYTHING 
t. CHAMPION MOUSTACHE RIDER AS GREAT AS 1 AM 25 1980'S SLOW CARS-FAST WOMEN 21) 1 V NEW WAVE 

(WITH ARTWORK) 23. BOY. SUflE LIKE TO TOUCH THOSEI IB. 1 00 .. 22. 1 V YOU 
5 1 RODE THE MOUSTACHE (WITH ARTWORK) fll I'MSOHOHNYEVENTHECRACKQFOAWN BUT NOT WITH YOU Z3i IVIT 
8 1 OONT HAVE A DRINKING PHOKEM. ISN'T SAFE n LOVE ME Till 1 SCREAM 14, IV MONEY 

1 DWHK. 8J t WAY NOT GO DOWN * HISTORY. BUTfLL 28 1 THOUGHT YOU WE« OEM) ft, i • mrv 
1 GET OHUNX, GO OOWN ON YOUR IfrTLE SISTER 29 I'M FOR IUST S, , m anfx 

FAIL DOWN. 83. HOW CAN YOU SOAR WfTH EAGLES WHEN 31 1 WANT A MtAL NOT A SNACKI ;, Z ,. WFT 
NO PR081EM. YOU WORK WtTH TURKEYS? 32 ONE Of A KIND IL' Z I rVS*.«« 

7 EfS10" Mf' BUT ™u-v( 08VIOUHY 64 YOUR CWTICtSM IS GWAnY 33 DONT LAUGH, COU10 YOU 00 BETTER If ;!' Z Eve 
MISTAKEN ME FOR SOMEBODY WHO GIVES APPRECIATED, FUCK YOU VEBY MUCH YOU WERE BUND' IS* i ,510. ,S,. 
A SHIT 65 I'M A FUCKING GENIUS 34. GO COUNO SANfll ^D" ' » !R"N'JIES 

30 SOUNDS UKE BUUSHIT TO ME 88. FLICK OFF 35 SCHOOL SUCKS' 3h ' • BLONOES 
8. HfY LiniE G SL WANNA PIECE OF CANDY? 81 LIFE IS ABED OF ROSES, BUT WATCH OUT 36 ASK ME K 1 CARE 32i 1 V REUHEADS
8 HEY LITTLE BOY. WANNA ? ECt of CANDY? FOR THE PHCXS 37 SNOW BUND 33i i V voufl BOOY
ID SAVf OUR BtACHES 98. THE WORD OF THE DAY IS IEGS, HELP 38 USTENTDWHATIMEAN.NOTWHATISAY Mi 1 V SNOW 

HARPOON A FAT CHICK HELP SPREAD THE WORD. 39 TAKE THIS JOB AND SHOVE 111 35. 1 V SKBNB 
1 1 HAVE A NICE DAY. ASSHOLE! BE. YOU ARE CORDIALLY INVITED TO GO 40. WHEN EVERYTHING'S WGHT. 36. 1 V TO FAHT 
12 FDCK YOU IF YOU CANT TAKE A JOKE FUCK YOURSELF NOTHING MATTERS 3J, | V MOTORCYCLES 

SI Of MORE SAVINGS TO BUDE TO PRIIIT INUUDED IN (VERY ORDER RECEIVED. 41 KART RACERS 00 IT ON Alt fOUflS 33, I * COUNTRY

HOTLINE ORDER ft: Ciedii Cards call tall free 1-800>854-RUOE...In California. Alaska. Hawaii & Foreign people call (714) B79-4103 
MAIL TO: GUCCIONE ENTERPRISES MONEY BACK GUARANTEE 

Dept. ML 72 U.S. FUNDS ONLY 
1080 S. Cypress St., Bldg. F Foreign Countries add an additional $2.00 to total,
In Hahra, HatHnrnia qflfi.il Mama

HI
•i CSjft
B.B. HATS HAT
STYLE n

C010HS

GOLD

LT BIKE

ROYAL

RED 
MAROLW

SAYING, 
ONBLA

UMttt&K

K. NAVY Ofl RED T.SHfRTS. S«nri T.ShirMtl IS> ftfi OQ

T-SHIRTS SHIRT Snnri Banwhflli Hnth! ® *599
SIYIE«

n AD COLORS TOTAL AMOUNT ........................
SIZE COLOR BLACK California people add 8% sales tax

YELLOW Slipping /Handling ......................
—— —— NAVY TOTAL AMOUNT ENCLOSED
—— —— gjWWE Sand Chack/M.O. or charge my CMaster Card

AW TrBrllt HsrrlS

%?*,*** SflnitwrB

• Zip
a
*

. , , *
t
t *2.0Q
*

OVisB 
F»p Hsta
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UNCLASSIFIED ADS

Hove on
exciting,

indispensable
product?

Sell it 
through

Call (212) 688-4070

laughable 
lingerie
Send $6.95 fcheck or money order lo:
Laughable Lingerie
5365 Corral Ct.
Las Vegas, NV 89119
Indicate Sperm Bank or
Beaver Hut panties.
S, M, L, XL
Colors: white, pink, yellow.
All panties finest quality nylon.

H! BALLOONS "SWAY!!

'ATtR OALLOO

300' — GREAT SUMMER FUl 
-To orclor scnil 15.99 plu

SLING-SHOT' 
tnvl.ii. Dr., Bcpl. SSNL

YOUR COMPLETE GUIDE TO THESYSTEM 
ANYBODY CAN USE TOGI?OW TOP QUALITY POT

INDOORS-INEXPENSIVELY' 
"HOME-GROWN YOU CAN BE PROUD OF"
. il-J ARDENT RESEARCH 

O*"*ifcfc, SUITE 227 
fc A.9** "02 N. UNION ST. 
TJ" WILMINGTON. DE 198O5

Top Quality 
Cotton Polyester
Sizes:
S,M,L,XL$8.50 
XXL, $9.50 
Prices include 
postage & 
handling.
Send check or 
money order to:

GMB Diversified—Dept. NL
494 Walters Rd. 

Chagrin Falls, Ohio 44022
^^^ Colors: 

/( ^—^ |\ Red, Yellow 
/ { \ Blue, Black 

While
Specify

Size
Color

Quantity
Money Back 
Guarantee

THE ARMSTHE HUMAN
T SHIRT $*•>

IHD •>• AHN1 KACI
ro »oi fit
HULL, M* tlttt

ftVr serving your 
1 *v country in a lonely

place and feeling 
(J ' " forgotten.
*tf

USO helps make sure that our 
young servicemen and women 
aren't forgotten. Programs of all 
kinds — tours, classes, special 
events, celebrations — and more 
assure good use of off duty time. 
Community projects helping 
others get the serviceperson in 
volved in his new home or coun 
try and intercultural sports events 
provide healthy competition. At 
over 150 points worldwide, USO is 
there showing civilian concern.

Support USO through the United 
Way, OCFC, or local USO cam 
paign.

WE GO 
FULL CYCLE

VEGETARIAN
covers

the distance. . . between good 
nutrition and good eating. And 
the connecting "link" is low cost.

Three good reasons to invest in 
VEGETARIAN TIMES, a
magazine for every health- 
conscious American. . . 
vegetarian, partial vegetarian, or 
just thinking about it.

Read about great health, great 
food, great ideas, and how to get 
there with a magazine that is 
newsworthy, entertaining and 
informative.

Issue after issue will provide you 
with better ways on how to 
spend less to be healthy and live 
well.

Ride with a winner. Fill out the 
coupon below and pedal it to the 
nearest mailbox.

VEGETARIAN TIMES-BY2
41 East 42 Street, N.Y., NY 10017

Published monthly

( ) 1 Yr. $20 
( )3 Yrs. $50

( ) Check Enc. 
{ ) Mastercard

( ) 2 Yrs. $36

< )VISA 
( ) Bill Me

Credit Card *. 

Exp.Dt. ___ 

Mame____

Address, 

City___ .State. .Zip.
Copyright © 2007 National Lampoon Inc.



Letters
D I- ROM I' A G I;

Sirs:
There's a real problem with the pro 

nunciation of the word "Uranus." If you 
say "your-anus." people say. "My 
what?''; and if you say "urine-us," 
people think you want them to piss on 
vou: and if you say "you're-in-us." they 
think you're really sick. But there's a 
simple solution: Just refer to the planet 
by the name the Greeks have been 
using for millions and millions of 
years—"Bo nerlandr

Carl Sagan 
Cosmos, A//igretl!

Sirs:
You've got it wrong. I do still live in 

the sixties. The East Sixties.
Abbie Hoffman

New York. N. Y.

Sirs:
Put sex in this letter? The fuck I'll put 

sex in this letter. You could strap me to a 
table and get whores to suck me off till I 
orgasmed to death and 1 wouldn't put 
sex in this letter. And if you clubbed me 
over the head with Ann-Margret's tits, I 
wouldn't put violence in. either. So fuck 
off.

A Letter with Principles
No Sex, No Violence:

These are my principles

Sirs:
To prepare me properly you need 

more than just chopped" beef. You 
should also have bread crumbs. ,i raw 
egg, and some carrot shavings. But if 
you don't have a carrot, its^all right, 
because two out of three ain't bad.

Meal Loaf 
IMS Angeles

Sirs:
You should snort the ink on this let 

ter. Its really good stutV. man. Then I'll 
send you some shit to smoke. Only, it 
wonVbe shit like marijuana but rather 
shit like from cows. What a gas. man. 

Cheechy Chong 
Easv Street

NEXT MONTH

Copyright © 2007 National Lampoon Inc.



NATIONAL LAMPOON

Can You 
Straighten 
Out the 
Rothko 
Paintings?
B AD PHILISTINE VANDALS 

broke in to the Guggen- 
heim Museum and dis 

arrayed three paintings by Mark 
Rothko (1903-1970). Some are 
upside down, others are side 
ways. Can you straighten them 
out?

Label the three paintings re 
produced on this page lop, bot 
tom, left, and right and send the 
coupon today. Winner will re 
ceive a check from National 
Lampoon sufficient to cover the 
price of admission to the Gug- 
genheim Museum in New York. 
Winner selected at random. 
Contest void where prohibited 
by law.

Send to:

Roihko 
National Lampoon
635 Madison Avenue 
New York. N.Y 10022

STATE. _ZIP.
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KOOL ULTRA
There's only one way 

to play it...
No other ultra brings
you a sensation this

refreshing. Even at 2 mg.,
Kool Ultra has taste that

outplays them all.

>L
KGDL
ULIRA

Warning: The Surgeon General Has Determined 
That Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous to Your Health.

"'\V«"

Kings, 2 mg. "lar", (i.^ "ing. nicoii(ie ; 100's. b mg. "lar" 
0.6 mg. nicQiiriB au. pur cigarGtid by FTC method.

Copyright © 2007 National Lampoon Inc.



toste of Seagra.ms tasie bitof soun
's 7 & dera.tion.

'r it's country and western, ja&*

stirs
Seven

Scagram's
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